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Abstract
Archaeological applications routinely use many different forms of remote sensing imagery, the exception being hyperspectral imagery (HSI). HSI tends to be utilized in a
similar fashion as multispectral imagery (MSI) or processed to the point that it can be
utilized similarly to MSI, thus reducing the benefits of HSI. However, for large scale
archaeological surveys, HSI data can be used to differentiate materials more accurately
than MSI because of HSI’s larger number of spectral bands. HSI also has the ability to
identify multiple materials found within a single pixel (sub-pixel material mixing), which
is traditionally not possible with MSI. The Zapotec people of Oaxaca, Mexico, lived in
an environment that isolates the individual settlements by rugged mountain ranges and
dramatically different ecosystems. The rugged mountains of Oaxaca make large scale
ground based archaeological surveys expensive in terms of both time and money. The
diverse ecosystems of Oaxaca make multispectral satellite imagery inadequate for local
material identification. For these reasons hyperspectral imagery was collected over Oaxaca, Mexico. Using HSI, investigations were conducted into how the Zapotec statehood
was impacted by the environment, and conversely, how the environment impacted the
statehood. Emphasis in this research is placed on identifying the number of pure materials present in the imagery, what these materials are, and identifying archaeological
regions of interest using image processing techniques.
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v

The HSI processing techniques applied include a new spatially adaptive spectral
unmixing approach (LoGlo) to identify pure materials across broad regions of Oaxaca,
vegetation indices analysis, and spectral change detection algorithms. Verification of
identified archaeological sites is completed using Geospatial Information System (GIS)
tools, ground truth data, and high-resolution satellite MSI. GIS tools are also used to
analyze spatial trends in lost archaeological sites due to urban sprawl occurring in the
Central Oaxacan Valleys over the past 30 years.
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Chapter 1

Thesis Objectives
Archaeology research has been improved or the work-load reduced in the past few
decades by using remote sensing technologies. Archaeological projects covering large
areas or located in remote locations all benefit from remote sensing data and analyses.
Some of the most common examples of combining these two disciplines include the
Angkor Wat Project in Cambodia [1], identifying Mayan cities in the Costa Rica rain forest [2], and using synthetic aperture radar (SAR) to identify road networks in the Middle
East [3]. Here, research will focus on the Zapotec civilization of Oaxaca (pronounced
wa-HOK-ah), Mexico, and using hyperspectral imagery (HSI) to aid the archaeological
studies. In the past, HSI has been collected for archaeological applications, but few results
have shown any beneficial use of this remote sensing technology.
The overall archaeological goal for studying the Zapotec civilization is to identify the
relationship between Zapotec state formation, social complexity, and the environment.
This includes how the environment impacted the civilization’s development as well as
how the civilization affected its environment. This is a much larger goal than can be accomplished in this research, therefore, here the archaeological objectives will be focused
on developing tools and methods that may be of interest to archaeologist, in particular,
focusing on tools and methods that identify, describe, or analyze the current Oaxacan environment. Due to the mountainous terrain of Oaxaca and the large area of interest in this
survey, the archaeological questions will best be answered by using remote sensing data
and methods. The remote sensing objectives focus on improving spectral unmixing and
fusing data for feature analysis. During the discussion of remote sensing tools and meth1
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ods, many of the common difficulties of using diverse datasets and proper pre-processing
steps are also discussed. All of these objectives can be simultaneously achieved by using
HSI, as well as proving the usefulness of HSI in archaeological research. To complete
these objectives, two analyses will be completed; namely material analysis and spatial
analysis of human impact on the environment.
In material analysis, spectral profiles extracted from the HSI data were processed.
This type of analysis has been applied to some archaeological sites with little success being reported in the literature, because most archaeological sites contain materials directly
extracted from the background materials, and so can not be isolated easily. Here, the
number of materials and the type (or spectral profile) of the individual materials were the
key components extracted instead of identificatying sites, because these parameters help
determine the ecological richness of a region. Results of the material analysis included
fractional abundance maps, classification maps, land-use maps, and possible identification of crop-markers. Additionally, this research produced a spatially adaptive spectral
unmixing algorithm which produced per-pixel unmixing residual errors less than the
errors obtained from common unmixing routines (i.e. non-negative least square (NNLS)
unmixing or sequential maximum angle convex cone (SMACC)). All of these material
analysis results help to identify material maps and progress the remote sensing tools
needed to create an automated material abundance map tool. Regions of interest containing only one land-use taxa were also monitored temporarily to determine any trends
present in the HSI data which can be associated with time dependent processes through
the use of change detection algorithms.
Spatial analysis of the human impact on the environment includes both recent and
ancient human interactions. It was completed by focusing on small, key locations and
indentifying trends observed in the spatial and temporal information using several different datasets. There are two key locations of interest for studying human population
fluctuations, one at San Pedro Nexicho and the second in the Tlacolula Valley. At San
Pedro Nexicho, the ancient human populations were predicted based on the number of
terraces containing pottery debris. The pottery debris was made and used during different Zapotec eras and can be used to estimate how much of the settlement was in use
during that era. In the Tlacolula Valley the loss of archaeological sites was estimated by
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comparing known archaeological sites identified in the 1970’s to urban regions detected in
2008-2012 Hyperion images using target detection methods. Many of the spatial analysis
results are presented as a series of maps.
Figure 1.1 outlines the work presented here. In Figure 1.1 the blue and grey boxes
represent tools, methodologies, and results that are discussed in detail in this research,
while the yellow boxes are possible future results that may be obtained based on the work
presented. The pink boxes represent the original datasets used in this work. This paper
is laid out such that Chapter 2 reviews the historical work and discusses the datasets
available, Chapter 3 outlines key algorithms and metrics, Chapter 4 shows the results of
the material analysis, Chapter 5 shows the results of the spatial analysis of human impact
on the environment at selected locations, and Chapter 6 outlines the future work which
can be accomplished based on the datasets available and the groundwork established
in this thesis. Several appendices are included. Appendix A lists the Hyperion images
collected for this project, Appendix B lists the digital images collected and where they
were collected, and Appendix C lists the archaeological site names impacted by modern
urbanization in the Tlacolula Valley.
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Figure 1.1: Flow-chart of the processing steps used in this research. Pink boxes represent
the original datasets needed, blue boxes represent the different remote sensing tools
or processes, grey boxes represent archaeological results obtained in this research, and
yellow boxes represent future results that may be obtained by using this research as a
reference.
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Chapter 2

Background
2.1

Zapotecs and Mexico

The Zapotec people live in the southern highlands of Mexico that are mostly enclosed
in the state of Oaxaca (refer to Figure 2.1). The ancestors of the Zapotecs were ice-age
hunter-gathers who first migrated into the region around 15,000 years ago. Over several thousand years the small hunter-gather groups transitioned to an agricultural life
style and developed into small villages. Throughout this formative period, humans continuously inhabited the central Oaxaca Valley and neighboring mountain ranges. The
Zapotec state began around 500 BC with the founding of the capital city of Monte Albán.
By 250 BC, when Monte Albán was finally complete, the Zapotec state ruled the central
Oaxaca Valley and much of the surrounding territory, including several nearby valley
systems in the southern highlands and some parts of the Pacific coast [4]. Around AD 750
the Zapotec state collapsed and Monte Albán was abandoned. The area once ruled by
the Zapotec state was divided into several new and independent political entities which
were later brought under Spanish rule around AD 1520 when the Spaniards conquered
the region. The time spanning the height of the Zapotec state is broken into several eras.
In this research only the five classical eras are considered: Monte Albán I, Monte Albán II,
Monte Albán IIIa, Monte Albán IIIb-Monte Albán IV, and Monte Albán V. Abbreviated,
these eras become I, II, IIIa, IIIb-IV, and V. A time-line of all phases of civilization for the
Zapotec people in Oaxaca, Mexico, is shown in Figure 2.2. The Zapotec society is most
well-known for having one of the first written languages in Mesoamerica, one of the first
state governments (instead of a monarchy), and for having diplomatic and trade relations
5
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with other neighboring societies (such as the Mayans located in the Yucatan Peninsula) [4].
The Zapotec society is of interest to archaeologists because they represent an example
of primary state formation. The prehistory of the heartland of the Zapotec state (the
central Oaxaca Valley) is relatively well known, but outlying areas in the surrounding
mountains and nearby valley systems are not as well known. The first archaeological
survey of the Zapotec people occurred in the 1920’s by Alfonso Caso and only included
sites found in Oaxaca Valley, particularly surrounding Monte Albán [4]. Another, more
intensive survey, also focusing on the central Oaxacan Valley was conducted in 1980
by Stephen Kowalewski et al. [5]. The area of interest of this project is the Rio Verde
drainage, because it has been subject to long-standing geomorphological, paleoecological, and archaeological studies. The rugged terrain of Oaxaca allowed the Zapotec people
to develop in relative isolation as compared to neighboring Olmec, Mayan, and Teotihuacan societies. Sociologists and archaeologists believe that a better understanding of
how the Zapotec society evolved from small settlements to large cities may provide a
model for how general human groups evolve into cities and governing regions [5, 6]. The
terrain also contributes to the diverse ecosystems found in Oaxaca, spanning tropical
rainforests created at the base of the Sierra Madre del Sur and the Pacific coastal planes
through the high-arid desert valleys found between the intersection of the Sierra Madre
del Sur and the Sierra Madre de Oaxaca. The physical environment which the Zapotecs
occupied is one of the most bio-diverse in all of Mexico, including 11 different vegetation
types (conifers, broad-leaved and conifers, broad-leaved Montane cloud forest, evergreen
and sub-evergreen, deciduous and sub-deciduous, xerophytic scrubland, hygrophylous
vegetation, other vegetations, grassland, irrigated agriculture, raid-fed agriculture, forest
plantation, bare ground, water reservoir, and human settlements) [7].
Archaeologists are trying to determine the relationship between the Oaxacan environment and the Zapotec state formation and complex society. Understanding the
relationship between the Zapotec society and their environment may inform the current
people of Oaxaca on farming techniques and land conservation that were beneficial to
the Zapotecs and others that were detrimental. Extensive research on the Nochixtlan and
Rio Verde drainage has been ongoing for the past 20 years [8].
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(a) Ancient Meso-America

(b) State of Oaxaca

(c) Central Oaxaca Valley

Figure 2.1: Outlines of the ancient Meso-American civilization borders and current political borders for the state of Oaxaca and the Central Oaxaca Valley.
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Figure 2.2: Oaxaca Valley human habitation time line

2.2

Remote Sensing Synoptic View

The use of remote sensing in archaeology has been a key component to understanding
past events and societies, while increasing the efficiency of the archaeologist and preserving the evidence for archaeological analysis. Remote sensing technologies are beneficial
for large areas of study and for inaccessible remote destinations. The study of the Zapotec
state exemplifies both benefits of remote sensing. The state of Oaxaca is very mountainous, making travel difficult and time consuming. Additionally, the area of interest for the
Zapotec project covers more than 30,000 km2 , an area which would take many years to
survey through traditional pedestrian means.
A handful of recent publications have tried to summarize the benefits and applications
of remote sensing and archaeology. El-Baz [3] states that remote sensing was first used
in archaeology when aerial photographs were taken to observe a large area before beginning field work and then continues on to describe more recent applications of several
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different types of aerial and space-based remote sensing technologies (such as synthetic
aperture radar) applied to archaeological research. Giardino [9] summarizes the more
recent space-based remote sensing data products available through NASA and how they
have been used by archaeologists over the past 40 years. He pays special consideration to
the impact the freely-available Landsat data products have had on the industry. A third
resource (an introductory article for the Journal or Archaeological Science) [3] discusses
more high-spatial-resolution applications, including the recently declassified CORONA
imagery and many of the newer commercially available high-spatial resolution multispectral satellites (IKONOS, Quickbird, WorldView-1, WorldView-2, SPOT, etc.). Many
other remote sensing technologies that have also been used in several archaeological
pursuits include ground penetrating radar (GPR), satellite digital imagery [3], medical
imaging techniques such as CAT scans [10], light detection and ranging (LIDAR) [11],
synthetic aperture radar (SAR), magnetometer imaging [12], muon imaging, and several
others [13–15].
Currently, many archaeologists focus on using multispectral earth-observing imagery
obtained from both airborne and satellite sensors to look for individual objects. For example, in Italy buildings are identified using a ratio of two multispectral bands [3, 16–19],
and in Turkey village walls are identified by using edge-detection algorithms of highresolution space-based panchromatic imagery [20].
One of the most common applications of earth-observing remote sensing in archaeology is land surveying. Land surveying uses the remote sensing imagery to identify
changes in the landscape which may indicate archaeological effects upon the environment [15, 21]. Landsat’s infrared spectral band [22] has been used in a land survey to find
footpaths in Costa Rica [13]. By combining multiple spectral bands with multi and hyperspectral tools (such as the normalized difference vegetation index, NDVI) archaeologists
can find features unobservable in the standard aerial photographs. Some attempts have
been made to further exploit hyperspectral data, such as using 2m ground sample distance
compact airborne spectrographic imager (CASI) 15-band continuous-spectrum sensor to
aid in finding ancient buildings over Crete [23] and using 30m ground sample distance
Hyperion data over Thessaly, Greece, to attempt to find Neolithic mounds [24]. However, the hyperspectral results are either not published or are fused with high-resolution
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multispectral imagery reducing the emphasis of the HSI results. The lack of HSI results
are due to the large ground sample distance (GSD) of the employed hyperspectral sensors compared to the target size. The target sizes are approximately the same size as a
single HSI pixel in these studies. Further reducing the use of HSI data in archaeological
applications is the theory that archaeological features are difficult to differentiate from
their background because many times both target and background are made from the
same materials (e.g. mud-brick walls are made from local soils). However, there are cases
where the archaeological targets are large enough and spectrally different enough from
the background that the use of HSI is plausible. This is the case for identifying copper
mine slag mounds in Jordan’s Feynan district [25] and in using a Mixture Tuned Matched
Filter target detection algorithm to find pit houses in Arizona [26]. Nevertheless, in the
case of the copper mine slag mounds, poor image processing techniques undermine the
potentially useful results obtained. Therefore, in the research completed here the archaeological questions to be answered do not try to find individual buildings or sites or a
single key material, instead they are systematic questions about the state which rely on
identifying the common materials of the area.

2.3
2.3.1

Datasets
Hyperion HSI

The questions archaeologists are trying to answer about the Zapotec state relate to how
the state interacted with its environment. For example, they are trying to determine how
much arable land was available to the Zapotec people within the narrow mountain valleys
of Oaxaca, as well as identifying the proximity of the settlements to the in-use agricultural
fields, and how much arable land was needed to maintain the population of Monte Albán.
To answer these questions, identification of the current land-use and ground materials is
critical. Therefore hyperspectral imagery (HSI) is the best way of quickly obtaining this
information over most of the state of Oaxaca. The four most notable hyperspectral sensors (Hyperion, HyMap, HyDICE, and AVIRIS) each have over 100 contiguous spectral
bands [27, 27–30]. Three of the four mentioned sensors (HyMap, HyDICE, and AVIRIS)
are all airborne sensors. The Hyperion sensor, onboard the Earth-Observing-1 satellite
bus, is used to collect the needed hyperspectral imagery (HSI) data from space.
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The Hyperion sensor is one of three instruments mounted to the Earth Observatory1 (EO-1) satellite bus. The Advanced Land Imager (ALI) and Linear Etalon Imaging
Spectrometer Array (LEISA) Atmospheric Corrector (LAC) are the other two instruments [31, 32]. EO-1 was originally built as a proof-of-concept satellite for the Landsat
program and as such ALI has similar spectral bands and footprint to the Landsat7 ETM+
sensor [33]. Hyperion, a pushbroom sensor, has a swath width of approximately 7680
meters [33]. Because of the low number of pixels in the cross-track direction (only 256 pixels), the swath width of Hyperion is much smaller than that of both ALI and Landsat. The
instantaneous field of view (IFOV) of Hyperion is such that the GSD of a single pixel on
the ground is approximately 30 meters square for nominal orbit operation (705 kilometers
above the Earth’s surface) [28, 33, 34]. Because of the tie to the Landsat program, the EO-1
satellite originally flew one minute behind in formation with Landsat 7 ETM+ [33, 34].
However, in 2010, the EO-1 sensor was reduced to a lower altitude preparing for re-entry
and burn-up in the Earth’s atmosphere in preparation for end-of-life. A postponement
on the actual re-entry was approved by NASA, and EO-1 is expected to remain at this
lower altitude orbit until it naturally re-enters the atmosphere in approximately 40 years
(i.e. 2050). However, the lower altitude generates more drag in the atmosphere thus
requiring an orbital correction routinely to maintain a noon-time equator cross-over. This
correction causes an elliptical orbit pattern and a precession about the orbital axis. In one
to two years the satellite will precess to an extent that it will not be able to collect enough
sunlight power to support imaging [35, 36].
The Hyperion sensor (Figure 2.3) consists of two focal plane arrays (FPA). One array is
made of silicon and used for visible and near-infrared (NIR) wavelengths (400-1000nm).
The second FPA is an Indium-Antimonide (InSb) array and collects light over a wavelength range of 900-2500nm [28, 37]. The wavelengths overlapped in both FPAs are used
to align the two arrays both spectrally and spatially [31]. The two FPAs are each 256 pixels
in width and each pixel is only 9µm in size. Over these 256 pixels a convex grating in an
Offner configuration is used to disperse the incoming light so that one pixel only collects
approximately 10nm of light in the spectral band range on average [31]. The dispersion of
the light combined with the transmission of the optical system reduces the signal-to-noise
ratio (SNR) values at the extreme wavelengths on both focal planes. Between the low
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Figure 2.3: Hyperion sensor

SNR of the system and atmospheric absorption effects, only 158 good bands are used
out of the total 242 available from the Hyperion sensor. The total spectral range for the
Hyperion sensor spans 447-2577nm (central wavelength values) [32].
During testing of the Hyperion sensor, it was found that both FPAs experience some
amount of spectral smile [32]. Spectral smile occurs because the light emerging from
the curved grating used to separate the different wavelength arrives at the array in a
spherical shape, but the array itself is a flat plane so that the extreme wavelengths of the
FPA get stretched further apart. The result of the spectral smile is a reduced amount of
light hitting the pixels for the extreme wavelengths (both long and short) on both FPAs.
This reduction in the amount of light affects the quantum efficiency, spectral response,
and signal-to-noise ratio (SNR), refer to Figure 2.4. The Hyperion sensor is also known
for having high levels of noise associated with the FPAs. During production, the two
FPAs placed into the Hyperion sensor were salvaged from a previous sensor (the Lewis
Small Satellite Technology Initiative) which did not make it into orbit [32]. As such the
focal planes are slightly older technology, explaining the higher noise values compared
to detectors produced at the time of Hyperion’s conception. The increased noise fur-
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ther reduces the SNR for Hyperion. Refer to Figure 2.5 for a plot of the SNR for each
spectral band of the Hyperion sensor. Also, vicarious calibration of the Hyperion sensor
determined that the spectral calibration coefficients were not ideal, therefore post-launch
calibration coefficients were determined and should be used in place of the pre-launch
values [38]. Through the vicarious calibration process, improved calibration coefficients
were derived for the first 232 bands and are used in converting Hyperion radiance data
into at-sensor-radiance images.
Geo-positioning of Hyperion images is preformed on the raw image data and level 1
data products and higher have been mapped to the UTM earth projection. However, geopositioning errors are still present in identically tasked collection areas. This is because,
like many imaging sensors, the Hyperion image data are collected at a rate faster than the
inertial measurement unit (IMU) data [31]. Therefore, it is impossible for each line of the
image to have a precisely known geo-position. The solution to this problem is to obtain
a precisely known starting corner of the scene and to obtain satellite jitter and motion
profiles at a frequency high enough to correspond to each line of the image. These two
positional information datasets are fused together to obtain a line-of-sight (LOS) vector
for the sensor at each image line. The LOS data are then used with a model of the Earth
(WGS-84) and digital elevation model (DEM) to place each pixel in the image onto the
Earth model. As a result, the upper-left corner of every Hyperion scene will have the
most accurate and repeatable geo-position. Conversely, the lower-right corner of each
Hyperion scene will have a much larger geo-position error due to sensor motion and
errors or differences in the DEM used. These errors are best exemplified in a change
detection image (Figure 2.6) where one image is shown in blue and the other in red. The
upper left corner of both scenes align almost identically, but the lower-right corner of
the scenes are off by 15 pixels from each other. For this reason, additional scene-to-scene
rubber-sheet image warping registration is required.
The Hyperion data are obtained via the NASA website (http://ai.jpl.nasa.gov/
public/planning/eo1/operations/findobservations.cgi) through support by USGS.
The two levels of the Hyperion data (L1G and L1R) are available from the NASA website.
L1G differs from L1R in that it has been geo-positioned onto a UTM Earth model. Both
L1R and L1G datasets are scaled at-sensor radiance values with units of
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(a)

(b)

Figure 2.4: Hyperion sensor spectral smile [37]. Figure 2.4(a) shows the spectral smile for
the VNIR Hyperion focal plane as measured before launch and Figure 2.4(b) shows the
SWIR Hyperion focal plane spectral smile.
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Figure 2.5: Spectral SNR for Hyperion Sensor [28].

applying Fast Line-of-sight Atmospheric Analysis of Spectral Hypercubes (FLAASH) to
the Hyperion data, knowledge of the image radiance units is needed as one of the first
input parameters (unit scale). FLAASH uses units of

µW
;
cm2 sr

therefore, a unit scale factor of

0.1 is used in FLAASH when running raw L1G or L1R Hyperion data.
The coverage area Hyperion has been tasked to collect over Oaxaca is shown in Figure 2.7. Individual flight lines tasked to the Hyperion sensor are given specific ID tags.
The red rectangles outline the ground coverage region for full swath length ID tags while
the blue rectangles show the ID tags for the short swath length images. The same ID
tag is used for the same region during the entire collection history, therefore referring to
the KP flight lines will correspond to the same ground coverage but images collected at
different times or years. Giving both the date and ID tag can identify a single Hyperion
image within the large database. Similarly, once the ID tag for a specific geographic
point is known, all images collected over that point can be identified. Hyperion has
two settings for swath length, 100km and 200km. The longer 200km swath length is
preferred for the large area study of Oaxaca, Mexico. When tasking the Hyperion sensor
the shorter 100km swath length is the default. As such, some of the initial Hyperion
15
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Figure 2.6: Change detection image from two Hyperion scenes showing the sensor jitter
during collection. Differences in the images appear as blue (old) or red (new). The top
left corner is aligned in both images, but the bottom right corner is 15 pixels off between
the two.
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(a)

(b)

Figure 2.7: (a) shows the Hyperion tasked coverage area in Oaxaca, Mexico, while (b)
shows the most recent imagery collected.

scenes collected have the shorter swath length. This parameter was changed to the longer
between December 5 and December 10, 2009. Future tasking of the Hyperion sensor may
require specifying using the longer 200km swath length. Hyperion imagery file sizes are
based on the swath length, the longer length images are approximately 6GB in size. The
Hyperion data are compressed to make it possible to download Hyperion scenes from a
website. The individual 242 TIFF images are tarred together into a single folder, which is
then zipped and distributed on the NASA website. A single downloaded zipped file is
approximately 512MB. The data are also 12-bit resolution, so that a single grey scale can
have 4086 different values of grey.
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Figure 2.8: The naming scheme for all Hyperion flight lines in Oaxaca, Mexico.
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Figure 2.9: High-resolution data purchased in Oaxaca.

2.3.2

High-resolution

High-resolution (GSDs less than 5m) imagery has been purchased for selected site locations originally to be used as base maps in a GIS database. The high-resolution data
purchased for the Rio Verde river delta, the Tlacolula Valley, and most of the Nochixtlan
Valley sites were collected by the Quickbird sensor in previous years (refer to Figure 2.9).
These datasets were purchased from the archives of historical data. Imagery included
all Quickbird spectral bands (including the panchromatic data) without pan-sharpening,
referred to as a multi-spectral bundle. The GSD of the color bands is 2.62m and the
panchromatic GSD is 0.65m. Maximum angle of the sensor during data acquisition is
limited to ±30° from nadir. Maximum percentage of cloud cover is limited to no more
than 20% covered in the region of interest. Geo-accuracy was set to the basic registration
which has an error of 23m; for reference the ortho-rectified geo-accuracy has an error of
25m. The regions of interest where specified with shape files and sent to the vendor.
Since a historical archive was used for the Quickbird-2 data, the dates of the data
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were hierarchically set. Dates with no cloud cover were most important and if there
were multiple images with no cloud cover then the most recent image was selected. The
data products are ordered in GeoTIFF format since this is a common file format and can
be read-in by most software packages (ENVI and IDL most importantly). The other file
format option was NITF which requires a special license to be read in ENVI and IDL and
therefore, made it impractical for use in this project. The Quickbird-2 data are obtained
via FTP download for a limited two weeks access after purchase. The data are also broken
up based on satellite passes and the area of coverage ordered. This data division means
that images can be split so that two or more scenes are needed to cover a region and each
individual scene does not need to be the same size.
A selection of the Nochixtlan valley was also collected as part of the WorldView-2
8-band Challenge. WorldView-2 (WV-2) was tasked specifically to collect the Nochixtlan
Valley for the Challenge and the data were provided free-of-charge. It was collected
on October 10, 2010. The WoldView-2 sensor differs from Quickbird in the nadir GSD
(which is 2.0m for the color bands and 0.5m for the panchromatic band), its orbital altitude
(770km) is nearly double Quickbird’s orbit altitude (482km), and the number of spectral
bands has been increased to eight. The difference in the number and wavelengths of the
WorldView-2 and Quickbird sensors are shown in Figure 2.10.

2.3.3

SRTM DEM

Shuttle Radar Topography Mission (SRTM) data are obtained through the USGS mirror website (http://srtm.csi.cgiar.org/SELECTION/inputCoord.asp). Similar to the
high-resolution data, the SRTM data are obtained from a historical archive. Within the
archive the data are posted in small sub-regions referred to as stamps. To cover the region
of interest in Oaxaca, Mexico, eleven SRTM stamps were obtained and mosaiced together
in ENVI using the geo-referenced coordinates. The final full image mosaic is shown in
Figure 2.11. This data are provided free of charge and is downloaded as a TIFF file. The
digital number of each pixel in the TIFF image corresponds to the elevation of that pixel on
the ground, negative values indicate elevations below sea-level. Each pixel in the SRTM
Digital Elevation Map (DEM) has a GSD of 90m for this region of Mexico. Additionally,
each pixel has an associated latitude and longitude which can be accessed through either
ENVI or IDL.
20
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(a) WV2 spectral bands

(b) QB spectral bands

Figure 2.10: WorldView-2 eight color spectral band response curves in Figure 2.10(a) and
Quickbird four color spectral band response curves in Figure 2.10(b).
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Figure 2.11: Mosaic of all SRTM stamps covering the archaeological area of interest in
Oaxaca, Mexico.

The DEM data obtained from the SRTM covers most of the state of Oaxaca, Mexico.
This data are used to reduce atmospheric effects in the hyperspectral data or in a Geographical Information System (GIS). For the hyperspectral atmospheric correction the
DEM must be clipped to the same size as the individual Hyperion images and to ±500m
elevation ranges [40]. Atmospheric correction algorithms, such as FLAASH [41], document significant errors when image elevations change by more than 500m. In the area
of interest of Oaxaca, Mexico, a single Hyperion scene can range in elevation from 0m at
sea-level to 3000m in the higher mountains. The DEM can be aligned to the hyperspectral
data using the map information available in both files’ metadata. A DN segregation can
be used to clip the elevation pixels to only those pixels within a 500m range of each other.

2.3.4

GIS Data

Geographical Information Systems (GIS) have been another set of useful tools for both
archaeologists and remote sensing scientists. The software used in GIS packages allows
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for aerial photos, satellite imagery, global positioning system (GPS) data, current maps,
and digitally scanned versions of old paper-copy maps to be combined into several layers
which can be stacked on top of each other. The results of GIS are new maps or products
for spatial-analysis [42]. One example of GIS in archaeology is the Center for Ancient
Middle Eastern Landscapes (CAMEL) [43]. CAMEL has collected several years worth
of satellite imagery, SAR data, digital elevation model (DEM) data, GPS data, and other
data forms available to create a single geo-database. It is by analyzing this geo-database
that archaeologists have determined anomalous geographic features, as well as water networks tracking the hydrology in the Mid-East in ancient times [43]. GIS data can also be
used to complete spatial analysis of the data. Vaughn and Crawford [44] use basic binary
regression of multiple variables in a GIS database to identify which variables correspond
to an archaeological site of interest. Out of the ten initial variables, only three (vegetation,
hill-slope direction, and distance from agriculture) were found to be useful in identifying
archaeological sites.

2.3.5

Archaeological GIS

Much of the GIS data were purchased from the Instituto Nacional de Estadistica y Geografia (INEGI) of Mexico. The data arrived as shapefiles and geo-databases on a CD and
were easily imported into ArcGIS as individual layers. In addition to standard GIS data
(contour lines, road networks, etc) the high-resolution imagery and hyperspectral data
products were also incorporated into the GIS databases. At this time, raw HSI scenes
can not be included in ArcGIS because of the extensive number of spectral bands. GPS
information collected from the archaeological sites during field work was also available
for incorporation into a GIS. These GPS data were collected using hand-held GPS devices to map terraces and ancient road paths as well as converting field-notes into Excel
spreadsheets that can be imported into ArcGIS as data-tables.
Another layer of archaeological GIS information is the known archaeological sites
outlined by Stephen Kowaleski (see Figure 2.12). This information required extensive
pre-processing before use. The original information was obtained by pedestrian surveys
of the Central Oaxacan Valley, identifying the location and extent of known structures and
artifacts. In particular, regions on the ground which had pottery and other artifacts scat23
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tered around are noted in the 1970’s survey. The results of this survey were then compiled
and drawn onto aerial photos collected around the same time and of the same central
valleys. All of this information were stored in hard copy maps which were scanned into a
digital format (TIFF images) only recently. These images were then imported into the GIS,
registered to a base map, and each of the outlined sites were traced using the GIS software
(see Figure 2.12). Through the efforts of many undergraduate students, a final geodatabase
of all the known archaeological sites from two valleys in the Central Oaxacan Valley (Etla
and Tlacolula) have been established. In addition to the site outlines, basic information
about each site was recorded. This basic site information consists of the site name (a
string of letters and numbers identifying the site location to the site field notes) and listed
Zapotec eras from which the artifacts were produced or used indicating inhabited eras for
each individual site. The site outlines and corollary information are saved into a single
geodatabase which has the same Earth projection and datum established by the base map.
The projection of all the data onto a consistent projection and datum is important to
properly align the data in any GIS. Some of the data purchased were already projected
onto a UTM Zone 14N model with the earth datum being WGS-84, but not all of the data
have this projection and datum. The data not using UTM Zone 14N WGS-84 projection
and datum had either no projection associated with them or have an antiquated projection
(NAD 1927) that works well for Mexico. Many US-made satellite and aerial sensors use
UTM and WGS-84 as their base reference system which makes it a convenient set to use
for all of the data. Additionally, it is easier to convert the existing non-projections and
NAD 1927 projections to UTM Zone 14N WGS-84 than to convert UTM into NAD 1927.
It is for this reason that UTM Zone 14N and WGS-84 were selected as the base projection
and datum of the entire GIS dataset.
In addition to reprojection, some of the GPS data collected during field-trips needed to
be adjusted to compensate for errors in the data produced during the collection process.
Errors occur due to users not familiar with the equipment (such as farmers asked to assist
in data collection) or equipment failures (such as due to low-batteries or by trying to
collect points under or near trees and buildings which block the line-of-sight to at least
three GSP satellites). These problems cause bad-points in the GPS data and were removed
or relocated in the GPS data to match the imagery and shapes that can be identified by
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Figure 2.12: One aerial photo collected during the 1970’s where the archaeologist, Stephen
Kowaleski, has outlined archaeological sites [45].

a human-observer. This was accomplished in ArcGIS by editing the data, one point at a
time, and using the aerial ortho-photos or satellite high-resolution imagery as a reference.
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Meteorological Data

Weather and atmospheric data were obtained through the National Oceanagraphic and
Atmosphere Administration (NOAA) website (http://www.ncdc.noaa.gov/oa/ncdc.
html) to facilitate best-estimates of the atmospheric conditions during the time of collect
for the different satellite imagery. During the time-frame that the hyperspectral satellite
data were collected there were only six consistently running weather stations in Oaxaca.
These six stations were located in Salina Cruz, Bahias de Huatulco, Puerto Escondido,
Oaxaca City, Huajuapan de Leon, San Pedro Pochutla, and Ixtepec. Additionally, there
were two weather stations that ran for short periods (a few months) during the timeframe of satellite imagery collection and they were located at Pinotepa Nactional and
Puerto Angle. A map of Oaxaca state showing the location of each weather station is
presented in Figure 2.13. The locations of the weather stations are inconsistently spread
across the Pacific coast while the sparsely populated mountains are the least represented
with meteorological data. However, the rugged mountains are the regions this project is
most interested in. Due to this lack of spatially consistent weather data, either the closest weather station data were used for atmospheric correction or linear extrapolation of
several weather stations was computed to get approximate weather conditions for very
remote locations. In particular, the extrapolation method was used for remote mountainous regions where coastal weather stations are the closest weather data available.
However, even with the extrapolation method, more research needs to be completed to
determine if more emphasis should be placed on weather information collected from environments that most closely match the region of interest than nearest neighbor weather
stations. This means that for high, arid mountain valleys, the Oaxaca City weather should
have a greater impact than closer located coastal weather stations.

2.3.7

Atmospheric Correction

During this project two atmospheric algorithms are investigated to determine which
produces more accurate reflectance spectra in the Hyperion dataset, Fast Line-of-sight
Atmospheric Analysis of Spectral Hypercubes (FLAASH [41, 46, 47]) and Quick Atmospheric Correction (QuAC [48]). Both algorithms predict the effect of the atmosphere on
the collected imagery on a pixel-by-pixel basis and attempt to remove its effect. Atmo-
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Figure 2.13: Map of weather stations with available data in Oaxaca available through
NOAA website

spheric prediction algorithms are used because of limited and lacking atmospheric data
during the time of satellite imagery acquisition.
Testing of both FLAASH and QuAC corroborates S. Adler-Golden’s paper [46] and
the general rule of thumb presented in the ENVI Atmospheric Correction manual [49],
which shows that FLAASH is the better of the two algorithms to apply to Hyperion data
collected with near-nadir viewing. The testing completed in this research to validate this
rule of thumb was accomplished by unmixing a single radiance Hyperion scene (no atmospheric correction applied) and then finding two pixels which have the same abundance
values for the same endmember. Comparisons to these pixels spectral profiles were completed after applying both QUAC and FLAASH. The comparison consisted of measuring
the spectral angle metric (SAM), Euclidean minimum distance (EMD), Pearson’s linear
correlation coefficient (PCC), and covariance constant (CC) between the pixels. For the
two distance metrics (SAM and EMD) smaller values closer to 0.0 indicate more similar
spectra, while for the correlation coefficients (PCC and CC) larger values indicate more
similar spectra. All four comparison metrics were calculated for the original radiance pixels and then the corrected reflectance pixels. The results of these comparisons are shown
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Table 2.1: Atmospheric correction comparison metric results for two unmixed pixels with
the same abundance value.
Metric Radiance QUAC FLAASH
SAM
0.153
0.297
0.166
EMD
12874.3
17766.9
31223.9
PCC
0.964
0.595
0.973
CC
1.07E+6 6.37E+5 1.90E+7

in Table 2.1. The spectral profiles were also extracted and are shown in Figure 2.14. From
Table 2.1 we can see that all of the QUAC metrics get worse than the original radiance
spectra. The FLAASH results show that for two of the metrics FLAASH is worse than
the original radiance comparison, but for the other two (the correlation coefficients) the
FLAASH reflectance spectra are more similar than the original radiance spectra. One
reason why QUAC does not work well with this dataset is because of the extreme elevation changes. QUAC needs to find several similar materials within the scene and then
averages to get the full scene statistics which are applied. In comparison FLAASH does
a pixel-by-pixel correction. Based on these testing results FLAASH was used throughout
this research.
The original FLAASH algorithm relies on a single elevation for the whole scene, in
most situations this is a decent approximation, but as mentioned before, the terrain of
Oaxaca, Mexico, is very rugged and the elevation can change by 3000m within a single
scene. It is for this reason that it is desirable to find a way to run the FLAASH algorithm
on masked regions of the Oaxaca scenes with smaller elevation changes in a single scene,
but is left as future work due to needing the Tactical Hyperspectral Operational Resource
(THOR) ENVI license. To correct for the extreme elevation changes, the Hyperion data
can be segmented into ±500m stratified elevation masks. Segmenting the elevation into
500m is based on work completed by Goodenough [40] which shows that ignoring elevation changes of 400m does not have a large impact on Hyperion reflectance values, but
still allows for finer elevation control of the FLAASH routine. The masks of the Hyperion
scene could then be made using the SRTM DEM data which is geo-rectified to the same
Earth datum as the Hyperion data. These masks could then be applied before running
the FLAASH algorithm. This approach would also make it feasible to change the amount
of elevation allowed in a single run, allowing a study to determine how fine the elevation
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(a) Original Radiance

(b) QUAC Reflectance

(c) FLAASH Reflectance

Figure 2.14: Plots of two pixels with the same radiance unmixed abundance value (Figure 2.14(a)) after applying either QUAC (Figure 2.14(b)) or FLAASH (Figure 2.14(c))
atmospheric correction algorithms
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Figure 2.15: FLAASH GUI main window

correction in FLAASH needs to be.
Other problems arising in FLAASH include using only a single visibility value to
predict the aerosol amounts. According to FLAASH documentation ( [41, 47]) this value
is only used as a starting estimation and is refined using the image data-cube. Concern
arises that a single visibility is not sufficient because of the extreme ecosystem diversity in this portion of Mexico. One Hyperion scene can cover tropical rain-forest and
high-altitude desert. If it is determined that one visibility reading is not enough, then
additional masks can be made to mask-out regions of different atmospheres. A final issue
of concern for FLAASH is the lack of a batch mode in IDL forcing the user to run each
image separately and setting-up the FLAASH module each time. There is the option
to re-load ASCII template files which contains all the FLAASH setup parameters. An
example of the FLAASH GUI is shown in Figure 2.15.
Applying FLAASH to a Hyperion scene has many tricks and rules of thumb. All
242 Hyperion bands must be included in the input hypercube when using FLAASH, as
the bad-bands contain atmospheric absorption information used by FLAASH. Also, the
Hyperion image needs to be converted into top-of-atmosphere (TOA) radiance in units of
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In the original Hyperion format the data have improperly scaled radiance values.

The original visible FPA Hyperion data must be multiplied by 40.0 and then multiplied
by band-specific radiometric coefficients to obtain TOA radiance for those bands. Similarly, the IR FPA Hyperion data must be multiplied by 80.0 and then by the band-specific
radiometric coefficients to obtain TOA radiance. The TOA radiance Hyperion data must
then be converted to band interleaved by line (BIL) format instead of band sequential
(BSQ) or band interleave by pixel (BIP) formats. The user-supplied input parameters of
FLAASH for Hyperion data include a scaling factor value of 10.0 which will be divided
from all bands, the center latitude and longitude of the image, the average elevation of
the image (dependent on elevation mask), image acquisition date and time, and an initial
visibility value estimated from the meteorological data. Additionally, there are two rules
of thumb to note when using FLAASH. The first is the sensor type (e.g. Hyperion) must
be selected from the drop-down menu, otherwise it will not be acknowledged by the
FLAASH algorithm. The second is that the spectral polishing feature should be set to NO
for all sensors. Spectral polishing as described by Adler-Golden [46] is just an algorithm
which reduces ``the fine structure residuals´´, but there is a problem with ENVI 4.7 spectral
polishing GUI algorithm, which results in an error upon running. It should be noted that
currently only the 32-bit version of ENVI can run FLAASH.

2.4

Overview of Background Information

The scope of this research is to use HSI data to derive systematic parameters of the Zapotec
society of Oaxaca, Mexico. These systematic parameters will focus on the environment
of the Zapotecs and the interaction of the people with their environment. To determine
these parameters, HSI data are the preferred data source because of the ability to separate
materials from each other and because HSI data can cover a large area relatively quickly.
The Hyperion sensor is the hyperspectral system that will be used to collect data over
Oaxaca, Mexico, and has a spectral range spanning 400nm-2500nm. It has approximately
30m pixel footprints on the ground and spans an single image swath of approximately
7.5km by 200km. Other datasets include high-spatial-resolution satellite imagery, GPS
data from field campaigns, SRTM DEM imagery, and meteorological data. Preprocessing
of the data are dependent on each of the different datasets, but must be accomplished
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before any two datasets can be combined either for image processing or spatial analysis
through a GIS.
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Chapter 3

Tools and Metrics
The spatial extent of the study area in this project (over 30,000km2 ) and the ecological diversity of this region reduces the effectiveness of most image processing tools and metrics.
A tool that works very well for the arid desert mountain valleys of the central Oaxaca
Valley might not produce adequate results in the Pacific coastal plains and rainforests.
Fortunately, the Hyperion HSI dataset is available for new tool and metric development
and with a future ground-truth survey planned, allows for validation of these new tools
and metrics. The general purposes of the different HSI tools (anomaly detection, target
detection, change detection, feature identification, and classification [50, 51]), all take advantage of the continuous spectral information in HSI datacubes to identify sub-pixel
materials. Anomaly detection finds pixels that contain materials which do not match the
background spectra. Target detection finds pixels that contain a particular material given
the spectral profile of that material. Change detection identifies spectral differences between two temporally different images. Spectral feature identification identifies spectral
characteristics at select wavelengths for different materials and uses these different wavelength responses to identify the material or amount of material. Classification identifies
and labels all pixels with the most abundant material in each pixel. While some sources
consider spectral unmixing to be a specialized form of classification analysis [50, 51], here
it is a large component of this research and it is discriminated from classification. In
spectral unmixing the materials which contribute to the spectral signature of a single
pixel are separated and the amount of each material is identified. The research proposed
here focuses on feature identification, spectral unmixing, and target detection. All other
HSI analyses, if used, are supportive steps to the larger feature identification, spectral
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unmixing approaches, or target detection, and therefore do not hold as critical a position
as these three analyses in this research.

3.1

Feature Identification

Feature identification is accomplished by finding consistent relationships between specific
wavelengths for independent materials. One of the most common feature identification
tools is the Normalized Difference Vegetation Index (NDVI) [16, 52–54]. NDVI is defined
as,
NDVI =

ρNIR − ρred
,
ρNIR + ρred

(3.1)

and is calculated from the reflectance (ρ) of two wavelengths, red (approximately 700nm)
and near infrared (NIR, approximately 800nm). NDVI is used to identify healthy vegetation from stressed vegetation or non-vegetative materials (like water or bare soil).
Figure 3.1 illustrates a general vegetation spectrum and how it changes as the vegetation
is stressed or enters senescence. Chlorophyll present in healthy vegetation reflects green
light while absorbing both blue and red light, while leaf cell structure in vegetation causes
high NIR reflectance. In stressed vegetation, the amount of chlorophyll is reduced while
the amount of lignin increases, thereby increasing the amount of red light reflected [53].
Also in stressed vegetation, the intercellular structures reduce decreasing the amount of
NIR reflected light [55]. NDVI has a known problem of saturation, but the literature is unclear if this saturation is a result of applying an atmospheric correction [53] which results
in negative red reflectance values or if the saturation is strictly related to an equation relating NDVI to biomass [56]. Because of this saturation effect in NDVI several other indices
and ratios have been created to analysis vegetation using remote sensing data [53, 57, 58].
In addition, land-uses are differentiated by using threshold values with the NDVI and
vegetation index images. The threshold value separates the pixels that contain healthy
vegetation from the non-healthy vegetation. On first look, it is assumed an NDVI value
of 0.5 would be ideal since it is halfway between the maximum and minimum possible
values of NDVI (0 to 1), however since it is possible for NDVI to saturate (have values
higher than 1) it is better to select a higher threshold value (around 0.75) or to apply a
constantly changing threshold so the value changes from 0.75 to 0.5 as the image extends
away from the ocean. Applying a gradient NDVI may be useful because most NDVI
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Figure 3.1: Spectral profile of healthy to dead vegetation [53]

saturation occurs in the tropical regions of Oaxaca which occur near the Pacific Ocean,
along the coastal plains and on the mountain range east of the coastal plains. Future work
may also try an automated approach to selecting the threshold value based on the NDVI
histogram distribution for local regions.

3.1.1

Red-edge, NDWI, Plant Senescence Indices

Three examples of well known vegetation feature identification indices include the rededge index, normalized difference water index, and plant senescence index [50,53,55]. The
red-edge index identifies the wavelength where the vegetation spectra increase between
the red and NIR wavelength ranges, usually around 700nm. In healthy vegetation the
red-edge shifts closer to the NIR light and the overall slope is greater than in stressed
vegetation (as shown in Figure 3.1). Similar to NDVI, the location of the red-edge has been
shown to correlate to a decrease in chlorophyll and intercellular spacing and an increase
in lignin. The normalized difference water index (NDWI) was originally developed to
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identify the amount of water in the leafy structures of vegetation [57, 58].
NDWI =

ρNIR − ρSWIR
,
ρNIR + ρSWIR

(3.2)

where the reflectance (ρ) of the NIR band is usually selected from around 800nm while the
SWIR reflectance is selected from around 1250nm. These wavelengths are used because
leaf parameters (including cuticle thickness, wax on the leaf surface, and intercellular air
spaces, and many other botanical features) of the vegetation cause high NIR reflectances
[55]. However, the water in healthy vegetation causes an absorption feature in the
SWIR which results in the SWIR value being slightly lower than NIR [58, 59]. When
the vegetation begins to dry out, the SWIR reflectance increases to a value higher than
the NIR. Therefore, for healthy, wet vegetation the NDWI value is positive while dry
and dead vegetation has a negative NDWI value. A third example of a vegetation
feature identification index is the plant senescence reflectance index (PSRI) index. Plant
senescence is calculated as
PSRI =

ρred − ρblue
,
ρNIR

(3.3)

where the reflectance (ρ) values are used from a red wavelength (approximately 680nm), a
blue wavelength (approximately 500nm), and a NIR wavelength (approximately 750nm).
PSRI is designed to identify changes in the amount of carotenoid pigment in leaves. The
amount of pigment changes as the vegetation undergoes stress or changes color due to
seasonal lifecycles (i.e., fruiting in spring or slowing dying in fall). Plant senescence is the
cause for autumn leaves changing color, but it also causes new leaf buds to appear pink
or red in spring.

3.1.2

Super-NDVI Index

The final index investigated in this research is a new index which is still under study and
awaiting publication. The super-NDVI index [60] was developed to not suffer from the
same saturation issue as seen in NDVI. Super-NDVI,
superNDVI =

(redEdge − red)
(

redEdge+red+NIR
)
3
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uses three spectral bands: red (band 650nm from Hyperion data), NIR (band 800nm from
Hyperion data), and red-edge (band 722nm from Hyperion data). By comparing the red
band to the red-edge band in the numerator (as compared to NDVI’s red versus NIR numerator), the maximum value of the super-NDVI is not as high as NDVI and so has less
chance of saturating. Additionally, the average of all three bands (red, red-edge, and NIR)
in the denominator forces the denominator to be on the same order as the red-edge value
for healthy vegetation. Since super-NDVI does not saturate as much as NDVI, common
issues (such as clouds and cloud shadows) still provide information in the super-NDVI
image which was not present in the NDVI image (refer to Figure 3.2(e)- 3.2(f)). Additionally, more texture is observed in the super-NDVI image than the NDVI image (refer to
Figure 3.2(b)- 3.2(c)).
A benefit of feature identification indices is that multispectral sensors can be designed
to take advantage of these features. For example, NDVI has been applied to Landsat [57], Quickbird, and WorldView-2 [61] datasets. WorldView-2’s eight spectral bands
also allows for more indices to be used with the data, such as super-NDVI. However,
the drawback of all spectral feature identification indices is that to identify new indices,
HSI data are required, either from an HSI remote sensing sensor or from HSI lab data.
This is because HSI has a more continuous spectral representation of the original material
spectra. From the HSI data specific applications and individual users may identify a
specific index (or indices) which meets their requirements [54].
False-color images are generated using combinations of three of these vegetation indexes. One combination of indices useful for the Oaxaca, Mexico, dataset consists of the
plant senescence index set to red, NDVI set to green, and NDWI set to blue. This combination is used to align common features to intuitive colors. Pixels with high senescent
values are caused by the plants present in the pixel either dying or flowering and are set
to red thereby mimicking foliage in fall or flowers in spring. Similarly, NDWI, which
indicates the amount of water in the vegetation, is set to blue to remind users this index
is a water index. NDVI which indicates healthy vegetation is set to green to represent the
green vegetation. Figure 3.3 shows an example of a false-color image using this combination of indices. Additional work was conducted to identify a single index which could
identify urban or city regions in both HSI and MSI data of Oaxaca, Mexico. These results
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(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

(e)

(f)

Figure 3.2: Examples of NDVI and super-NDVI images from the WV2 8-band data
collected over Yanhuitlan Valley in Oaxaca, Mexico - October 10, 2010. Figure 3.2(a) and
Figure 3.2(d) show sub-regions of the WV2 image for super-NDVI while Figure 3.2(b)
and Figure 3.2(e) show the same sub-regions for NDVI, and Figure 3.2(c) and Figure 3.2(f)
show the true-color sub-regions for comparison.
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Figure 3.3: False color image of three vegetation indices: red = PSRI, green = NDVI, blue
= NDWI

are presented in Chapter 4 in Section 5.3.2.

3.2

Complexity and Dimensionality

Segregation of different environments within an image is accomplished by identifying
the complexity or the number of materials in regions of an image. Different rural environments and rural versus urban regions are separated by identifying either the complexity
or number of materials present in the data. Previous work has shown that man-made
items increase the complexity of small regions of MSI data extracted from large spatial
area datasets via a complexity metric [62]. The Gram Matrix is a geometric method that
estimates the complexity and dimensionality of spectral image data [63]. The methodology operates under the assumption that a more complex dataset has multiple materials
that are more spectrally diverse. As a result, the volume of the complex spectral distribution in the native hyperspace is larger than the volume of the less complex distribution.
This methodology iteratively estimates the volume of the convex hull in which the data
lie as a function of the dimensionality (or number of endmembers) of the data. This is
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accomplished by first finding the spectra of an over-estimated number of endmembers
(EMs) with an automatic endmember extraction algorithm called Max-D [64, 65]. The
volume of the convex hull, Vol,
Vol =

q
|G(xk )i,j |,

(3.5)

is estimated via the determinant of the local Gram Matrix
G(xk )i,j =< (xk − xi ), (xk − xj ) >

(3.6)

where given u, a user-defined over-estimate number of EMs in the image data, the local
Gram Matrix, G, is a u−1 by u−1 matrix. <> denotes the dot product, xi and xj are two EM
spectra, and xk is a particular pixel vector (such as the mean or the origin). The xk vector is
included to remove large areas where no data resides (for instance between the origin and
the data distribution when the data are real and positive as in the case of remote sensing
data). Because Max-D finds the EM spectra in rank order based on total magnitude, the
resulting volume function reaches a peak at a small number of EMs before monotonically
decreasing. Theoretically, when the set of vectors populating the Gram Matrix becomes
linearly dependent, the determinant of the Gram Matrix equals zero, thus identifying
the number of dimensions (or endmembers) needed to adequately describe the dataset.
Practically, however, the determinant rapidly approaches zero, but does not equal zero,
due to noise in the data (see Figure 3.4). There are three values that are extracted from the
Gram Matrix volume function; one is complexity or the peak of the curve, a second is an
estimate for the number EMs in the tile, and the third is the area under the curve (which is
still being researched by the developers of the Gram Matrix algorithm [63]). The number
of EMs, N, is determined from the point where the percentage of the volume’s normalized
cumulative function (NCF) is sufficiently close to one, as set by a user-defined threshold
parameter. The result of changing this threshold parameter is shown in Section 3.7. The
benefits of this approach for estimating the number of endmembers is that the input data
are not transformed into a projected subspace, thereby allowing for identification of the
materials once the number of EMs is known without backward projection. Also the model
is geometrical, which is not reliant on statistical assumptions about the dataset.
By applying the Gram Matrix to a tiled image, locations that have more complex data
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Figure 3.4: Example of Gram matrix volume profile

(a)

(b)

Figure 3.5: HyMap true-color imagery and Gram Matrix estimated number of EM maps
of the same region. The full flight line G from the CHARM Cooke City, MT, data collect
is shown in true-color in Figure 3.5(a) and the estimated number of EMs per tile is shown
in Figure 3.5(b).
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distributions are identified [62]. The result of this analysis is a map of complexity or a map
of the estimated number of endmembers per tile, where each tile is colored to represent
the appropriate value. The use of the complexity map has been shown by Schlamm et
al. [62, 66]. Maps showing the estimate for the number of EMs in each tile have been
produced for some HSI images including Hyperion data over Oaxaca, Mexico, AVIRIS
Indian Pines, Indiana, AVIRIS Cuprite, Nevada, and HyMap data over Cooke City, Montana. Additionally, the number of endmembers per tile maps have also been produced
for multispectral datasets such as Landsat 7 ETM+ data over western Oaxaca, Mexico,
and WorldView-2 data over Nochixtlan Valley, Oaxaca, Mexico. Figure 3.5 shows the
HyMap results for the estimated number of endmembers per tile and the relevant truecolor image. In Figure 3.5 the urban region has tiles which contain the highest number
of estimated endmembers. A second flight line was collected over the same region but
with known targets placed throughout the scene. The grass field north of Cooke City is
particularly interesting because it had three color tarps deployed in it. However, using
the same parameters for the Gram Matrix, the number of estimated EMs has not changed
just because the targets are deployed. The reason the number of EMs has not changed is
because the dimensionality of the dataset has not changed just by adding new materials.
The volume of the dataset increased by adding the targets into the field, but the overall
dimensionality remained constant. The dimensionality of the dataset did not change
because the majority of the targets covered less than one pixel in the image. Some of the
targets were set to be exactly one pixel in size but they were positioned to cover multiple
pixels at the sub-pixel scale. Other targets were smaller than a single pixel GSD forming
sub-pixel targets. However, there were two calibration targets which were larger than
two pixels. These calibration targets were deployed for empirical line model atmospheric
correction and were designed to be spectrally flat (white and black targets).
The Gram Paradox: In the Cooke City, Montana, CHARM dataset, the field data were
extracted from both flight lines D and G. Flight line D has the targets deployed, while
flight line G does not have the targets deployed. When applying the Gram Matrix to
these two datasets the volume spanned by flight line D is smaller than that of flight line
G, which is counter-intuitive. Intuitive knowledge would indicate that when the targets
are included, the n-dimensional space expands to accommodate the new materials, therefore the volume should be larger and possibly the number of dimensions should also
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increase. However, what is noticed when using the Gram Matrix is that the number of
dimensions is smaller and the volume is smaller when the targets are deployed compared
to when the targets are not deployed. At this time, noise in the HyMap data and scaling
the image data by the maximum and minimum data values has been identified as the
cause of this problem. By reducing the number of HyMap bands to remove the noisy
responses a similar number of endmembers per tile is found for both flight line G and
D, see Figure 3.7. However, the number of endmembers in flight line D does not exceed
the number of endmembers found in flight line G. This phenomenology is most likely
caused by scaling of the imagery prior to applying the Gram Matrix. Each tile is scaled
by the maximum and minimum values of the whole image, making the volume spanned
by both flight lines normalized and, therefore, similar.

3.3

Data Distributions

HSI scenes collected over the same area for several years can be used to compute temporal
or seasonal statistics [67]. Additional understanding of how these temporal changes affect
the HSI data spectral distribution is desired. As such, several ROIs are selected from a
series of Hyperion images collected over time to compare data distributions and spectral
metrics. Within the Hyperion dataset there are several scenes which have been imaged
repeatedly over a four year time-frame (refer to Table 3.1). The most imaged scene is
identified as the KP flight line shown in Figure 3.9. There are currently a total of 10 KP
scenes in the dataset, however only eight are used in this analysis because of heavy cloud
cover in the eliminated two scenes. A list of all 10 KP Hyperion scenes are provided
in Table 3.2 with the two eliminated images due to clouds denoted with a *. Figure 3.8
shows the eight moderately cloud-free KP scenes to illustrate the varying amounts of
cloud cover still present in these images. Figure 3.8 does not show the whole KP flight
line because the images are too large, therefore the images which appear heavily covered
in clouds have other portions of the larger full image which were cloud free. Similarly,
some of the chips presented in Figure 3.8 which are cloud-free may have heavy cloud
cover in other locations.
The Hyperion KP flight lines (as in many of the Hyperion flight lines over Oaxaca,
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(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

(e)

(f)

(g)

(h)

(i)

(j)

Figure 3.6: Figure 3.6(b) - 3.6(d) show the estimated number of endmembers per tile
map for the grass field during flight line D (which had the targets deployed) for three
different Gram Matrix NCF parameter values (0.990 3.6(b), 0.995 3.6(c), and 0.999 3.6(d)).
Figure 3.6(g) - 3.6(i) shows the same field for the same Gram Matrix parameter values
for flight line G (when the targets were not deployed) with NCF parameter values of
0.990 3.6(g), 0.995 3.6(h), and 0.999 3.6(i). Figure 3.6(g). These images show that targets
are not always identifiable simply by an increase in the number of endmembers per tile.
Figure 3.6(a) and Figure 3.6(f) show the zoomed in true-color HyMap images of the grass
field and Figure 3.6(e) and Figure 3.6(j) show the outlined areas where the targets are
located in flight line D (and the same locations without the targets in flight line G).
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(a)

(b)

Figure 3.7: Gram Matrix volume value and CDF value plots for the field of the HyMap
Cooke City, MT, imagery which held the targets during flight line D and didn’t hold targets
during flight line G. Figure 3.7(a) shows the Gram Matrix volume plot and Figure 3.7(b)
shows the Gram Matrix NCF plot for which the parameter value is applied to identify the
dimensionality of the data.
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Table 3.1: Table noting the Hyperion scenes which have been imaged several times over
four years
Flight Line Designation # of Times Imaged # of Partially Cloud-free Images
KP
10
8
Q0
7
6
Q1
6
6
Q4
7
5
Q7
6
5
Q6
6
5
Q2
5
4
Q3
4
4
QK
3
3
Q5
4
2
QJ
4
2
QL
3
2

Table 3.2: List of collected Hyperion KP scenes. * denotes scenes that were not used in
Temporal or Spatial Analysis due to heavy cloud cover.
Hyperion Scene ID
Date Imaged
0250482009025110KP
Jan 25, 2009
0250482009269110KP* Sep 26, 2009
0250482010020110KP
Jan 20, 2010
0250482010056110KP Feb 25, 2010
0250482010069110KP Mar 10, 2010
0250482010087110KP Mar 28, 2010
0250482010105110KP Apr 15, 2010
0250482010123110KP
May 3, 2010
0250482010154110KP
Jun 3, 2010
0250482011187110KP*
Jul 6, 2011
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(a) Jan 25, 2009

(b) Jan 20, 2010

(c) Feb 25, 2010

(d) Mar 10, 2010

(e) Mar 28, 2010

(f) Apr 15, 2010

(g) May 3, 2010

(h) Jun 3, 2010

Figure 3.8: Chips from each of the 10 KP scenes illustrating the varying cloud-cover in
each scene.

Mexico) span a wide variety of land-uses and materials, ranging from the Pacific coastal
plains to the interior mountain ranges. The eight moderately cloud-free KP images also
span one and half years. The majority of the usable KP scenes (seven of the eight) span a
short six month period in 2010. These seven KP images were collected during the seasonal
transitory months of April and May (when the dry season transitions into the wet season
in Oaxaca).

3.3.1

Temporal Analysis

For the temporal analysis, four Hyperion chips containing different land-use taxa were
extracted from each of the eight usable KP flight line scenes. The land-use taxa included
Pine Forest, Urban, Agricultural Fields, and Rain Forest. In each of the four Hyperion chips
extracted from a single flight line, one or more of the land-use taxa were represented (see
Figure 3.9). For each of the taxa three ROIs were extracted. These ROIs were of size 9x9
pixels, 19x19 pixels, and 29x29 pixels. All three ROIs for a single land-use taxon were
centered about the same point to compensate for any patterns in the data’s spatial scale.
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Several metrics were calculated from these ROIs including NDVI values, super-NDVI
values, dataset dimensionality via Gram Matrix, and dataset complexity via Gram Matrix. Figure 3.10 was compiled from work completed by Datt et al. [67] which shows how
six months of rice patty NDVI metrics fluctuate because of seasonal changes in Australia
during 2002. Plots of NDVI, super-NDVI, estimated data dimentionality, and complexity
are shown in Chapter 4 under Section 4.3.1. When calculating the metric, pixel values
of NAN or -9999 are ignored, thus reducing the size of the ROIs. However, if these invalid pixel values were included in the metric calculation, vastly inaccurate metric values,
errors, or in some cases no metrics value were calculated. Therefore, it was considered acceptable to reduce the size of the ROIs in exchange for obtaining valid metric results. The
calculated metrics for the ROIs were compared to the same temporal metrics iteratively
and commutatively. The iterative comparison was made between consecutive images
identifying how the metrics change over short duration. The iterative comparisons were
strongly impacted by weather changes in the imagery, particularly due to cloud-cover.
The cumulative comparison was made between the first image and each time sequence
image after, thus showing the metric trends over the course of time and not just between
two images.

3.3.2

Location Analysis

For location analysis, six locations were extracted from the eight usable KP flight lines.
The six locations consisted of two sets of three land-use taxa. The three land-use taxa
used are Agricultural Fields, Rain Forest, and Pine Forest (similar to those used in the temporal analysis), but for the location analysis two spatially separate locations per land-use
taxa of identical size were used (refer to Figure 3.9). The Urban ROI was ignored in this
location analysis because of a lack of multiple urban regions in the common KP flight
line area. Three ROIs (9x9 pixels, 19x19 pixels, and 20x20 pixels) were selected over the
six locations to eliminate any patterns at each location. Since these ROIs were selected
from the same image and contain similar materials (from the same land-use), the data
distribution metrics should be similar. Detailed analysis of these results are presented in
Chapter 4 Section 4.3.2. Variations in these metrics were attributed to location or weather
variations (such as hill-slope, illumination, or cloud cover) or poor ROI selections, based
on not having enough ground truth information.
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Figure 3.9: KP flight line collected Jan. 20, 2010 (the most cloud-free day) showing the
four locations which were chipped for temporal and location analysis. Boxes in the
zoom-in images Figure (b) - Figure (e) show the 29x29 pixel ROIs of individual land-use
taxa. Figure (b) shows two pine forest ROIs, Figure (c) shows an agricultural field ROI,
Figure (d) also shows an agricultural field ROI, and Figure (e) shows two rain forest ROIs
and one urban ROI (covering the town of San Miguel).
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Figure 3.10: NDVI seasonal trend over rice patties [67]

3.4

Change Detection

From the duplicate images mentioned in Table 3.1 it is possible to complete pixel-topixel change detection analysis to identify physical phenomenological temporal analysis.
Repeat visits of the same spot are most useful when the repeat images occur during
different seasons. This is because Oaxaca experiences two tropical seasons, wet and
dry, allowing for the most change in vegetation patterns. Registration and atmospheric
correction of the duplicate images must be completed prior to change detection. After
image preprocessing is complete, the ENVI pixel-to-pixel subtractive change detection
algorithm is used to produce a basic indexed image of differences between a single band
at different times. Comparing all 242 Hyperion spectral bands would require either a
batch run in IDL or 242 separate applications of the change detection GUI. The result of
the ENVI change detection algorithm is an index image ranging in values from -5 to +5.
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Figure 3.11: Change detection image: blue = older image, red = newer image

Negative numbers correspond to higher image values in the base image (usually the older
of the two) while positive values correspond to higher image values in the newer image.
The index values (1 through 5) are scaled values of the difference between the two scenes
where the max image value change is set to 5 and no change is set to zero, ENVI’s pixelto-pixel change detection algorithm is based on Equation 3.7 and Equation 3.8, although
the actual algorithm is Excellus proprietary,
∆pix = oldpix − newpix ,
indexpix =

∆pix
MAX∆

∗ 5.

(3.7)
(3.8)

An example of a change detection result for the Nochixtlan Valley Q5 images is shown in
Figure 3.11.
Pixel-to-pixel change detection of NDVI images was used to identify specific types
of agricultural land-use. By comparing the time of collection to the amount of healthy
vegetation, information about the types and quantity of agriculturally active land was
derived. The 24 plant analysis metrics and indices, available through ENVI, were used
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in the change-detection algorithm. For example, comparing two NDVI images, one calculated from data collected in January (dry season) the other from data collected during
July (wet season), identification of different agricultural land-use types was accomplished.
Another change detection approach is to use PCA on two temporally different georegistered images. Here only the 24 plant analysis from two different time images were
stacked together and then PCA was applied the full stack. This approach to change
detection found the basis vectors associated with temporal changes across all the indexes.
More noticeable changes are observed when two images from different seasons are used.
Results are presented in Chapter 4 in Section 4.2.2

3.5

Oaxaca Spectral Library

During December of 2011, a field campaign was conducted in the Nochixtlan and Tlacolula Valleys to collect ground material samples [68]. These samples were shipped back
to RIT for spectral reflectance measurements. Once measured, these spectra were compiled into a spectral library and resampled to match the Hyperion sensor bandwidths.
These ground material spectral profiles are used to correlate the HSI EMs found using an
unmixing algorithm (such as LoGlo, introduced in Section 3.7) to the physical materials
on the ground [69]. Entries into the library include soils, rocks, a new terra cotta roof-tile,
as well as a few senescent plant species. All the material samples were collected from
available and accessible resources during the field trip in December (the dry season in
Oaxaca). This results in no healthy-green vegetation being collected, because there was
little green vegetation available during this time of year. Also healthy vegetation would
not have survived shipment back to Rochester without drastic spectral changes.
Laboratory spectral reflectance measurements were made using a labsphere with a
single 150 Watt quartz halogen light bulb as a uniform, constant light source and positioned so that the line-of-sight of the center of the labsphere was positioned to illuminate
the material sample at a 45° angle. The spectroradiometer was positioned to look nadir
onto the material sample, simulating the Hyperion sensor nadir viewing. An ASD FieldSpec Pro spectroradiometer has a wavelength range of 350nm to 2500nm. The shorter
wavelengths have bandwidths of 3nm, while longer wavelengths have 8nm bandwidths.
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A 1° fore-optic with a 5cm diameter entrance was used to focus the reflecting light into
the ASD fiber-optic. Based on the size of the fore-optic and the 15cm spacing between the
fore-optic and the material sample, a uniform material sample size of 6cm in diameter
was needed. The fiber optic of the ASD FieldSpec Pro, is pig-tailed to send light into three
separate diffraction gratings and detectors. This pig-tailing means that the individual
ASD detectors actually view different portions of the material sample and explains why
a uniform material is needed over the 6cm diameter region. The material samples were
all larger than 6cm and in most cases were relatively uniform (or as uniform as possible
given the different material samples). A 10cm square 98% spectralon panel was used as a
reference source to convert the measured radiance into reflectance. Additional measurements of a Krylon Ultra Flat Matte black painted wooden lid (or box) were used to look
for stray light in the test setup. Similar painted wooden lids (or boxes) were used to hold
the different material samples during measurements.
GPS readings and digital images of the surrounding environment were collected at
the same time as the samples so that accurate knowledge of the sample in relation to
the neighboring environment can be ascertained. From this information ground-truth
material maps have been built in ArcGIS and are presented in Chapter 5 in Section 5.4.

3.6

Spectral Unmixing

Spectral unmixing identifies the materials and amounts of materials present in HSI imagery. It is accomplished by allowing the user to set up training materials (supervised)
or by using algorithms to estimate the materials within the dataset (unsupervised). Both
unmixing approaches assume the HSI data inhabits an n-dimensional space and the HSI
pixels which contain only a single material (pure pixels or endmembers, EMs) are located
at the corners of the volume spanning the n-space [70]. For HSI data with m spectral
bands, the number of EMs that can be unmixed can not exceed m + 1, this is referred to
as the band-number-constraint (BNC) [70]. However, for most HSI data the number of
EMs is significantly less than the number of spectral bands and the volume spanned by
the dataset is referred to as the convex hull. Figure 3.12 is a simplified illustration of the
convex hull theory. There is an assumption in the convex hull model: the corners of the
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n-Space Dataset
EM 1

Band 2
EM 3
EM 2

Band 1
Figure 3.12: Example of the convex hull model for HSI data. This is a (n=2)-dimensional
spance with 3 EMs that are located at the corners of the convex hull.

convex hull are pure spectra. Rarely is this assumption accurate in a real distribution of
HSI data, especially at low spatial resolutions (such as Hyperion’s 30m pixels).

3.6.1

Convex Hull Model

The EMs selected from real HSI data rarely exemplify the convex hull model assumption.
In the convex hull model, it is assumed that all the pure material pixels cluster in a single
vertex of the covex hull such that a one single pixel adequately represents the EM group.
However, in real materials, one single pure pixel rarely fully represents that material.
Figure 3.13 shows a distribution for one pure physical material that actually composes
a cluster of data points in an n-dimensional space, not just a single pure point. This
distribution of physically pure materials leads weight to the idea of using EM distributions instead of single values during the unmixing process. One unmixing methodology
which uses a normal distribution to represent EMs is the Normal Compositional Model
(NCM) [71–73] which is discussed further in Section 3.7.1. Additionally, in the convex hull
model, the data located in the middle of the convex hull contains exactly the same amount
(or abundance) of all EMs equally. This situation is rarely seen and few pixels actually fill
the middle of the convex hull, but the ground sample distance (GSD) of the imagery is
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Figure 3.13: Illustration of how a known material does not represent a single data point,
but rather a group or cluster of points. Here 300 different data points of the same material
(grass) has been plotted against a red, green, and blue axis.

a critical parameter to determining how mixed is the HSI data and how uniformly filled
is the convex hull. For small GSD imagery, where the pixel’s footprint is the same size
or smaller then the materials trying to be identified, not all EMs found in the dataset
are mixed together in every pixel, as shown in Figure 3.14. This means that each pixel
contains a mixture of only a few EMs, not all EMs, resulting in voids within the convex
hull with densely populated manifolds connecting the EMs. Figure 3.14 contains a forest,
a field, and a portion of a city, because of the small GSD of this example some pixels
contain all forest, all field, or all city. Also a smaller subset of pixels contain a combination
of any two materials, but there are very few (if any) pixels which contain a combination
of all three materials. Greer [74] explains this concept in detail and introduces one model
to represent the sparsely filled convex hull.
For small GSD imagery it was shown that the convex hull assumption is not ideal,
due to the sparsity of the data distribution, but for large GSD HSI data the convex hull
model is invalid because of the difficulty in identifying pure EMs. In large GSD HSI data
no pixel is completely filled (abundance values of 100%) with a single pure material to
form the corners of the convex hull. Instead, when using the convex hull model with
large GSD imagery, the EMs found are the most distant of the mixed data and assumed to
be the most pure. These mixed EMs form a convex hull not large enough to adequately
span the entire dataset, resulting in some data points lying outside of the hull. Pixels
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Figure 3.14: Examples showing that most imagery contains sparse pixel mixtures of a
select few EMs. Figure 3.14(a) shows that it is rare of any one pixel of an image to
physically contain a mixture of all EMs while Figure 3.14(b) shows how the data sparsely
appears in the convex hull model.

which fall outside of the convex hull contain multiple materials, the majority of which
correspond to the nearest EM, but the remainder may be from an unidentified material or
some combination of remaining materials. The distribution of the data points inside the
convex hull is fairly evenly distributed for large GSD HSI data, so that this dataset more
closely resembles a Gaussian distribution compared to the smaller GSD HSI datasets.
This is caused, again, by the mixing of the large pixels. Because each pixel is large enough
to contain multiple identifiable EMs, they are more evenly mixed and therefore more
uniformly span the n-dimensional space. Conversely, in smaller GSD HSI datasets, the
selected EMs are located more distantly from the majority of the data points (as compared to the larger GSD HSI data) because they contain few materials or even a single
pure material. This allows for a larger convex hull to be selected for the smaller GSD HSI
data and thereby encompassing the majority of the points. Figure 3.15 illustrates both of
these inconsistencies in the convex hull model. In Figure 3.15 two HSI data distributions
from different sensors are shown for urban areas. The larger GSD (30m) dataset is from
the Hyperion sensor and was collected over Oaxaca, Mexico. The smaller GSD (2.5m)
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dataset was collected by the HyMap sensor over Cooke City, MT. Theoretical datasets are
also presented in Figure 3.15(c) and Figure 3.15(d) to enhance the differences of the two
datasets.

3.6.2

Unmixing Steps

Unsupervised spectral unmixing requires three key pieces of information: the number of
EMs in the dataset, the spectra of the EMs, and the unmixing methodology to use. In HSI
unmixing literature, several approaches are proposed for each requirement.

Estimating the Number of EMs
The number of EMs can be determined using either supervised or unsupervised approaches. In the supervised methods truth data or knowledge is used to exact the number
of EMs. The benefits of supervised approaches include finding all EMs and associating
each EM with a particular physical material. The drawback of using a supervised approach is the user involvement. User-involvement in EM selection allows for human
error and non-repeatable results, and the user must be trained to know what materials
make good EMs. Wu and Chang [75] determined that the number of EMs in a dataset can
be approximated from the dimensionality of the dataset and this theory forms the basis
for most unsupervised approaches. Wu and Chang state that if an HSI dataset spans an
n-dimensional volume, then the number of EMs needed to form the convex hull is n + 1.
Based on this observation, many methods have been devised to identify the dimensional
space of HSI data. The most common dimensionality analysis option is Principal Component Analysis (PCA) [76, 77]. In PCA, all of the m-dimensional data are re-projected
into N-uncorrelated dimensions. A threshold is then placed on the variance of the data in
the N-dimensional space to determine the minimum dimensionality of the data needed
to contain the desired percentage of data variability, and thus the number of EMs, N.
Bioucas-Dias and Nascimento [78] expand on the PCA process by including the spectral
dependence in HSI data to determine the number of dimensions in the dataset. The disadvantage to using PCA in any form, is projecting the original data; this transformation
prevents the extraction of the EM spectra from the PCA process alone. Other approaches
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(a) Hyperion Urban

(b) HyMap Urban

(c) Large GSD

(d) Small GSD

Figure 3.15: Impact of changing GSD on HSI data distributions.
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for estimating the number of EMs rely on statistics and the Neyman-Pearson supposition.
Most of these statistical approaches require additional information about the image, such
as preexisting spectral libraries or a known target spectra [73, 79], or they over predict the
dimensionality [75, 80]. Another set of approaches for estimating the number of EMs fall
into network theory. Network theory is used to separate all of the pixels in the dataset
into similar groups by reducing the modularity between all of the pixels contained in a
group [81]. One final approach for estimating the number of EMs is to use the Gram
Matrix which is a geometric approach and discussed in detail in Section 3.2.

EM Extraction
Approaches for identifying the spectra of the EMs use one of the following methodologies:
automated extraction of EM spectra from the image itself [65,82–84], extraction of spectral
library entries that contain materials found in the image [79], calculating the EM spectra
from several image spectra [85, 86], or allowing the user to identify the EMs using a
graphical display of the data, as in the case of NFINDER [87]. The approaches that
automatically extract the EMs from the dataset (including Max-D [65, 82], Sequentially
Maximized Convex Cone (SMACC) [83], Orthogonal Subspace Projection (OSP) [84], and
several other algorithms) have at least one requirement, the number of EMs to find. All
of these approaches find and extract the vertices of the volume spanned by the dataset.
Due to the similarity of these approaches only Max-D is described as an example. The
output of Max-D is a rank ordered list of the EM spectra. Max-D begins by finding the
two pixels that are furthest apart in spectral space according to the Euclidean Minimum
Distance (EMD) (as illustrated in Step 1 of Figure 3.16). The EMD is found by
EMD =

v
t m
X

(xλ − yλ )2 ,

(3.9)

λ

where x and y are two vectors with m dimensions. For Max-D (and other similar algorithms) the EMD must be calculated between all pixels. These two most distant vectors
are projected to lie on top of each other and the remaining vectors are projected onto the
new sub-space (see Step 2 of Figure 3.16). The most distant vector in the new projected
space is found, and a new projection is derived such that the third vector lies atop the
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Figure 3.16: Graphical demonstration of the Max-D algorithm [65].

previous two (see Step 3 of Figure 3.16). The remaining data are again projected onto
the reduced sub-space and this process is repeated until the specified number of EMs are
found (see Step 4 of Figure 3.16).
The second method for EM extraction uses spectral libraries that contain materials
known to exist in the imagery. When using a spectral library for EM extraction, the EMs
selected are library entries that most often or most closely resemble the dataset. This is
an elimination approach instead of an extraction approach. These spectral library approaches have a fatal flaw; there must be a library entry for every material in the scene.
This requires extensive laboratory and ground-truth work prior to processing the imagery. Therefore, while it is a theoretically valid approach, it is practically infeasible for
most situations. As such, most of spectral library EM extraction algorithms are used to
validate unmixing methodologies instead of being solely used for EM extraction.
The NFINDER algorithm [87] is an example of another approach for identifying EM
spectra from the dataset based on the volume of the dataset. In NFINDER, the data
are transformed into a reduced set of dimensions before every combination of pixels is
used to calculate the volume of the dataset. The combination of pixels with the greatest
volume is identified as the EMs. However, the EMs must be reverted back to the original
physically meaningful dataset after identification. NFINDER is similar to PCA, in that
the data are transformed, which is an undesirable process that must be reversed to use
the algorithm with all datasets.
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The final EM extraction approach identifies EM spectra by combining several image
or spectral library spectra to represent EM clusters, EM distributions, or more accurate
EM points. All of these approaches to EM extraction acknowledge that there is not a
single EM to represent a material, instead several EMs or a distribution is a better representation of how a material behaves in the real world. One example of EM distribution
representation is discussed in Section 3.7.1 while many of the EM clustering approaches
are presented here. These EM clustering approaches usually include spatial information.
Rogge et al. [85, 88] introduce a spatial-spectral EM extraction (SSEE) algorithm that finds
candidate EM spectra by defining local eigenvectors (found through singular value decomposition, or SVD) and projecting the image data onto these eigenvectors, as shown
in Steps 1 and 2 of Figure 3.17. Spatially near and spectrally similar local EMs are then
clustered into global groups as shown in Steps 3 and 4 of Figure 3.17. After clustering
the local EMs into global groups, all of the local EMs are stored for use in the unmixing
processes. Plaza et al. introduce the automated morphological endmember extractor
(AMEE) [89, 90]. This approach to EM extraction uses spatial-kernel morphological operators (erosion and dilation) to find pixels which are the most dissimilar (or similar) to all
others in the local area. It does this by calculating a spectral metric (e.g. the spectral angle
metric, or SAM) between the pixel-of-interest and all of the local area pixels and applying
dilation (or erosion) of the kernel area to find the pixels with the largest (or smallest)
metric values. Pixels with the largest metric values are the most pure and are selected as
the local EMs; pixels with the smallest metric values are considered the most mixed.

Mixture Models
Reflected light is described using either a linear [91] or a non-linear [92] mixture model.
The non-linear mixing model is a more rigorous model that takes into consideration light
which reflects off of multiple materials and light which may be transmitted through semitransparent materials such as leaves. The most common non-linear model is radiosity [92].
However, the non-linear model requires more knowledge of all materials present in the
image, and the amount of knowledge needed can not be determined from the HSI data
alone. In comparison, the linear mixture model (LMM) identifies the abundances (α) of
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Figure 3.17: Graphical demonstration of the SSEE algorithm [85]. Step 1 identifies local
regions within the image, from each local region EMs are identified by projecting each
pixel onto a set of eigenvectors as shown in Step 2. Step 3 and Step 4 are clustering steps
for the local eigenvectors based on spatial (Step 3) and spectral (Step 4) metrics. Unmixing
is then performed on the full image using all local EMs.
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each EM (e) in each pixel (x) based on a linear combination of EMs
x ≈ x̂ =

N
X

αi ei .

(3.10)

i=1

See Figure 3.18 for a graphical representation of LMM. In Equation 3.10, x̂ is the LMM
approximation of the pixel x and N is the number of EMs. Therefore, all an LMM needs to
unmix the HSI data are the number of EMs (N) and the EM spectra (e). Some approaches
to LMM unmixing include Iterative implementation of Spectral Mixture Analysis (ISMA)
[93], which randomly selects a set of EMs from the given EMs and unmixes each pixel. This
process continues trying different combinations of EMs until the residual error between x
and x̂ is minimized for each mixed pixel, similar to ISMA is step-wise regression [94, 95].
In stepwise regression [94], the first fit of the EMs to the pixel is made by projecting
the pixel onto each EM and selecting the EM which has the largest projection. Then
several combinations of the predominant EM with the remaining EMs are tried. The final
determination of whether an EM is included or not is based on the residual error for each
combination of EMs. In the sparse unmixing method [74], each pixel is described as a
combination of a subset of the total number of EMs available instead of a combination
of all EMs available as used in stepwise unmixing, thereby sparsely filling the volume
spanned by all of the EMs. In the affine EM subspace approach [91], the dataset is
considered to be a disjoint sum of smaller subspaces. In piecewise convex EM (PCE)
detection [96], distributions of EMs are used instead of single EM spectra during the
unmixing process. In a non-negative least squares (NNLS) LMM unmixing approach the
least-squares solution for each EM’s abundance value is optimized given the number and
EM spectra [97]. NNLS differs from ISMA and sparse unmixing by starting with equal
abundances of all EMs for each pixel and removing the EMs which produce the greatest
error until the residual error is minimized. In contrast, ISMA and sparse unmixing add
EMs to the existing solution until the residual error is minimized.
In any LMM unmixing methodology, there are two constraints which must be considered due to the physical meaning of the data and the model. In the first constraint, all of
the abundances must be greater than or equal to zero
αe ≥ 0.
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Figure 3.18: Graphical illustration of Linear Mixture Model for a single pixel containing
three materials/EMs.
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This is because it is not possible for any pixel to contain less than zero amount of any
material. The second constraint comes from the fact that the sum of all abundances, in
the ideal case, for a single pixel should equal one
N
X

αe = 1.

(3.12)

e=1

One interpretation of Equation 3.12 is that the sum of all the materials can not exceed
the total amount of light collected. When both constraints are applied to an LMM, it is
called a fully-constrained solution. In most situations, however, a partially-constrained
solution is applied. The partially-constrained version forcefully applies the non-negative
constraint while the summation is allowed to deviate slightly above and below one, due
to errors and noise in the data, material variability, and the processing chain [97].

3.7

LoGlo Spectral Unmixing

LoGlo is an automated spatially adaptive spectral unmixing methodology [98, 99] based
on the local orthogonal subspace projection (LOSP) target and anomaly detection algorithm [100]. LOSP has shown that by using local statistics (instead of global image
statistics) smaller residual errors are produced for anomaly and target detection. These
results are attributed to better representation of the background subspace statistics extracted from the local regions, because the background pixels of a local area are more
homogenous than background pixels from the global image. An example of this idea is
seen when looking at a grass field. One corner of the grass field might be healthier or
located on a slope such that the reflected light is slightly different from the overall average
spectrum of the whole field. Therefore, when looking for anomalies in this one corner
of the field, it is better to use only the grass spectrum from this corner rather than the
average grass spectrum from the whole field. Similar local processes have been used in
other research areas (such as in piece-wise classification [95] and in small area spectral
unmixing [52]), but it is only addressed as a means of reducing computation resources and
any reduced residual error was a convenient side-affect. Another approach using local
regions tried to find the average EM from a very specific spatial location which contained
only one material type [101]. By selecting the whole-material average spectrum they were
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able to better separate similar EMs than by using a basic EM extracting algorithm. It is
hoped that by investigating spatially adaptive spectral unmixing in this research more
accurate global EM groups are obtained, more materials are separated as noted by [101],
and computational resources are reduced.
In the spatially adaptive spectral unmixing methodology developed (named LoGlo)
[98, 99], local tiles are unmixed independent of each other. Similar to LOSP, LoGlo is a
spectral unmixing approach that shows a single, globally extracted EM does not optimally
represent all variants of a single material throughout the image, and instead, multiple
local variations of the same material produce lower residual unmixing errors. LoGlo
also is a modular unmixing approach, meaning any algorithm the user prefers can be
used for estimating the number of local and global EMs, extracting the EM spectra, and
unmixing the local pixels. Additionally, the modularity of LoGlo in combination with the
tiling approach, allows for spectral-spatial information to be maintained throughout the
unmixing process (no matter what EM extraction algorithm is used).
The steps to LoGlo are outlined in Figure 3.19. The local tile scale steps include the
following: estimating the number of local EMs, extracting the local EMs, and spectral
unmixing of the local pixels using the local EMs. At this point the unmixing residual
error values are also created. Once all the local tiles have been unmixed, the number of
global EMs is estimated and the global EMs are extracted so that all the local EMs can be
clustered into the appropriate common global materials. This fourth step of clustering
the local EMs into global EMs is common amongst spectral-spatial LMM methodologies.
Clustering the local EMs is required, because common local EMs span multiple tiles.
There are many different clustering algorithms: unmixing of the local EMs into the most
abundant global EMs (NNLS [97]), minimizing a distance or difference metrics between
the local EMs and the global EMs (i.e. spectral angle metric - SAM or Euclidean minimum distance - EMD), classifying the local EMs into the global EMs (i.e. Kmeans or
Isomeans [50, 51]), minimizing Mahalanobis distance between local groups into global
EMs based on Gaussian Maximum Likelihood (GML), and graph theory clustering algorithms (i.e. ATRIA [102] or other graph metrics). Other untested clustering approaches
may use Gradient Flow [103], network theory as in the case of Modularity [81, 104], minimizing pixel spatial distance and spectral angle [89], or cooperative search techniques
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Figure 3.19: Flow chart of the LoGlo unmixing methodology.

such as the ant-colony algorithm [105]. Clustering the local EMs into global groups requires the number of global groups and may also require an EM for each global group
(or the most extreme point of each group). Then by assigning the local EMs to the most
appropriate global EM group, all of the local EMs are clustered [91].
The results of the LoGlo spatially adaptive spectral unmixing include the fractional
abundance maps, a number of endmembers per tile map, bad-pixel-maps, and residual unmixing RMS error maps (see Figure 3.20). The fractional abundance maps show
the abundance per pixel of each global EM. Originally the abundance maps are made
per tile during the unmixing step, but once the local EMs are clustered into common
global groups, the abundances per tile are also combined by adding the same global EMs
abundances. The number of EMs per tile was discussed previously in this section, see
Figure 3.24. It was shown that there appears to be a correlation between the number of
EMs per tile and the land-use taxa present in the tile. The two binary bad-pixel-maps
identify the pixels where the sum of abundances exceeds or is less than two user specified
thresholds and may be useful in observing where the unmixing process has difficulties.
If the user-specified over-abundance threshold is set to exactly one, the resulting badpixel-map shows those pixels that fit the fully constrained solution as well as those that
suffer from poor unmixing. Additionally, by setting the threshold to a value slightly
higher than one, the extremely noisy pixels (those with values much greater than one)
are identified. The under-abundance bad-pixel-map identifies the pixels whose total EM
abundance values do not sum to a sufficient amount, because of poor EM selection or
by not choosing enough EMs. Sensors with low SNR values (such as Hyperion) have
more pixels identified in both the over- and under-abundance bad-pixel-maps. The RMS
residual unmixing error images are created during the local tile unmixing step and all the
tiles are joined together to form the final full error image. The RMS residual unmixing
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error shows the pixels that did not unmix adequately by comparing the original image
pixel to the approximated LMM pixel generated during the umixing process,
v
t
RMS =

m

1 X
(xλ − x̂λ )2 .
m

(3.13)

λ=1

In Equation 3.13, x is the original image pixel spectral vector, x̂ is the approximated pixel
spectral vector, which is a summation of the EMs multiplied by each abundance value as
denoted in Equation 3.10, λ represents the individual spectral band values, and m is the
number of spectral bands. For the ideal unmixing process all RMS error values would be
equal to zero and the entire image error distribution would be zero. However, since no
perfect unmixing will ever be possible it is desirable for the entire image error values to
be near zero and for the distribution to be as compact as possible. Figure 3.21 shows the
error distribution for the Hyperion small image RMS error image and error distribution
represented in a box-and-whisker plot. In the box-and-whisker plot the colored middle
bar represents the median error value of the entire image, the box outlines the first and
third quartiles, and the whiskers represent 2.6 standard deviations away from the mean
error value. By using box-and-whisker plots, the entire error distribution is seen in a
single plot and compared to other image results, as shown in Figure 3.22.

3.7.1

Current LoGlo Component Algorithms

LoGlo is a modular unmixing methodology, meaning that each component of the unmixing process in LoGlo can be accomplished using any desired algorithm. Multiple
component algorithms have been applied to all steps in the current version of LoGlo
called from ENVI except for the unmixing step. For estimating the number of EMs (at
both the local and global spatial scale) the Gram Matrix and PCA were compared. Both
of these approaches use threshold parameters that span zero to one. The Gram Matrix,
however, also requires at least three EMs to function properly. PCA is not similarly restricted, therefore it is possible to obtain tiles in PCA that only need one or two EMs to
meet the threshold parameter. Figure 3.23 shows an example of the differences between
PCA and Gram Matrix number of EMs per tile estimations. The PCA tiles have a much
wider range of number of EMs per tile (spanning 1-12) while the Gram Matrix only found
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(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

(e)

(f)

(g)

(h)

(i)

Figure 3.20: All of the LoGlo results for the Hyperion PC scene. Figure 3.20(a) shows
the bad-pixel-map for pixels which have a total of all of the abundances greater than
1.10 (or +10%), Figure 3.20(b) shows the bad-pixel-map for pixels which have a total of
all of the abundances less than 0.90 (or -10%), 3.20(c) shows the urban abundance map,
Figure 3.20(d) shows the bright red soil abundance map, Figure 3.20(e) shows the vegetation
abundance map, Figure 3.20(f) shows the dark red soil abundance map, Figure 3.20(g)
shows the bright yellow soil abundance map, Figure 3.20(h) shows the RMS error map,
and Figure 3.20(i) shows the most abundant EM in a classification map. The pixels of
the LoGlo method which do not fill a full tile along the bottom and right edge have been
masked out.
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(a)

(b)

Figure 3.21: Hyperion small PC image RMS error image compiled using the unmixing
step of LoGlo in Figure 3.21(a) and the total image error distribution shown in box-andwhisker plot in Figure 3.21(b).

Figure 3.22: Box-and-whisker plot of several different images. This shows the unmixing
residual error distributions and values for each image and unmixing approach.
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(b)

(c)

(d)

Figure 3.23: Images showing the number of local EMs per tile using either PCA or Gram
Matrix. Figure 3.23(a) shows the true-color image for reference, Figure 3.23(b) shows the
number of EMs per tile map when using PCA, and Figure 3.23(c) shows the number of
EMs per tile map when using the Gram Matrix.

4-7 local EMs per tile. Figure 3.24 shows the RMS residual unmixing errors when either
PCA or Gram Matrix is used. The brighter cyan colored regions indicate locations that
PCA did not select adequate local EMs, while bright red regions indicate Gram Matrix
errors due to inadequate local EMs. When both algorithms produced large errors, white
pixels appear.
For extracting the local and global EM spectra, Max-D and SMACC were compared.
Several studies have documented similar results between Max-D and SMACC (and other
algorithms) [64, 82–84], therefore not much difference in unmixing results are expected.
The key difference between Max-D and SMACC is that SMACC identifies a shade EM at
the very beginning and this shade EM is kept separate from the remaining EMs. Max-D
usually finds the darkest pixel as the second EM which would correlate to the SMACC
shade EM, but it is never separated from the other EMs. For this reason, when Max-D finds
seven EMs, it is equivalent to SMACC finding six EMs (plus the shade EM). Figure 3.25
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(b)

(c)

Figure 3.24: Images showing the RMS unmixing error after applying LoGlo using either
PCA or Gram Matrix to identify the number of EMs per tile. Figure 3.24(a) shows the
false-color RMS error image, where red corresponds to using the Gram Matrix to identify
the number of local EMs per tile and cyan corresponds to using PCA to identify the
number of local EMs per tile. Figure 3.24(b) shows the RMS error when using PCA and
Figure 3.24(c) shows the RMS error when using the Gram Matrix.

shows the first four EM profiles for a small subimage extracted from the HyMap CHARM
flight line G dataset. In this sub-image, a grass field occupies most of the image with some
road, tree, and unknown material pixels. As is seen, both approaches select a similar EM
for the first EM. The second EM found in Max-D is a dark, shade material, which is not
present in SMACC. Max-D’s third EM (the red line showing a vegetation profile) is very
similar to SMACC’s second EM (the blue line). The third SMACC and fourth Max-D EM
also show some similarities, but they are not as similar as the first or second/third selected
EMs.
The unmixing algorithm used in LoGlo (NNLS) does not have a second algorithm
to compare to within LoGlo, but the NNLS linear unmixing methodology [97] has been
compared to ENVI’s SMACC algorithm at the global scale to determine any problems
between using one over the other. Both approaches, NNLS and ENVI’s SMACC, follow
the flow-chart shown in Figure 3.26. Both algorithms begin by finding the number of
EMs in the global image, then the EMs spectra are extracted using either Max-D (in the
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(a)

(b)

(c)

Figure 3.25: Illustration of the first four EMs extracted using Max-D versus SMACC.
Figure 3.28(a) shows the first four EMs extracted using Max-D from the HyMap CHARM
flight line G field sub-image and Figure 3.28(b) the first four SMACC EMs for the same
sub-image. SMACC automatically finds a shade EM which is does not save or display
unlike Max-D which finds the shade EM as the first or second overall EM.

NNLS approach) or SMACC (in the ENVI SMACC approach), and as shown previously,
these two methods produce similar, but not identical EMs selections. The final step of
both unmixing approaches is to unmix each pixel using the EMs extracted from the data.
Generally, in global unmixing approaches (NNLS and ENVI’s SMACC included) all EMs
are used to unmix every pixel, therefore it is possible (and probable) for EMs to appear
in pixels where that associated material is not present (i.e. false alarms) because of the
mathematical model. Uniform EM spectral profiles and dark EM spectral profiles cause
the most false alarms because they are easier to fit to any pixel’s profile, particularly
when trying to scale some other EM. Additionally, global unmixing approaches select the
most extreme pixels as the EMs, but most extreme spectral profiles only correspond to
a handful of pixels with the physical material present. Because the unmixing approach
is so dependent on accurate EM selection any noise, clouds, or poor atmospheric correction in the data causes the global unmixing results to be worse (or at the least requires
additional EMs to be selected). Figure 3.27 shows a synthetic image and the resulting
unmixing most abundant classification map for the SMACC global unmixing approach
and the NNLS global unmixing approach. The synthetic image was created by using 900
different spectral profiles of four different materials (muddy water, grass, concrete, and
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Figure 3.26: Flow chart of a generalized global unmixing methodology.

asphalt) and randomly selecting which profile, how many different materials, and how
much of each profile to use in each pixel. The left half of the image was only allowed
two different materials to be selected (muddy water or grass), the top right allowed only
three materials to be present (muddy water, grass, or concrete), and the bottom right
allowed all four materials to be selected (muddy water, grass, concrete, or asphalt). In
Figures 3.27(b) and 3.27(c), the number of inaccurately unmixed pixels (particularly for
the asphalt material) is extensive. Because it is so spectrally flat and dark, the asphalt EM
is used to scale all other EMs in each pixel. Since both global unmixing approaches are
allowed to use the very dark asphalt EM when unmixing every pixel, the most abundant
EM in many of the pixels across the whole image is asphalt, even where asphalt is not
present in the truth image.
One of the major benefits of LoGlo is that the unmixing occurs at the local level where
the number of EMs is on the same order as the total number of EMs of the whole image (if
not fewer). Because of this, the residual unmixing errors are lower than a global unmixing methodology and the band-number-constraint (BNC) is not as limiting as it is with
global unmixing approaches. The residual unmixing error is lower with LoGlo because
the volume being unmixed is smaller than the global image while using approximately
the same number of EMs as a global approach. The reduced errors of LoGlo are not due
to more EMs being used (resulting in a better mathematical fit). Instead, each tile volume
fills a smaller space and so unmixing the smaller convex hulls automatically results in
smaller errors. Figure 3.28 illustrates how LoGlo accomplishes the local unmixing and
combination with global clustering.
Applying spectral unmixing to multispectral data is not a common task, but has been
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Figure 3.27: Classification maps of a synthetically generated LMM simulated image. The
most abundant material class truth map is shown in 3.27(a), the most abundant EM
per pixel for the ENVI SMACC global unmixing approach (3.27(b)) and NNLS global
unmixing approach (3.27(c)).

attempted in the past with Landsat data [106]. When unmixing, the number of spectral
bands limits the number of EMs that are identified as mentioned at the beginning of
Section 3.7. The number of materials present in most MSI imagery is greater than the
number of bands. However, the BNC is only applied to the region being unmixed, so
by unmixing each tile separately no more than m + 1 EMs may be identified from each
tile, where m is the number of spectral bands. This makes it possible for MSI data to
be unmixed with better results when using LoGlo than a global unmixing approach, as
shown in Figure 3.29. For instance, a Landsat-7 ETM+ image covers approximately 185m
in swath and only has eight spectral bands, therefore when applying a global unmixing methodology only eight EMs could be extracted and unmixed from the Landsat-7
dataset. Any noise in the imagery, or spectral anomaly, would monopolize one or more
of the EMs leaving even fewer EMs for more common, physically represented materials.
However, with LoGlo, the number of materials is bound to a single tile and each tile
may have a different number of EMs and different EMs. This allows for more than the
BNC number of materials to be identified at the global scale. In the current version of
LoGlo the number of EMs per tile and the number of EMs found globally are set to the
same value, but it is possible to unlink these two values and let them be individually
set based on the application, thereby finding a loophole around the BNC. Figure 3.29
shows a small Landsat-7 ETM+ sub-image and a WorldView-2 image. The Landsat-7
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(a)

(b)

Figure 3.28: Graphical illustration of how the local unmixing of LoGlo (Figure 3.28(a))
ties into the global EM selection (Figure 3.28(b)). Local EMs (LEMs) and global EMs
(GEMs) are identified by the LoGlo approach. Figure 3.28(a) shows the individual tile
convex hulls (some of which are at a lower dimensionality shown here as a line instead
of a triangle) that are used in unmixing and result in the lower residual error values.

sub-image contains a riverbed, mountains covered in caliche, forested mountain slopes,
urban regions, and clouds. The WorldView-2 image covers a 10km by 10km area and
contains mountains (with caliche tops), urban towns, agricultural fields, mountain side
forests, bare soil, etc. Both MSI datasets were unmixed using LoGlo and ENVI’s SMACC,
but because ENVI’s SMACC approach found global EMs (at least one of which is noise in
both datasets) and applied them to the full image, very few pixels contain any amount
of this anomalous global EM. Therefore, the global unmixing approach appears to be
unmixed using fewer EMs than the LoGlo approach, instead of the total possible from
the band-number-constraint.
For the clustering of the local EMs into common global groups, seven clustering algorithms have been incorporated, including K-means, ATRIA, NNLS unmixing, GML
combined with K-means and SAM classification, minimized spectral angle, minimized
Euclidean distance, and combining ATRIA spatially-nearest neighbors with minimized
SAM. With the K-means clustering approach the number of global EMs is identified by
applying the Gram Matrix to the local EMs only and identifying the dimensionality of the
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Figure 3.29: MSI spectral unmixing results. Landsat-7 ETM+ true-color image (Figure 3.29(a)), the LoGlo most abundant class map (Figure 3.29(b)), and the ENVI SMACC
most abundant class map (Figure 3.29(c)). WorldView-2 true-color image (Figure 3.29(d)),
the LoGlo most abundant class map (Figure 3.29(e)), and the ENVI SMACC most abundant class map (Figure 3.29(f)). These show that it is possible to unmix MSI data using
LoGlo and obtain more useful results than a standard global unmixing approach.
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local EMs and thus the entire dataset. The K-means algorithm is then applied to all local
EMs to iteratively assign each local EM to the nearest global EM cluster. The iterative
step stops when 95% of the local EMs no longer change clusters or after four iterations.
Because of the small number of local EMs in comparison to the entire dataset, four iterations tends to produce a stable result. Both the minimized SAM and EMD clustering
approaches found the global EMs using the Gram Matrix and Max-D and computed the
SAM or EMD values between all local EMs and all global EMs. The local EMs were then
clustered into the global groups based on the minimized vector metric. The ATRIA clustering approach finds the first nearest neighbor using the EMD from the ATRIA algorithm
and assigns neighboring local EMs to the same group. The number of global EM clusters
is identified through ATRIA and clusters are associated to physical materials, instead of
individual global EMs. The NNLS clustering approach unmixes the local EMs as if they
were a set of image pixels. The number of global EMs in the local EMs is identified (using
the Gram Matrix), the global EMs are identified (using Max-D), and then NNLS is used
to identify how much of each global EM is present in every local EM. Finally, the local
EMs are assigned to the global EM cluster for which they have the greatest abundance.
The GML combination approach begins by identifying the number of global EMs and
the spectra for the global EMs using the Gram Matrix and Max-D. The spectral angle
between each local EMs to each global EMs is found. Each local EM is initially clustered
into the minimized SAM global EM group which is used by K-means as the first iteration.
K-means identifies the mean of the initial global clusters and these clusters and mean
values are used in each group’s Mahalanobis distance calculation for every local EM.
The local EMs are then re-distributed based on minimizing the Mahalanobis value. As
in K-means, the last few steps in the GML-combo clustering approach iterates to a set
number of iterations or until the number of local EMs that switch clusters is less than a
threshold value. The maximum number of iterations was set to four and the changing
number of local EMs threshold was set to zero (so that any local EM that switches to a
different group will cause another iteration). The final clustering approach uses a spatial
ATRIA nearest neighbor and minimizing SAM to group the local EMs into global groups.
It begins by finding the global EMs using Gram Matrix and Max-D and then assigns the
local EMs to the global group based on minimizing the SAM, similar to previous clustering approaches. Then ATRIA is used to find the spatially nearest neighbors between
all local EMs to all global EMs. A check is performed to determine if each local EM’s
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Figure 3.30: Most abundant EM class maps for a simulated image using the seven different
local EMs clustering approaches. Figure 3.30(a) is the most abundant truth class map, Figure 3.30(b) shows the class map when using K-means clustering approach, Figure 3.30(c)
shows the class map when using the NNLS unmixing approach, Figure 3.30(g) shows the
minimized SAM approach result, Figure 3.30(d) shows the minimized EMD approach
class map, Figure 3.30(e) shows the ATRIA nearest-spectral-neighbor graphical approach
result, Figure 3.30(f) shows the GML-Kmean-SAM combination approach result, and Figure 3.30(h) shows the class map for the combination of ATRIA nearest-spatial-neighbor
and minimized SAM approach to clustering.

SAM value decreases if it were moved to the group that has the smallest spatial distance,
and if this check shows a SAM decrease the local EM is moved to the new global group,
otherwise it remains in its original global group. In this way, this combination clustering approach does not do any worse than the minimized SAM approach. Class maps are
shown in Figure 3.30 for comparison between the different clustering approaches. Results
are shown after applying LoGlo to synthetically generated data because absolute truth
information is known for the synthetic image. The type and amount of every material
is known for every pixel in the synthetic image. There is no real dataset which has this
much ground-truth information and so while qualitative results may be compared using
any real dataset, no quantitative results can be compiled.
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Figure 3.31: Local EM distribution in three dimensions corresponding to a true-color
red, green, and blue. All local EMs extracted from the Chip D Hyperion sub-image are
presented.

The global clustering step results in an undesirable tiling artifact caused by dividing
local EMs along spectral boundaries that should not occur. The seven clustering algorithms were introduced in hopes of reducing the tiling artifact, and the most consistent
clustering accross multiple tiles occur when using the minimized SAM approach, but
some artifacts still appear. Figure 3.31 is included to illustrate the local EM distributions
of a small subsection of a Hyperion image (EO1H0240482008332110PC). Because of gradual material changes, there is no clearly defined boundary between neighboring local
EMs. Therefore, when placing two neighboring EMs into different global clusters, the
tiling artifact appears. This artifact is reduced by using larger tile sizes which cause fewer
local EMs to be identified. Using fewer local EMS makes the local EM distribution sparser
and allow for easier clustering, but at the expense of larger residual unmixing errors and
losing spectral-spatial information.
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Tile Size
The LoGlo tile size is a user defined parameter allowing LoGlo to be adaptable to the
application. If the user desires a faster computation time, larger tile sizes may be selected,
resulting in fewer tiles to process and fewer local EMs to cluster. However, if the user desires finer details or lower residual unmixing errors, smaller tile sizes may be selected. By
using these adaptable tile sizes, LoGlo maintains its spatial information while completing
spectral unmixing. Within LoGlo there is an inverse relationship between the tile size and
global clustering; as the tile size decreases the clustering becomes more difficult because
more local EMs are allowed to be considered in the clustering process. This should not
be confused with using more EMs in the spectral unmixing step as discussed previously
and shown in Figure 3.28. In the extreme situation, i.e., where the tile size becomes a
single pixel, perfect unmixing will occur because the pixel itself is the only EM and has
an abundance of 100%. However, when the tile size is a single pixel the clustering algorithm must then cluster all image pixels into the appropriate groups, thereby not reducing
the computation work load. Changing the tile size also impacts the residual unmixing
errors. As noted, smaller tile sizes have lower residual errors because the convex hull
model surrounding the data point is much smaller than for larger tile sizes or a global
unmixing process. As the tile sizes increase, the residual unmixing error also increases,
until the tiles are not providing any additional benefits than a global unmixing approach.
Figure 3.32 shows how the tile size impacts the error distributions of an image. Using
the same number of global EMs for all unmixing approaches, the error distributions for
several different tile sizes for the same image are compared to the NNLS global unmixing
approach. As can be seen, once the tile size reaches 120x120 pixels the median error value
(the color bar inside the box) is nearly equivalent to the global NNLS unmixing error
value, but all smaller tile sizes have smaller error values.
EM Distributions
The Normal Compositional Model (NCM) [71–73] is a global unmixing methodology,
which assumes that the endmembers of the dataset are actually a distribution of ndimensional data points. In NCM a normal (or Gaussian) statistical distribution is used
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Figure 3.32: Residual unmixing error for Hyperion EO1H0250482009210110Q5 image
using six global EMs for all processes, different tile sizes with LoGlo, and NNLS for
comparison.

to represent each EM,
f (x|a, θ1 ) =

1
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e 2 [x−µ]

.

(3.14)

In the NCM equation f (x|a, θ1 ) is the Gaussian distribution of a pure material cluster
for which pixel x is being tested against and the abundance, a, of the distribution in
pixel x is being determined concurrently. Additionally, C is the covariance matrix of
the Gaussian distribution, µ is the mean spectral vector of the distribution, K is the
power of the distribution (which is ususally set to 1.0), and θ1 is a parameter of the
optimization approach. However, when using a statistical model to represent the EMs
the mean (µ) and covariance (C) of the EM distribution must be known. Therefore,
in the original application of NCM [71] where these values were not known (because all
previous unmixing methodologies only find the individual global EMs not clusters of local
EMs), the EMs were derived concurrently with the abundance amount using statistical
probability, fuzzy mathematical operations, and Monte-Carlo sampling to estimate the
profile and abundance of the EMs and Dirichlet distributions to estimate the EMs. This
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Figure 3.33: NCM adaptiation of LoGlo.

theoretical version of NCM states that the conditional probability of a pixel (x) having an
abundance (a) of an EM distribution ( f (x|a, θ1 )) is given by the integral
Z
f (x|θ1 , θ2 ) =

f(x|a, θ1 )g(a, θ2 )da,

(3.15)

where g(a, θ2 ) is a prior probability density function determined by the user (in most cases
it is set to a fuzzy conditional statement or a uniform probability density of value 1.0). The
original application of NCM [71] was on theoretical data, but Eches et al. [72, 73] applied
this unmixing approach to real AVIRIS imagery. However, the drawback of using a sampling method to determine the EMs and abundance amounts is that it is computationally
expensive and so only a small image portion is unmixed (e.g., a 50x50 pixel chip has been
unmixed well). When applying the NCM unmixing model to the LoGlo approach, the
mean and covariance of each global EM is known based on the clustering results of the
local EMs into the global EM groups (as shown in Figure 3.33). Each mean EM value (µ)
is the actual global EM found in LoGlo. Since the global EMs are the corners of the LoGlo
convex hull and all local EMs fall inside of this convex hull, the covariance calculated
from the local EMs grouped to that global EM must be multiplied by two to account for
the total distribution, part of which falls outside of the global EM constrained convex hull.
Incorporating NCM into LoGlo requires ignoring a few of the LoGlo steps and adding
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Figure 3.34: Processing flow-chart for the NCM adaptation of LoGlo.

a few new steps. The local processing steps, which remain constant with or without
incorporating NCM, are tiling of the image is needed, estimating the number of local
EMs, and extracting the local EMs. However, unmixing the local tiles using the local
EMs is an unnecessary step if NCM is included, since the unmixing takes place after the
global EM distributions are identified. After the local processing steps are accomplished,
estimating the number of global EMs, extracting the global EMs, and clustering the local
EMs into the global EM groups are the same steps in the NCM adaptation of LoGlo
and in the original LoGlo approach. The new NCM steps are calculating the mean and
covariance of the global EMs, and using NCM with these statistics to unmix every image
pixel at a global level. Figure 3.34 shows the processing steps of the NCM adaptation of
LoGlo.

3.8

Target Detection

Target detection is one of the four main uses of hyperspectral data [50, 51]. It is accomplished in either a supervised or unsupervised method. In the application of archaeology,
target detection is used to identify land-use materials (i.e., agriculture, forests, water, etc.)
or to find individual materials when the spectral profile of the material is known (or
extracted from the image). In general, target detection algorithms determine the spectral
metrics of the target spectra and the background spectra (which are composed of everything that is not part of the target). In this research a target detection algorithm is applied
to HSI to identify pixels that correspond to urban locations.
The Adaptive Coherence/Cosine Estimator (ACE) target detection algorithm is just
one of several statistics based target detection algorithms, but it differs from most in that
it is a sub-pixel target detection algorithm. This means that it finds the abundance of the
target spectra in each pixel of the image and allows the user to identify where to place
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Figure 3.35: Illustration of the ACE target detection algorithm [109].

the threshold. Therefore, the user can determine if a pixel containing 50% or more of the
target spectra is an acceptable amount to be considered as finding the target, or if 20% is
more appropriate based on the application. ACE is defined as
DACE (x) =

xT Γ−1 s(sT Γ−1 s)−1 sT Γ−1 xH1
≷ ηACE
xT Γ−1 x

(3.16)

[50, 107–109] where x is the pixel being tested, s is the target material spectrum (or
subspace) and Γ is the covariance matrix of the background pixels. All spectral vectors
and matrices (x, s, and Γ) have been noise-whitened using the background pixels during
application of ACE, therefore Γ is different from a standard covariance matrix. The
threshold parameter ηACE is user defined and constrains the spectral angle about the
target spectrum which valid found-target pixels are identified from all other pixels (see
Figure 3.35).

3.9

Conclusion

The overall direction of this research is to process the HSI data into a usable format and
combine multiple datasets to provide feature or material maps of interest to the archaeologists for a large area. Many tools and metrics are available to complete these two
goals. LoGlo spatially adaptive spectral unmixing is one such tool that was used with
HSI and MSI datasets to extract the endmembers and the amount of each endmember.
A Oaxacan spectral library was created to map the endmembers identified with LoGlo
into known materials found in Oaxaca. Spectral features and spectral feature metrics
(like NDVI, NDWI, Plant Senescence, and Super-NDVI) were used to find crop mark85
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ers and to identify land-use taxa, particularly when combined with change detection
algorithms. Overall, the Hyperion HSI dataset over Oaxaca, Mexico, is very comprehensive spatially, ecologically, and temporally, which allows for a better understanding
of the physical phenomena in the imagery by studying data distributions and parameters.
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Chapter 4

Material Analysis
Results obtained by using the tools and metrics introduced in Chapter 3 were compiled
into either Oaxacan material analysis results or site specific spatial analysis (see Chapter 5). In this chapter focus is placed on determining the different materials present in
Oaxaca and how they can be differentiated in the remote sensing data. The material
analysis results are useful for archaeology research because some of the tools can be used
to find direct evidence of Zapotec remains (as in the case of using spectral features to find
crop-markers) or they can be used to help determine the number of materials found in a
location. The number of materials in a region can be used in archaeology to determine
land-use classification or as an indication of past human influence on the environment
(if new species are found in a non-native region). Temporal change detection of spectral features can be used to identify different vegetation types for land-use classification.
Spectral unmixing identifies pure materials in the dataset and then produces abundance
maps which maps the location and amount of these pure materials. All of these results
can be obtained in a relatively quick analysis of a single MSI or HSI image using the tools
presented in Chapter 3.

4.1

Spectral Feature Results

Some of the first results obtained from this project were false-color images of the Rio
Verde delta region, as shown in Figure 4.1. These false-color spectral feature index im-
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ages (described in Section 3.1) show locations in the image where underlying physical
features affect the vegetation (e.g. crop-markers). In the example of Figure 4.1, a portion
of the Rio Verde river is shown with what is believed to be an old oxbow. The old oxbow
indicates that the river has changed course in recent years. Overlaying the false-color
Hyperion image over the Google Earth high-resolution Quickbird-2 data easily draws
the eye to the red ox-bow at the top of the image. While it is possible to find this same
physical feature visually in the RGB Google Earth high-resolution data, it is identified
much faster and easier by superimposing the false-color plant analysis imagery on top
of the high-resolution Google Earth data. Additionally, the plant analysis imagery helps
to limit the possible causes that forced the river to change course based on the collection
dates of the HSI imagery. Knowing that Oaxaca has only two seasons, wet and dry, and
knowing which spectral feature index has the greatest value, common seasonal variations
can be attributed or ignored in relation to the oxbow creation. Additionally, for quick
trial of usefulness, a relative spectral feature index can be obtained from the imagery
by applying the spectral feature equations to radiance HSI data (without processing the
data into reflectance). True spectral feature indices require using reflectance data, but
to identify if there are any very strong crop-markers, radiance spectral features can be
produced prior to applying an atmospheric correction as a trial of usefulness. As a quick
check to see how well NDVI works in highly vegetated environments, radiance NDVI
images were produced from the Hyperion images covering the lower Rio Verde river
delta, as shown in Figure 4.1. Because of the known saturation issue with NDVI in highly
vegetated regions (such as in the rain forests located near the Pacific coast in Oaxaca),
this test was completed to see if any crop-markers could be identified prior to applying
the FLAASH atmospheric correction which requires more time, effort, and meta information. The results presented in Figure 4.1 indicate that there are features which can be
extracted from the three plant analysis indices and it will be worthwhile to complete the
final reflectance-based spectral feature analysis.
Another case of using spectral features identifies arable land in the Tlacolula Valley.
This is a simple example of the application of hyperspectral satellite imagery to a specific
archaeological problem, and one that has been rigorously discussed in the archaeological
literature-estimating the productivity of ancient agriculture. Extraction and identification
of arable land was achieved using three vegetation indices. A Hyperion hyperspectral
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(a)

(b)

Figure 4.1: False-color vegetation analysis image showing deviations in the Rio Verde
River causing an oxbow shape. Figure 4.1(a) shows the region around the Rio Verde
River oxbow and Figure 4.1(b) is a zoomed-in version of the oxbow to better show the
overlay of the HSI spectral feature index coloring scheme in relation to the Google Earth
high-resolution imagery.

image was collected for the Tlacolula Valley in January 22, 2012, and the NDVI, NDWI,
and PS indices were calculated from this image. Since the results of each index is a
grey-scale image ideally spanning either from -1.0 to +1.0 (NDWI and PS) or from 0.0 to
+1.0 (NDVI) they will be scaled to span 0 to +2000 instead so that no negative values are
present (for easy viewing in ArcGIS) and so variations in index value are easy to see. This
scaling step also removes all references to values of -9999, which is an old programming
technique used to identify pixels which do not have any vegetation spectra and appears
in each of the indices. The individual scaled versions of the plant analysis images are
imported into ArcGIS for spatial analysis. The scaled index images are combined into a
false-color image. In the false-color image the red color will correspond to the PS index,
green will correspond to the NDVI, and blue will correspond to NDWI. In the 3-band
false color image the histogram of each scaled index is stretched between 2% and 98% of
the image histogram.
The Hyperion chip of the Tlacolula Valley contains a highway cutting through the
lower portion of the image running from west to east. Along the western edge of the
Hyperion scene (and bisected by the highway) is half of the town of Tlacolula, which
is one of the largest towns in this valley of Oaxaca. On both sides of the highway are
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irrigated agricultural fields. A new housing sub-division appears as bright white pixels
northeast of the town of Tlacolula in Figure 4.2. A river runs north and south through the
image and forms a valley between the mountains. The valley floor contains regions of
wild grass and agricultural fields, many of which are left fallow due to the poor quality
of the soil. The mountains are covered in scrub brush or pine forests.
The three individual index images are shown in Figure 4.3 through Figure 4.5. The
NDVI image easily identifies the mountainous pine forests and the irrigated agricultural
fields by assigning higher NDVI values to these regions, but other possibly arable land is
not as easily identifiable from the background grass covered wild regions or towns (see
Figure 4.3). Both the NDWI and PS images have ignored many of the mountainous pixels.
It is currently unknown why these mountains pixels have been ignored, but it may be due
to the vegetation variations, atmospheric correction errors, illumination cosine errors, or
spectral noise. Different vegetation species each have different reflectance spectra, which
may not produce significant NDWI or PS signal. Atmospheric correction errors result
from rapid changes in elevation, which are not properly corrected for within the atmospheric correction algorithm. Since this image of Oaxaca includes mountains which are
quickly rising in elevation beyond the Tlacalola Valley it is quite possible that the elevation change is greater than the 500m considered acceptable for the FLAASH algorithm.
Illumination cosine correction errors are also due to rapid elevation changes, and no illumination cosine correction has been applied to these images. Hyperion spectral noise
causes the individual wavelength indices (NDWI and PS) to experience more variation
than the broad-band index (NDVI). There is credence to the idea that the materials are the
reason for the exclusion of the mountain pixels because the irrigated and healthy agricultural fields in the valley are also ignored by the NDWI and PS indices. This indicates that
very healthy vegetation (or saturated NDVI) tends to result in negative NDWI and PS
values and so are ignored during the scaling process, but further investigation is needed
before all other possible problems are removed from consideration since this correlation
has not been verified. Additionally, towns are easier to identify in NDWI because of
irrigation practices of yards and milpas (small fields inside family compounds) located
within the towns and water runoff along roads instead of rivers and streams. Because the
Hyperion image was collected during the dry season (September-April), the PS image
finds regions covered in vegetation in the process of drying-out which corresponds to the
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Figure 4.2: Hyperion true-color image overlaid on 2.5m resolution aerial panchromatic
photos for reference.
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majority of the valley floor. These dry vegetation covered regions are the arable land in
this portion of Oaxaca. The towns have lower PS values because of constant irrigation or
lack of vegetation and the mountains are ignored completely because of the similar issues
with the NDWI index.
By combining all three individual metrics into the single false-color image (see Figure 4.6), all of the individual results can be obtained in a quick and easy manner. Towns
(which have higher NDWI values because of constant irrigation practices) appear bluer
because more pixels in these regions have consistent NDWI values (refer to Section 5.3 for
further analysis of using these spectral features to identify urbanization). Keep in mind
that each index image has been histogram stretched, therefore the individual pixel values
may be higher in NDVI instead of NDWI, but because in this region the NDWI stretch
is more significant than anywhere else in the image, the pixels appear to be bluer. It is
expected that for Hyperion imagery collected during the wet-season, the NDWI and PS
values for the towns and natural arable land will be reversed from their dry-season trends
because of the different water sources. During the wet-season the drainage of towns and
irrigated fields will show that these items have higher PS values (and lower NDWI values). Meanwhile the remaining natural arable land will have higher NDWI values (and
lower PS values) because of the abundance of rainfall and the lack of irrigation to remove
excess water. However, this analysis will be left as future work because of the lack of
wet-season cloud-free imagery. In the Figure 4.6 the pixels in the mountains and very
healthy fields appear green because they have high NDVI values, but more importantly
these pixels have very low (or zero) NDWI and PS values because they were ignored
during the index calculation. Pixels which have no vegetation (or were ignored by all
indices) appear black. For example, the housing sub-division north-east of the town of
Tlacolula is easily identified in the 3-band false color image as a black region where all
three index values are zero in the scaled images.

4.2

Change Detection

As described in Section 3.4, change detection of imagery can show temporal differences
in spectral bands or spectral features. These differences can be used to explore seasonal
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Figure 4.3: Scaled NDVI Hyperion processed image for the Tlacolula Valley. The town of
Tlacolula appears on the western side of the Hyperion chip south of the mountains.
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Figure 4.4: Scaled NDWI Hyperion processed image for the Tlacolula Valley. Pixels which
do no contain any NDWI are ignored and not colored.
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Figure 4.5: Scaled PS Hyperion processed image for the Tlacolula Valley. Pixels which do
not contain PS values are ignored.
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Figure 4.6: 3-band false-color scaled vegetation index Hyperion processed image for the
Tlacolula Valley.
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changes in vegetation as well as in land-use taxa. Some work has been done on using change detection on three spectral features (NDVI, PSRI, and NDWI) for part of the
Nochixtlan Valley. A key step when attempting change detection is to register the two
temporal images to each other, otherwise identified differences will be due to poor registration and not due to physically meaningful changes. However, the registation step is a
lengthy one, particuarly for Hyperion data due to the size of the images and the lack of
true LOS during image collection. Because of these issues with Hyperion data, the images
must be registered by hand using a rubber-sheet warping approach [51]. The registration
process uses a nearest-neighbor affine mathematical model with the user-defined ground
control points to register the two images to each other.

4.2.1

Indexed Changes

Two Hyperion images of the Nochixtlan Valley collected in different seasons have been
registered to each other and compared using the ENVI change detection algorithm. The
results of the comparing the NDVI index images using the change detection ENVI algorithm are presented in Figure 3.11. Since HSI images are being compared, three spectral
features (NDVI, NDWI, and PSRI) were computed for both seasonal images. Each of the
three indices were then processed through the change detection algorithm resulting in
three change detection images, one for each index. These three change detection index
images were combined to generate a false-color image where red is set to the PSRI change,
green is set the NDVI change, and blue is set to the NDWI change as shown in Figure 4.7.
Since the ENVI change detection algorithm was used all changes are indexed/scaled. The
change index was also adjusted so that there are no negative change values when the three
change images were combined into a false-color composite. The original ENVI change
detection indices span from -5 to +5 and have been adjusted to instead span from 0 to 11.
By using the change index instead of explicit spectral feature difference values, distictions
can be made between the different colors, based on each spectral feature using the same
index range. Because of NDVI’s large values, in comparison to NDWI or PSRI within the
same image, it exhibits larger difference values than the other two indexes and would
dominate the change detection false-color image if this scaling step was not completed.
Particularly, NDVI difference values are large in the more arid regions of Oaxaca (like
Nochixtlan) where the vegetation is healthy only during the wet season and senescent
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Figure 4.7: Color indexed change detection image using PSRI, NDVI, and NDWI. The
legend for this image is Table 4.1

during the dry season.
From the spectral feature change detection image (see Figure 4.7), better understanding of the environment (and possibly a land-use map) can be extracted. By comparing the
amount of each spectral feature to common knowledge of how vegetation responds during the two seasons of Oaxaca, Table 4.1 outlines what the different colors in the change
detection image may mean. The two images used in the analysis were collected during
the two different seasons of Oaxaca; one during the wet season and the other during the
dry season. Therefore it is possible to relate the index values to seasonal changes. If,
however, the images being compared were collected during the same season, no seasonal
information could be extracted.

4.2.2

Change Detection Using PCA Stacked Indices

Another option for computing the temporal change between two similar regions imaged
at different times is to use PCA to separate the largest changes. The two image chips
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Table 4.1: NDVI, PSRI, and NDWI change detection color possible meanings for Figure 4.7.
Color
Possible Meaning
White
deciduous or seasonal plants that peak in the wet season (natural vegetation and crops)
Black
deciduous or seasonal plants that peak in the dry season (irrigated
fields)
Grey
no plants, bare rock, or bare soil
Green
year round plants that flower/fruit/stress in the dry season (evergreens)
Purple
year round plants that peak during the dry season (long term irrigated
fields)
Cyan
plants that grow in both, dry and wet, seasons (year round irrigated
fields or rainforests)
Sea Green healthy, static vegetation; no growth or death between seasons (mixed
small vegetations)
Pink
year round plants that flower/fruit/stress during the wet season (crops,
native grasses, desert plants, lichen/mold on rocks)
Blue
year round flowering/fruiting/stressed plants

(Figure 4.8(a) and Figure 4.8(b)) were extracted from full Hyperion QK images of the
Tlacolula Valley collected on March 30, 2009 and January 20, 2012. Both chips were atmospherically corrected to convert the raw scaled radiance imagery (with 242 spectral
bands) into reflectance chips (with 158 spectral bands). They were then registered to each
other using a nearest-neighbor affine model with GCPs before stacking the two images
together and applying a forward PCA analysis to determine if changes would separate
out from the rest of the spectral information. Additionally, a reduced dataset (in this case
the 24 vegetation indices generated by ENVI per image) were also found for each image,
stacked, and PCA applied to this data cube as well. The reflectance stacked cube had
316 bands, while the vegetation index stacked cube had 48 bands. Because PCA is used,
all results must be visually inspected for content because no two images processed will
result in the same content due to the nature of PCA. Some of the resulting PCA change
detection bands using the vegetation index stacked cube are shown in Figure 4.9 and
Figure 4.10.
The PCA change detection approach results are shown in Figure 4.9(a), Figure 4.9(b),
and Figure 4.10. Figure 4.9(a) and Figure 4.9(b) are some of the results found using the
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(a)

(b)

Figure 4.8: True-color RGB reflectance Hyperion images for Tlacolula. The image chips
are extracted from QK flight line, one collected on Jan 20, 2012 and the other on 2009.

(a)

(b)

Figure 4.9: Individual PCA bands generated by transforming two 158-band reflectance
Hyperion cubes.
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Figure 4.10: An example of change detection determined by applying a PCA transformation to two 24 vegetation indices images of the same location but different times.

316 individual spectral bands while Figure 4.10 shows a result of using the 48 bands from
the vegetation analysis. Figure 4.9(a) shows what appears to be regions where vegetation has either died or grown between 2009 and 2012 which looks to separate the valley
floor from mountains or arable land surrounding rivers/streams. Similarly Figure 4.9(b)
appears to show changes in bright materials (such as sand, concrete, or caliche), which
could be used to identify urban regions or material maps of sand. Because Figure 4.9(a)
and Figure 4.9(b) were calculated from the 316-band reflectance data cubes, these images
do not just have to be temporal changes, they could also be spectral changes within both
images which makes it more difficult to determine what changes are being shown in the
PCA bands. Figure 4.10 shows the changes between NDVI values of the two QK scenes.
The brighter/whiter pixels in Figure 4.10 seem to match lower NDVI values in 2012 (less
healthy vegetation), while the darker/blacker pixels seem to match higher NDVI values
in 2012 (more healthy vegetation or newly grown vegetation). NDVI values which did
not change between 2009 and 2012 appear as grey pixels. From this image a river, several agricultural fields, and some hillslopes all appear to have increased their vegetation
content (higher NDVI values) in 2012 compared to 2009 while the housing sub-division,
located northeast of the town of Tlacolula, and other hillslopes appear to have lost vege-
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tation (lower NDVI values) in 2012 from 2009. These results do appear to show physically
meaningful information, but PCA is a non-physical process and as such each image that
is processed in this manner must be observed by the user to determine what each band
may correspond to.

4.3

ROI Spectral Metrics

Regions of interest (ROIs) were extracted from eight Hyperion scenes (as discussed in
Section 3.3) all with the same coverage area. Seven of these images were collected within
six months of each other starting on January 20, 2010 and ending June 3, 2010. In Oaxaca,
this six month time span corresponds to the middle of the dry season (in January) and
transitioning over to the wet season by May. The final image not collected during this six
month span was, instead, collected on January 25, 2009, nearly one year earlier than all
the others. For reference Table 4.2 lists the eight KP scenes used in this analysis and the
number of days since the original January 25, 2009, image. All images were atmospherically corrected to reflectance data using the FLAASH algorithm and then registered to
the January 20, 2010, image due to its lack of cloud-cover. A nearest-neighbor first-order
polynomial fit was used with the user defined GCPs to complete the image-to-image
registration taking care to select GCPs that are located to the ROIs of interest so that the
RMS error after registration is less than 1.0 pixels. The ROIs extracted from these images
were of size 9x9 pixels (81 pixels total), 19x19 pixels (361 pixels total), or 29x29 pixels (841
pixels total), with all three sizes centered about the same point. Values of NAN or -9999
(indicating bad data) were ignored when calculating ROI statistics. The value of -9999 is
used to indicate bad data because many of the indices only span -1 to 1 or slightly outside
of this range and -9999 has no chance of occuring naturally in the data. Ignoring these
values reduced the number of pixels in the ROI and increased the standard deviation of
the metrics being caluclated. ROIs were positioned so that they were filled with a single
land-use taxa. Four different taxa were considered: Pine Forest, Rain Forest, Urban, and
Agricultural Fields. Four metrics were calculated for each ROI: NDVI average value (see
Section 3.1), Super-NDVI average value (see Section 3.1.2), Gram Matrix esitmate for data
dimensionality, and the Gram Matrix complexity (see Section 3.2). For the temporal analysis (see Section 4.3.1) a single ROI for each land-use taxa is shown for all three ROI sizes
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Table 4.2: List of collected Hyperion KP scenes and number of days since the first January
25, 2009, image. Many of the analysis plots reference each image by days since January
25, 2009.
Hyperion Scene ID
Date Imaged Days since Jan. 25, 2009
0250482009025110KP Jan 25, 2009
0
0250482010020110KP Jan 20, 2010
360
0250482010056110KP Feb 25, 2010
396
0250482010069110KP Mar 10, 2010
409
0250482010087110KP Mar 28, 2010
427
0250482010105110KP Apr 15, 2010
445
0250482010123110KP May 3, 2010
463
0250482010154110KP
Jun 3, 2010
494

for all images. The temporal analsyis also includes the standard devation for the NDVI
and Super-NDVI ROI metric results, which help to indicate when clouds are present in
the data because the standard deviation becomes very large. For the location analysis (see
Section 3.3.2), two seperate locations containing the same land-use taxa were compared.
The Rain Forest, Pine Forest, and Agricultural Field taxa were all used in this analysis, Urban
was not used because there was only one city present in all KP scenes. Also for the
location analysis (see Section 3.3) only results obtained from the images which did not
contain clouds or shadows in the ROI are presented, and only the 9x9 pixel ROI results
are shown in the location analysis because the 9x9 pixel ROI was less impacted by clouds,
cloud shadows, and material variations.

4.3.1

Temporal Analysis

All three ROI sizes are presented in Figure 4.11 through Figure 4.13 to show how these
sizes impact each metric. The trends between ROI sizes are similar for the Pine Forest
and Agricultural Field taxa. In these two taxa, the NDVI and Super-NDVI metric values
decrease for each larger ROI size (except when clouds or cloud shadows are present in
the imagery) because all three ROIs are centered about the same point so that larger
ROIs have a greater likelihood of not containing as many vegetation pixels. Similarly,
the complexity and dimensionality estimate metrics for these two taxa show the larger
ROI sizes have higher values than the smallest ROI size. This is attributed to including
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more material diversity in larger ROIs. The Rain Forest and Urban taxa, however, exhibit
opposite trends than the Pine Forest and Agricultural Field taxa. The Rain Forest and Urban
NDVI and Super-NDVI values increase as the ROI size increase, while the complexity and
estimated data dimensionality decrease with increasing ROI size. The Urban Super-NDVI
value shows at least one day (April 2010) when the value for the 9x9 pixel ROI is negative
because the spectra of the Urban pixels have higher red values than NIR values. The
Urban April 2010 NDVI value, however, is not negative because negative NDVI values
are assigned the NAN or -9999 values, indicating no vegetation present. This increase in
NDVI and Super-NDVI values with increasing ROI size is due to more vegetaion being
included, and in the case of NDVI the metric is more likely to saturate. Additionally,
Urban and Agricultural Fields (the two man-made taxa) have larger standard deviations
for both the NDVI and Super-NDVI ROI distributions than both natural taxa (Rain Forest
and Pine Forest), which have much more compact NDVI and Super-NDVI distrbutions.
The images where both Pine Forest and Rain Forest have very large standard deviations
are days when clouds are present in or near the ROIs.
Based on the tight distribution of NDVI and Super-NDVI values for the forests, cropmarkers have a larger chance of being observed and separated from random noise in
these regions. This illustrates how Mayan footpaths were able to be seperated from
the background rainforest canopy by Sever and Irwin [13]. Since the forest’s vegetation
indices are rather uniform over large areas, when variations occur they can be spotted
easily. However, trying to find crop-markers in more diverse taxa (like Argricultural Fields
or Urban environments) will be less successful, because in general these taxa have more
variation in NDVI or Super-NDVI values. This is not to say that within a single agricultural field crop-markers can not be used. In regions such as a single field where the
material distribution is similar to that of natuaral materials (like forests) crop-markers
should work well. However, this does mean that trying to track crop-markers across
several fields or urban environments will not be possible.
Figure 4.14 shows the temporal iterative differences for the NDVI, Super-NDVI, and
Complexity metrics as discussed in Section 3.3.1. The iterative difference for the estimate
of the data dimensionality metric is not included, because there is no change for these results except for five cases, which are relatively easy to identify in the location analyis plots
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(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

Figure 4.11: Plots showing the NDVI average values for all three sized ROIs for landuse taxa, Agricultural Fields in Figure 4.11(a), Pine Forest in Figure 4.11(b), Rain Forest in
Figure 4.11(c), and Urban in Figure 4.11(d). Error bars are the ROI standard deviations,
and cloudy days have large standard deviations even after ignoring bad values.
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(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

Figure 4.12: Plots showing the Super-NDVI average values for all three sized ROIs for
land-use taxa, Agricultural Fields in Figure 4.12(a), Pine Forest in Figure 4.12(b), Rain Forest
in Figure 4.12(c), and Urban in Figure 4.12(d). Error bars are the ROI standard deviation
and cloudy days have large standard deviations even after ignoring bad values.
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(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

Figure 4.13: Plots showing the Complexity values for all three sized ROIs for land-use
taxa, Agricultural Fields in Figure 4.13(a), Pine Forest in Figure 4.13(b), Rain Forest in
Figure 4.13(c), and Urban in Figure 4.13(d).
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in Figure 4.19. Negative values in these temporally iterative difference plots indicate that
the more recently collected image has a higher value than the previous image. Cloudy
days have been ignored in this analysis, interative calculations were made between two
non-cloudy days, therefore some of the data span wider time ranges than others. From the
NDVI temporal iterative difference plot (Figure 4.14(a)), the Urban ROI does not change
much between images (never more than 0.05) while both of the Pine Forest ROIs tend
to experience the most NDVI change. However, the Rain Forest #2 ROI has the overall
greatest change between two images at 0.125 between days May 3, 2010 and June 3, 2010.
The Super-NDVI plot (Figure 4.14(b)) shows that the Pine Forest ROIs still tend to have
the largest change in metric value, but the Rain Forest ROIs are also more prominent.
The Urban Super-NDVI value changes more between consecutive images than the NDVI
values, but in general its Super-NDVI differences are smaller than the other ROIs. The
Complexity metric (Figure 4.14(c)) has much more drastic metric changes than either
NDVI or Super-NDVI, particularly between April to June 2010 images which correspond
to the months of the seasonal transition. The Agricultural Field ROIs are both very different
for the May and June 2010 data points, which may be an indication of farming practices
beginning before the wet season begins. However, even during these fluctuations the
Urban ROI barely differs between consecutive images.
Figure 4.15 shows the temporal comulative difference for the NDVI, Super-NDVI, and
Complexity metrics between Januaray 25, 2009, and each of the successive images. Again
the estimate for the data dimensionality is not shown due to very little variation in this
metric for the same size ROI. The NDVI cumulative difference from the original January
2009 image shows a consistant negative slope indicating that all ROIs were becoming increasingly less vegetated (or vegetation is becoming increasingly more senescent), which
it should towards the end of the dry season and before the wet season begins. There is a
distinct jump in the Rain Forest #2 ROI NDVI results between May and June 2010 (between
463 and 494 days since January 25, 2009). There are other smaller steps in both of the
Pine Forest ROIs during March 2010 (between March 10 and March 28). These positive
sloped steps may be an indication of localized storms over the ROIs since no other ROIs
experience similar steps. Conversely, the Agricultural Fields show negative slope steps
during March 2010. Negative slopes in the cumulative NDVI and Super-NDVI plots
indicate plants quickly become less healthy or green, therefore the Agricultural Field ROIs
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(a)

(b)

(c)

Figure 4.14: Temporally iterative difference plots for the NDVI (Figure 4.14(a)), SuperNDVI (Figure 4.14(b)), and Complexity (Figure 4.14(c)) metrics.
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steps may be an indication of plowed fields in preparation of the wet season where all the
fallow or remaining senescent vegetation is removed entirely and only soil remains. The
Super-NDVI cumulative difference values have similar trends to the NDVI cumulative
difference plot including the overall negative slope and the postive slope steps in the Pine
Forest and Rain Forest ROIs. The complexity cumulative difference plot (Figure 4.15(c))
starts with a relatively flat slope (indicating not much change in complexity for the majority of the six month time span), but then there is a large jump in complexity differences in
May 2010 (463 days since January 25, 2009) where both Agricultural Fields and Pine Forest
ROIs show higher complexity values. Higher complexity may be a result of including
more materials into the ROIs (possible for the Agricultural Fields but unlikely for the Pine
Forest ROIs) or spreading of the material’s spectral distributions. One way in which a
material’s spectral signature can spread is by getting soils wet or allowing wet materials
to partially dry, either option may be occuring during May, which leads to vegetation
growth during June as observed in the NDVI plots.

4.3.2

Location Analysis

Plots of the four metrics for all land-use taxa using only the 9x9 pixel ROI size for all eight
images are shown in Figure 4.16 through Figure 4.19. These figures show that similar taxa
tend to have similar metric trends independent of location. Two locations for Rain Forest,
Pine Forest, and Agricultural Field taxa were collected and examined. The Rain Forest and
Pine Forest locations were within 10km of each other and may have experienced similar
weather conditions, while the Ariculutural Fields were located over 10km apart and are
only similar in that they are the same taxa and are both located in arid locations near
rivers/streams.
Figure 4.16 shows that the Rain Forest ROIs have the highest NDVI and Super-NDVI
values and do not deviate much from the temporal mean value over time, as is expected
for a year-round highly vegetated region. The Pine Forest ROIs have the second highest
amounts of NDVI and Super-NDVI, which is also somewhat expected because it is another year round vegetated region, but unlike the Rain Forest ROIs the vegation in the Pine
Forest ROIs is not broad-leaf, so will have lower NDVI values and are located in more arid
regions. Pine Forest ROIs also do not appear to exhibit any season trends (or at least not
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(a)

(b)

(c)

Figure 4.15: Temporally cumulative difference plots for the NDVI (Figure 4.15(a)), SuperNDVI (Figure 4.15(b)), and Complexity (Figure 4.15(c)) metrics.
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(a)

(b)

Figure 4.16: Plots showing the NDVI average values for the 9x9 ROIs for all land-use
taxa. Figure 4.16(a) shows the results for all eight KP scenes and Figure 4.16(b) shows the
seven scenes in 2010.
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(a)

(b)

Figure 4.17: Plot showing the Super-NDVI average values for 9x9 ROI for all land-use
taxa for the seven 2010 images. Figure 4.17(a) shows the results for all eight KP scenes
and Figure 4.17(b) shows the seven scenes in 2010.
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during the six months the data set represents). The Agricultural Field ROIs show the most
seasonal trends. Expectations were that because of similar crop rotation cycles, the fields
should have similar NDVI and Super-NDVI values, but there are significant differences
between the two Agricultural Field ROI locations. This difference is most likely the result
of different fields containing different amounts of crop growth at different times (possibly
a result of different rainfall amounts in the different locations). Additionally, Agricultural
Field #2 ROI has similar NDVI and Super-NDVI values to the Urban taxum. The region
where Agricultural Field #2 ROI is located appears to be in a caliche deposit, and as such
the soil is very bright spectrally, similar to the materials present in the Urban taxum (e.g.
concrete, sand, spectral reflections, etc.). Caliche is also very poor for agricultural applications, therefore the combination of spectrally bright soil with the lack of wild or fallow
vegetation in the fields may mimic the Urban NDVI and Super-NDVI values.
Figure 4.18 shows the complexity values and Figure 4.19 shows the estimate for the
data dimensionality for each of the seven taxa. The data dimensionality shows that all
ROIs compared here (all at the 9x9 pixel size ROI) do not need more than five dimensions.
When the ROI size increases, the estimate for the data dimensionality also increases,
which is expected and shown in Section 3.7.1 by changing tile size in the LoGlo unmixing
methodology. The variations present in the estimate for the data dimensionality may
just be due to mis-registration of the data, weather variations, or material variations. The
complexity plot (Figure 4.18) has more insightful results. The Urban complexity values do
not change much over time, as is to be expected. However, the complexity value of Urban
is not the highest of all the taxa; Rain Forest ROIs tend to have higher complexity values
than the Urban ROI. The Urban ROI does tend to have a higher complexity value than Pine
Forest, which reiterates what was shown in Figure 3.5 in Section 3.2. Agricultural Fields
have the highest complexity values and also experience the largest changes in complexity.
This is a result of the biological and geological diversity of Oaxaca with the addition of
man-made features. The soil in Oaxaca changes very rapidly (from red to yellow within a
few meters) and agricultural practices expose this soil, therefore it is possible to get several
different soil types within a 9x9 pixel ROI. The predominant crop in Oaxaca is corn but
several others are also grown or fields are allowed to go fallow adding more vegetation to
the mixture. Additionally, many agricultural fields are located near man-made structures
(farm-steads, villiages, roads, etc.), which will also be included in the complexity value
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(a)

(b)

Figure 4.18: Plot showing the Gram Matrix Complexity values for 9x9 ROI for all land-use
taxa for the seven 2010 images. Figure 4.18(a) shows the results for all eight KP scenes
and Figure 4.18(b) shows the seven scenes in 2010.
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(a)

(b)

Figure 4.19: Plot showing the Gram Matrix estimate for the data dimensionality for 9x9
ROI for all land-use taxa for the seven 2010 images. Figure 4.19(a) shows the results for
all eight KP scenes and Figure 4.19(b) shows the seven scenes in 2010.
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of this taxa. The fields also go through seasonal agricultural practices (tilling, planting,
and harvesting crops) all of which will change the spectral profiles and complexity of
these pixels. And finally, the weather (or more importantly rain) will drastically affect the
complexity because the soils will have different spectral properties when wet, crops will
grow more after it was raining, and rivers/streams will contain more water after the rain.
Based on all of this, it should be expected for the Agricultural Field ROIs to have highest
complexity values.
Using the land-use taxa characteristics determined in these temporal and location
specific results, techniques to determine the classification of Hyperion scenes into archaeologically and anthropologically meaningful classification taxa (e.g., specific plant
communities, landscape features, patterns of land use, etc.) may be found that go far
beyond the three agricultural land classes originally featured in 1989. Additionaly, location specific material complexity may be estimated based on these results. The number
of dimensions (or estimates for the number of endmembers) needed to accurately describe the four land-use taxa observed here range from five to eight (depending on ROI
or tile size), then if the number of materials needed to accurately represent the five to
eight endmembers is assumed to be five seperate materials (refer to Section 4.4.2) we can
estimate that the number of materials present in each of these land-uses range from 25 to
40. With further research compiling lists of the most likely materials forming each taxa,
Look-up-tables (LUTs) can be generated to map specific materials.

4.4

LoGlo Unmixing

Results from the LoGlo spectral unmixing methodology have been obtained for select
portions of Oaxaca. Many of these results have already been presented in Chapter 3 as
part of the LoGlo discussion, but an example of all the abundance maps for a portion of
the Nochixtlan Valley and a portion of the Tlacolula Valley are presented in Figure 4.20
through Figure 4.23 (for Nochixtlan) and Figure 4.24 (for Tlacolula). These results will
be used to determine an estimation for the richness of individual scenes as well as classification of scenes into archaeologically and anthropologically meaningful classification
taxa (e.g., specific plant communities, landscape features, patterns of land use, etc.). Iden117
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Figure 4.20: LoGlo abundance maps for the first identified EM for the Hyperion Q5 2009
scene over Nochixtlan Valley (overlying the WV2 high-resolution image).

tifying the common materials in each HSI image becomes difficult due to the ecological
and geological diversity of Oaxaca. The botanical diversity of Oaxaca spans 12 different vegetation types [7] including rainforests, high-arid deserts, temperate forests, and
high-elevation tundra. Oaxacan soils include white calcium carbonate (calich), dark grey
volcanic basalt, bright red iron-ore saturated soil, and yellow soil that can all be found
within a few kilometers of each other throughout the Oaxaca landscape (see Figure 4.25).
Much of the environmental diversity in Oaxaca is a result of the extremely rugged landscape (spanning 0m to 3000m above sea level).
Two methods are presented on associating LoGlo EMs to materials on the ground.
The first (Section 4.4.1) is by fusing high-spatial-resolution WorldView-2 (WV2) imagery
with the Hyperion EM abunance maps in a GIS and then using the WV2 imagery to
identify the materials present in the Hyperion EM. The second approach (Section 4.4.2)
uses spectral libraries generated by measuring the spectra of materials on the ground and
determining which combination of materials most accurately match the Hyperion EM.
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(a)

(b)

Figure 4.21: LoGlo second and third identified EMs abundance maps for Hyperion Q5
2009 scene over Nochixtlan Valley (overlying the WV2 high-resolution image).
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(a)

(b)

Figure 4.22: LoGlo fourth and fifth identified EMs abundance maps for Hyperion Q5 2009
scene over Nochixtlan Valley (overlying the WV2 high-resolution image).
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(a)

(b)

Figure 4.23: LoGlo sixth and seventh identified EMs abundance maps for Hyperion Q5
2009 scene over Nochixtlan Valley (overlying the WV2 high-resolution image).
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(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

(e)

(f)

(g)

(h)

(i)

Figure 4.24: Eight global EM abundance maps from LoGlo unmixing of 2012QK Hyperion
chip.
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Figure 4.25: Digital image of Yctuitla Valley showing the variation of materials present
on the ground.

4.4.1

Imagery Comparison

Comparisons of the LoGlo abundance maps to archaeological ground-truth land-use
classes were made with inconsistent results. These results are not ideal due to the GSD of
the Hyperion sensor. Since one Hyperion pixel covers approximately 30m x 30m on the
ground, the archaeological ground-truth land-use classes, which are point data sources,
do not match well. Instead, WorldView-2 high-resolution imagery was incorporated with
the archaeological ground-truth to identify most of the materials within a single Hyperion pixel. Then correlations between abundance maps and materials are identified, and
eventually materials and land-use classes. Further difficulties with this analysis include
the poor registration of the Hyperion images. It is common for the Hyperion imagery
to be mis-registered from the WV-2 and archaeological ground-truth by 100m or more.
Therefore, registration is again needed for the final analysis. Even after registering the
Hyperion data to the WV-2 and ground-truth data, a RMS registration error of less than
one Hyperion pixel remains. Therefore it is not known if a Hyperion pixel exactly matches
the exact same 30m x 30m area being investigated in the WV-2 data, therefore a region
larger than a single Hyperion pixel (here a 3 x 3 Hyperion pixel region) is used to understand the phenomenology needed to correlate the Hyperion abundance maps to the
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ground-truth data.
In Figure 4.26, two ground-truth locations with the same archaeologically identified
land-use classification (i.e., plowed agriculture and chaparral), but with different materials (as identifiable from the WV2 imagery) are shown. Visually differentiating the
separate materials within a single Hyperion pixel (30m x 30m region) is not possible from
the Hyperion imagery alone, instead the high spatial resolution imagery or ground-truth
information is needed to determine what materials are present. In Figure 4.26(f), which
shows the WV2 data corresponding to ground-truth site NOCH082, a road, river, forest,
red dirt, field vegetation, and shadows can all be identified. From the WV2 imagery of
NOCH083, shown in Figure 4.26(h), a large road, field vegetation, buildings, sidewalks,
parking areas, and shadows are noticable. Both Figure 4.26(f) and 4.26(h) have been
classified to the same land-use class, but obviously contain many different individual materials which may be identified separately during spectral unmixing. Because of the large
pixels containing a mixture of these different materials, the Hyperion abundance maps for
these two sites are not the same. The LoGlo Hyperion unmixing results for the NOCH083
location only identified two endmembers while the LoGlo Hyperion unmixing results for
the NOCH082 location identified three endmembers. Only one of the endmembers found
in both locations (NOCH083 and NOCH082) is common to both Hyperion images.

4.4.2

Spectral Profile Comparison

A known correlation between the HSI endmembers and on-the-ground-materials is required to identify single material abundance maps or land-use maps. Since there are
no spectral libraries available for the Oaxaca region which can be used to help identify
this correlation, a field campaign in December 2011 was conducted to collect material
samples and ground-truth information from Oaxaca. Only three valleys (Tlacolula, Yanhuitlan, and Yucuita) out of the total 30,000 km2 coverage area were visited due to time
constraints and social and political extenuating circumstances. From these three valleys
16 soil and 8 senescent vegetation samples were collected, and one terra cotta tile sample
was purchased (see Table 4.4). These three valleys were selected because they had relatively easy access (they all were connected to main highways), all three valleys have been
imaged at least once by both the Hyperion sensor and a high-spatial resolution imager
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(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

(f)

(g)

(h)

Figure 4.26: Two locations with the same archaeology ground-truth land-use classification, NOCH082 and NOCH083 are both classified as plowed agriculture and chaparral.
Figure 4.26(a) and Figure 4.26(b) show the regions surrouding the two ground-truth locations according to the WV2 sensor, while Figure 4.26(c) and Figure 4.26(d) show the
same regions according to the Hyperion sensor. Figure 4.26(e) and Figure 4.26(g) show
the 3 x 3 Hyperion pixel area around the pixel containing the ground-truth GPS point
and Figure 4.26(f) and Figure 4.26(h) show the same spatial area (with ground-truth GPS
point) using the WV2 data.
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Table 4.3: Best guess of GEMs physical meaning based on visual inspection of abundamce
maps in Figure 4.24
GEM # Best-guess Physical Interpretation
0
Common brown soil
1
Grey rock
2
Vegetation
3
Sensor bad pixel
4
Sensor bad pixel
5
Bright soil, sand, or concrete
6
Red-tinted soil
7
Empty pixel or shade

(WorldView-2 or Quickbird), and all three valleys are important to the archaeological
research and therefore higher priority regions than other locations within the total coverage area. During the field-campaign each material sample’s longitude and latitude were
recorded and the surrounding environment was documented with digital images and
field notes (examples are shown in Figure 4.27). The social and political environment of
Mexico prevented large numbers and amounts of material samples from being collected
and shipped back to the Rochester Institute of Technology for laboratory testing. The
samples that were collected mainly consisted of soils and senescent vegetation collected
on public lands. The material samples collected were measured for reflectance spectra
in a laboratory during February 2012. These spectral profiles were then compiled into a
spectral library for comparison to the Hyperion HSI EMs.
Several archived Hyperion images cover the three valleys for which ground-truth
data and samples were collected in December 2011, but the focus was on 2012022QK
(collected January 22, 2012) which covers the Tlacolula Valley as a proof-of-concept. The
FLAASH atmospheric correction [41] was applied to the extracted chip before applying
LoGlo. Eight Global EMs (GEMs) were indentified by applying LoGlo (see Figure 4.28).
The unmixing abundance maps for each of these eight GEMs are shown in Figure 4.24.
Table 4.3 outlines the best-guess each of the eight GEMs corresponds to in the true-color
image visually.
Laboratory measurements of the different material samples were recorded using an
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(a)

(b)

(c)

Figure 4.27: Ground-truth digital photos and material spectral profiles for field point F046
located in the Yucuita Valley. The three material samples collected at point F046 consisted
of two samples of dark grey rocks (material 01 and 03) and one sample of the senescent
grass (material 20), refer to Table 4.4. Figure 4.27(a) and Figure 4.27(b) show two of the
digital photos collected to document the environment of this site and Figure 4.27(c) is the
plot of the three material samples collected as measured in the lab.
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Figure 4.28: All eight global EMs found through LoGlo of 2012QK Hyperion image.

Figure 4.29: Most abundant GEM per pixel classification map fo 2012QK Hyperion chip.
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Analytical Spectral Device Field SpecPro as described in Section 3.5. 25 different materials were collected in Oaxaca and three of the material samples were measured in two
different configurations bringing the total number of materials samples to 28. Soil and
rock types were identified with the assistance of a geologist. Refer to Table 4.4 for the list
of all 28 materials included in the spectral library.

4.5

December 2011
Table 4.4: List of Material Samples Collected in Oaxaca, Mexico, during December 2011.

ID

Material Description

00

Iron-rich basalt

01

Iron-rich basalt

02

Iron-rich basalt

03

Iron-rich yellow soil with chirt and rhylite rocks

04

Iron-rich yellow soil with chirt and rhylite rocks and pottery shard

05

Pyroxeme Gabbro

06

Pyroxeme Gabbro with basalt and andosite rocks

07

Red iron-stained rhylite with pumus

08

Pink Iron-stained caliche powder with basalt

09

Pink Iron-stained caliche powder with basalt

10

Felsic granite with some chert pebbles

11

Grey moss/lichen covered caliche

12

Red iron-stained caliche powder with caliche rocks and pottery shards

13

Red Iron-stained soil with vegetation debris

14

Terra cotta tile convex/outer side

15

White powdered caliche with some vegetation debris

16

Pink iron-stained caliche with some lichen/mold grey caliche

17

White caliche soil crust

Continued on Next Page. . .
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Table4.4 – Continued

ID

Material Description

18

Grey ground-cover bush

19

Short senescent grass with small blades

20

Red tinted senescent tall grass

21

Terra cotta tile concave/inner side

22

Senescent carrizo cane plant leaf

23

Grass with pink/red seeds (common to agave fields)

24

Senescent wheat shaft

25

Senescent grass with inflorescence

26

Senescent ground-cover grass

27

Senescent tall yellow grass with shorter red grass leaves surrounding
taller/yellow stalks

All the dark grey rock samples that were collected are shown in Figure 4.30(a). All
the material samples that appear to be a shade of yellow or brown dirt are shown in
Figure 4.30(b). The spectral profiles of the red rock and dirt samples are shown in Figure 4.30(c). A single terra cotta tile was measured in two different orientations. The terra
cotta tile is shaped like a cylinder cut in half length-wise, and Oaxacan terra cotta tile roofs
interlock the tiles so both a concave and convex orientation are used. Both orientations
were measured. The two terra cotta tile spectral profiles are shown in Figure 4.30(d).
It is left as future work for a spectral profile of old terra cotta tiles to be obtianed and
included in the spectral library, because it was not possible to obtain such a material
sample during the ground-truth campaigns. The vegetation samples collected were all
from senescent plants, but some of the plants have a distinctive color different from the
common yellow-brown of most senescent grasses. These distinctively colored vegetation
were grouped together and shown in Figure 4.31(a). Also all the vegetation samples
which do have the standard yellow-brown coloring in their senescent state (e.g. grasses
and wheat) are grouped together and shown in Figure 4.31(b). Caliche is a white soil
common throughout Oaxaca, in particular on the mountain slopes where the different
colored soils which lay on top of the caliche have been eroded away. Caliche tends to
form into rocks which are hard and brittle, but in some locations it appears as a powder
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(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

Figure 4.30: Spectral profiles for the first half of the material samples collected from
Oaxaca in December 2011. Material sample spectral profiles have been grouped together
based on visually similar characteristics of the material samples. Figure 4.30(a) shows
grey rocks, Figure 4.30(b) shows yellow or brown soils and rocks, Figure 4.30(c) shows
red soil and rocks, and Figure 4.30(d) shows the two orientations for the terra cotta tile.

and is very fine. At other locations the top layer becomes a crust over the soft powder
beneath. Also, caliche can have different color tints either because of mineral mixing
or leaching into caliche deposits (resulting in pink colored caliche) or because mold and
lichens grow on the exposed surface of the caliche (making it appear grey). Many of these
variations of caliche were observed and collected as material samples and the resulting
spectral profiles are shown in Figure 4.31(c).
Four spectral metrics are computed between all the laboratory measured material
samples (x1 ) and all the Hyperion GEMs (x2 ) from scene 2012QK, each which contain m
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(a)

(b)

(c)

Figure 4.31: Spectral profiles for the second half of the material samples collected from
Oaxaca in December 2011. Material sample spectral profiles have been grouped together
based on visually similar characteristics of the material samples. Figure 4.31(a) shows
non-yellow senescent vegetation, Figure 4.31(b) shows yellow/brown senescent plants,
and Figure 4.31(c) shows caliche.
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spectral bands. These four metrics were the Euclidean minimum distance (EMD)
m
X
EMD =
(x1,i − x2,1 ),

(4.1)

i=1

spectral angle metric (SAM) [110]
SAM = cos−1

x1 · x2
,
|x1 ||x2 |

(4.2)

root-mean-square distance (RMS)
v
t
RMS =

m

1 X
(x1,i − x2,1 )2 ,
m

(4.3)

i=1

and Pearson correlation constant (PCC)
PCC =

C(x1 , x2 )
.
σ1 , σ2

(4.4)

Both the GEMs and the material samples are re-sampled to contain the same spectral
bands. The covariance between two spectral profiles is C(x1 , x2 ), and the variance of the
individual spectral profiles is σ. Since each lab measured material sample is compared
to each GEM using all four metrics, a total of 112 metrics are computed for each GEM.
Therefore, a total of 896 metrics were computed for the eight GEMs identified from the
2012022QK chip. The combination of lab measured material sample and the GEM that
produce the smallest distance metrics (or largest correlation constant) are considered the
best-fit. When a particular combination of single lab measured material sample and single
GEM have the best-fit for all four metrics, then that combination is considered the best
solution for that GEM.
The best-fit spectral metric values for all eight GEMs are presented in Table 4.5. Not
all best-fit metrics come from the same lab measured material sample for each GEM. Only
three GEMs (2, 3, and 5 denoted with an asterisk in Table 4.5) produce consistent best-fit
values for all four metrics using a single lab measured material sample. All three GEMs
that had a single material that resulted in the best fit using all four metrics best fit to the
same material, material ID #1 iron-rich basalt. Therefore, it may be desirable to consider
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Table 4.5: Single material sample best-fit metrics for the 8 GEMs. * indicates GEMs that
have best-fit values for all four metrics using a single material sample.
GEM # EMD RMS SAM PCC
0
0.141 0.167 0.527 0.047
1
0.042 0.050 0.370 -0.007
2*
0.093 0.113 0.550 -0.025
3*
0.071 0.085 0.491 0.052
4
0.105 0.112 0.498 -0.015
5*
0.075 0.088 0.495 0.036
6
0.158 0.182 0.540 0.057
7
0.032 0.042 0.296 -0.011

these three GEMs as being well represented by this single lab measured material sample, except that the metric values do not indicate a good comparison between the GEM
and material sample. All of the best-fit metric values do not indicate good comparisons
between the GEMs and lab measured material samples. Many of the PCC values are
near zero or, in four GEMs, have a negative value (GEMs 1, 2, 4, and 7). Also, the SAM
metrics are close to one full radian in angular space. For a good fit these metrics are
expected to be much closer to the ideal values than what is observed. These results either
confirm that the Hyperion pixels are too large to allow for individual, pure materials to
represent the EMs or that the limited number of material samples does not adequately
represent the full contingent of materials found in the 2012022QK chip. Further analysis
was conducted to determine if the GEMs are mixed combinations of the material samples.
Given the 30m GSD of the Hyperion sensor it is unlikely for a single material to completely fill one pure pixel, therefore each GEM was also unmixed using a non-negative least
squares unmixing algorithm and the lab measured material samples. Due to the limited
number of lab measured material samples, the partially constrained unmixing approach
is applied. Only the non-negative constraint is used, because the worst case situation
would be for zero abundance of any material to be present (not a negative amount). Unmixing the GEMs using the 28 different material samples produced abundance amounts
shown in Table 4.4 and plots showing the original EM with the best-fit mixed material
combinations shown in Figure 4.32. Several of the material samples reappear in several
of the GEM abundances. These include materials with ID 0 (iron-rich basalt), 1 (iron-rich
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basalt), 10 (felsic granite with some chert pebbles), 18 (grey ground-cover bush), 22 (senescent carrizo cane plant leaf), and 24 (senescent wheat shaft). The two iron-rich basalt lab
measured samples have relatively uniform low reflectance values, which makes them
easy spectra to use in multiplicative scaling and may not be physically present in the
GEM pixel itself. Note that ID #1 (iron-rich basalt) was considered to be the single pure
material sample that best fit GEM #2, #3, and #5 but only has an abundance value greater
than 0.0 in GEM #3 and #5 during the unmixing comparison. This inconsistancy further
shows how the low, uniform reflectance spectra tends to be prolific simply because it is
an easy model fit. However, it may be possible that both GEM #3 and #5 contain the same
rocks/soil and be located in different locations. This shows that careful consideration of
dark, uniform spectra must be consisdered when selecting EMs (or a shade endmember
needs to be automatically included in the unmixing approach).
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Table 4.6: Unmixed 2012022QK (Tlacolula) GEM Abundance Values using the December 2011 spectral library materials.
Only spectral library materials which have an abundance greater than 0.0 are shown, all materials not shown have an
abundance value of 0.0 for all 2012022QK GEMs.
Material ID
GEM 0 GEM 1 GEM 2 GEM 3 GEM 4 GEM 5 GEM 6 GEM 7
0
0.094
0.167
0.866
1
0.010
0.398
0.140
0.026
3
0.100
0.091
5
0.183
8
0.029
10
0.254
0.136
0.479
14
0.033
17
0.074
18
0.351
0.226
0.240
0.111
0.236
0.003
19
0.074
22
0.580
0.160
0.296
23
0.141
0.042
24
0.179
0.083
0.061
0.091
25
0.286
0.231
Total Abundance
0.995
0.362
0.663
1.119
0.737
1.319
1.036
0.236
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Table 4.7: Unmixing spectral metric values and total abundance values for the 8 GEMs
compared to their best estimate unmixing results as described in Table 4.6.
GEM # EMD RMS SAM PCC Total Abundance
0
0.088 0.144 0.474 0.483
0.995
1
0.021 0.029 0.289 0.589
0.362
2
0.065 0.100 0.450 0.542
0.663
3
0.074 0.119 0.457 0.449
1.119
4
0.059 0.095 0.448 0.515
0.737
5
0.053 0.085 0.407 0.436
1.319
6
0.106 0.171 0.488 0.482
1.036
7
0.019 0.029 0.276 0.492
0.236

Additionally, all abundance values total to greater than 1.0 for three of the GEMs
(GEM 3, 5, and 6). Table 4.6 lists the total abundances for each GEM. While GEM 3
and 6 fall within acceptable noise values (15%), it is unlikely that GEM 5 falls within
common noise levels. Therefore, it is most likely that the material samples identified
in the unmixing of this GEM were not good representations of the materials physically
present. Using the mixing equations derived for each GEM, GEM approximation spectra
(shown in Figure 4.32 with the original GEM) were found and compared to the original
GEM spectra using the four spectral metrics. The result of the four metric comparisons
are shown in Table 4.7. All GEMs, except GEM 3, have better best-fit metrics when using
the unmixing approximations instead of individual single materials. This re-emphasizes
that the Hyperion GEMs are actually mixed-material GEMs and can not be associated
with a single material (except for GEM 3). Based on these results, seven out of eight
GEMs extracted from Hyperion scene 2012QK are better represented as linear mixtures
of multiple material samples instead of a single pure material sample.
A final concluding observation was made during the spectral unmixing of several
Oaxacan HSI scenes when it was observed that the EMs identified followed similar
patterns. The different colored soils and general vegetation were consistently identified,
and on occasion two or three different vegetation spectra are identified instead of just
one. Based on these results the soil type and also the vegetation type tend to be the
biggest influence on the mixed Hyperion pixels, other materials do not impact the mixed
signature as much as these materials. Table 4.9 lists the best-guess physical meaning
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(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

(e)

(f)

(g)

(h)

Figure 4.32: Best-fit linear mixture models of sample materials combined to match GEMs
extracted from 2012QK Hyperion scene using LoGlo.
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Table 4.8: Number of Global EMs for each Hyperion image chip.
Scene ID # of GEMs
General Location
2012Q4
11
Rio Verde River Delta in Pacific Coastal Plains
2010Q5
7
Yanhuitlan Valley an arid mountain valley
2012Q6
9
Ycuitla Valley an arid mountain valley
2009QK
6
Central Oaxacan Valley
2012QK
8
Central Oaxacan Valley

of the global EMs (GEMs) found for five different Hyperion image chips. Additionally,
based on the observed Gram Matrix values for the individual tiles of an image, no matter
the location in Oaxaca, only four to seven local EMs are needed to mathematically model
the data (see Figure 4.33 and Section 4.3.2). Then, when looking at larger image chips,
the number of global EMs increases in more biodiverse areas (around the coast), but is
relatively constant in the more arid locations (central Oaxacan Valley and Nochixtaln
Valley), see Table 4.8. All results presented used 30x30 pixel tile sizes, and each image
chip size is greater than 300x400 pixels.
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(a)

(b)

(d)

(c)

(e)

(f)

Figure 4.33: Maps of the estimate for the number of EMs for Hyperion scenes 2012Q4
(Figure 4.33(a)), 2010Q5 (Figure 4.33(b)), 2012Q6 (Figure 4.33(c)), 2009QK (Figure 4.33(a)),
and 2012QK (Figure 4.33(a)).
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Table 4.9: Best guesses for physical meaning of Global EMs found for each Hyperion chip in the order in which they
are found by Max-D.
GEM # Q42012
Q52010
Q62012
QK2009
QK2012
0
Mountain Veg
Caliche
Caliche
Reddish Soil
Generic Soil
1
Empty pixel or Empty pixel or Dark Veg (moun- Empty pixel or Dark Veg (mounWater or Shade
Shade
tain forest)
Shade
tain forest)
2
Pinkish Soil
Dark Veg (moun- Greyish soil
Dark Veg (moun- Veg
tain forest)
tain forest)
3
Yellowish Soil
Noisy Detector 1 Veg
Greyish Soil
Noisy Detector 2
4
Greyish Soil
Soil
Yellowish Soil
Yellowish Soil
Noisy Detector 2
5
Soil
Greyish Soil
Empty pixel or Veg
Greyish Soil
Shade
6
Dark Veg (moun- Yellowish Soil
Crop Veg
Yellowish Soil
tain forest)
7
Crop Veg
Soil
Emply/Shade
8
Sand or Concrete Noisy Detector
or Caliche or
other Bright Stuff
9
Veg near water
10
Noisy Detector
-
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Conclusion

This chapter has shown the results of several different analyses, including false-color spectral feature image analysis, abundance maps of both MSI and HSI datasets, and several
GIS maps combining many different datasets from HSI and MSI imagery with groundtruth GPS data, or field notes. While there is still much work which can be completed
with these techniques and the available datasets, initial analysis was performed and conclusions were drawn. As a first pass, the false-color change detection of spectral features
appears to be a fast and effective means of identifying different vegetation land-uses.
Additionally, through the current analysis the need for more detailed ground-truth for
comparison to the LoGlo unmixing results has been identified and is left as future work.
Most importantly, the combination of the different data sources and image processing
results becomes a more informative dataset after they have been combined into an GIS
application as shown in Section 5.1.
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Chapter 5

Spatial Analysis
This chapter shows the results of the spatial analysis that determines the human impact (both modern and ancient) on the environment for specific locations within Oaxaca.
These results include (i) ancient Zapotec population fluctuations during the major eras
of the statehood in a hilltop fortress outside of the Central Oaxacan Valleys, (ii) spectral
unmixing endmember maps from the Yanhuitlan Valley in Nochixtlan Valley, (iii) current
urbanization of the Etla and Tlacolula Valleys used to determine the rate of urbanization
as well as the amount of archaeological sites lost due to urbanization expansion, and
(iv) a compilation of ground-truth maps derived from information collected during a
ground-truth campaign to Oaxaca in December 2011. Many of the spatial analysis results
are presented as GIS maps, which are more intuitive to understand and give context to
the area of interest. In these GIS maps the remote sensing data are used as high-resolution
base-maps, false-color spectral feature maps, MSI and HSI unmixing results mapped to
the archaeological ground-truth GPS points, and outlining regions of interest from old
aerial photos.

5.1

San Pedro Nexicho

The Zapotec sphere of influence is known to extend over the majority of current day
Oaxaca, but large Zapotec settlements are not well known outside of the Central Oaxacan
Valleys. San Pedro Nexicho is currently a small town located on the top of a mesa north
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of the Central Oaxacan Valleys, but archaeological information shows that during the
Zapotec eras it was a much larger settlement. Using the high-spatial resolution Quickbird imagery as a base-map, archaeological field-notes and GPS data were combined
to show the known inhabited areas during the different Zapotec eras. GPS data of all
the ancient hillside terraces were collected during the winter of 2010 and imported into
the GIS map. Registering the terrace GPS data to the high-resolution satellite imagery
showed erroneous GPS points caused by either human error or equipment malfunction.
These erroneous GPS points were either deleted or adjusted to match the high-resolution
satellite imagery. Ground-truth field notes documented the number and types of artifacts
found in each terrace which were entered into a database and linked to the GPS data.
Combining all three data sources (high-resolution satellite data, terrace GPS outlines, and
artifact database) produced maps that show trends in the site over time, and are shown
in Figure 5.1 through Figure 5.5.
Figure 5.1 through Figure 5.5 show how the distribution of ceramic artifacts recorded
during the field survey changed during the common eras of the Zapotec society in San
Pedro Nexicho. The different colors of the terraces in Figure 5.1 through Figure 5.5 are
associated with the ceramics that were found in each terrace. Dark pink terraces for a
specific era are indicative of the artifacts associated with that era and only that era. In
other words, the artifacts found were both produced and used only during that time
frame. Lighter pink terraces indicate that the artifacts found may belong to more than
a single era (e.g., the particular style of artifact found was produced in one era but used
in that era and more preceeding it). The distinction is made between the two shades of
pink, so that eras that are absolutely known to have a population in San Pedro Nexicho,
can be compared against those eras which are not as definite. Terraces where either no
ceramic artifacts were found or artifacts that could not be attributed to any era are not
colored. From these figures it can be deduced that Zapotec people were living in San Pedro Nexicho during the time that Monte Albán was being settled and that the settlement
located here was used throughout the classical Zapotec eras spanning dates from 500BC
to 1520AD. Additionally, population spread of these terraces during the different eras can
be observed. The first and fifth eras show a large population base spread throughout the
entire area indicated by the number of dark pink terraces, as compared to other eras (like
the second era, which only has a few terraces with artifacts from that time frame). It is
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Figure 5.1: GIS data overlaid on top of Quickbird-2 high-resolution satellite data showing
the spread of ceramic artifacts identified for the Monte Albán I era of the Zapotec society
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Figure 5.2: GIS data overlaid on top of Quickbird-2 high-resolution satellite data showing
the spread of ceramic artifacts identified for the Monte Albán II era of the Zapotec society
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Figure 5.3: GIS data overlaid on top of Quickbird-2 high-resolution satellite data showing
the spread of ceramic artifacts identified for the Monte Albán IIIa era of the Zapotec
society
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Figure 5.4: GIS data overlaid on top of Quickbird-2 high-resolution satellite data showing
the spread of ceramic artifacts identified for the Monte Albán IIIb-IV era of the Zapotec
society
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Figure 5.5: GIS data overlaid on top of Quickbird-2 high-resolution satellite data showing
the spread of ceramic artifacts identified for the Monte Albán V era of the Zapotec society
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unclear if the reduced population spread in the second era is due to moving populations
or a lack of evidence to support the theory that this area was continuously inhabited. It
is possible that artifacts from the middle eras were moved around during the fifth era
causing a lack of evidence to support long-term continuous habitation, or it might be
that artifacts were destroyed during present day cultivation which lowered the evidence
from the second era. A map showing the past 50 years of cultivated terraces, if available,
could show where the number of artifacts is expected to be lower due to recent human
interference. The current GIS maps show that a large Zapotec civilization reached beyond
the Central Oaxaca Valley at the beginning of the Classical Zapotec time frame, which is
not the common understanding of the Zapotec civilization.

5.2

Nochixtlan Valley Unmixing

The Nochixtlan Valley is a rural environment located approximately 100km northeast
of the Central Oaxaca Valley, and over the past several years much archaeological information has been procured there. Because of this extensive database of information,
several remotely sensed datasets were also collected from the Hyperion, Quickbird, and
WorldView-2 sensors. Figure 5.6 shows a comparison of one Hyperion scene for the valley
with the WorldView-2 image. The WV-2 image was obtained through the WorldView-2
8-band Challenge. Unmixing of the Hyperion and WorldView-2 data over the Nochxitlan Valley shows some similarities between Figure 5.7 through Figure 5.10 and between
Figure 5.11 through Figure 5.12. Both images (WV-2 and Hyperion) were processed using
the LoGlo unmixing methodology applying the Gram Matrix, Max-D, and minimized
spectral angle clustering algorithms. Also, the tile sizes were scaled based on the sensor’s
GSD so that the footprint of the tiles in both results are the same (i.e., Hyperion with a
GSD of 30m used a tile size of 10x10 pixels while WV-2 with a GSD of 2m used a tile size
of 150x150 pixels). However, there is some misalignment between the two datasets, so
that tiles do not exactly line-up, meaning that tiles from the different images will contain
different materials. Figure 5.9 and Figure 5.8 shows the number of endmembers estimated
per tile using the LoGlo algorithm with the Gram Matrix on both the MSI WV-2 dataset
and the HSI Hyperion dataset. Notice that both scenes produce higher estimates for
the number of endmembers over the urban/city center. Additionally, both datasets have
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Figure 5.6: GIS map showing the overlap of the 2009 Q5 Hyperion scene with the WV-2
image.

occasional tiles with a high number of endmembers over complex rural regions (where
many materials can be identified in the WV2 image). Similarly, Figure 5.11 and Figure 5.12
show the most abundant endmember per pixel as determined by LoGlo. Table 5.1 lists
the best-guess physical materials each EM from both unmixed images; note the WV-2
EMs have more abstract meaning as a result of having fewer spectral bands. The images
in Figure 5.11 and Figure 5.12 can be used to identify common materials at both the larger
GSD (30m) of the HSI data and the lower GSD (2m) of the MSI dataset. WorldView-2
MSI data have been unmixed for the Nochixtlan Valley and was able to differentiate the
mountains from the valleys with some urban abundances also identified.
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Figure 5.7: GIS maps showing the estimated number of EMs per tile as identified by LoGlo
using the Gram Matrix for the Hyperion HSI 2009 Q5 scene of the Nochixtlan Valley.
Table 5.1: Best Guess Physical Materials Corresponding to the LoGlo Identified EMs from
Hyperion and WV-2 Imagery of Nochixtlan Valley.
EM # Hyperion EM Description
WV-2 EM Description
EM 1 Shade
Shade/Uniform spectra
EM 2 Shade/Uniform spectra
Blue-tinted spectra
EM 3 Dark green vegetation (e.g. Sensor noise
pine forest)
EM 4 Green vegetation (e.g. maize High reflectance spectra
fields or oak forest)
EM 5 Sensor noise
Dark green vegetation (e.g.
pine forest)
EM 6 Red-tinted soil
Green vegetation (e.g. maize
fields or oak forest)
EM 7 Brown soil
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Figure 5.8: GIS maps showing the estimated number of EMs per tile as identified by
LoGlo using the Gram Matrix for the WorldView-2 MSI image of the Nochixtlan Valley.
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Figure 5.9: Both MSI and HSI number of EM estimates from the Nochixtaln Valley overlaid
on top of each other using a 50% transparency to show trends.
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Figure 5.10: Zoom-in of a urban region from the Nochixtlan Valley seen in Figure 5.9 for
comparison to the background image content by using a 75% transparency.
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Figure 5.11: GIS map showing the most abundant EM per pixel as identified by LoGlo
using the Gram Matrix for the Hyperion HSI 2009 Q5 scene of the Nochixtlan Valley.
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Figure 5.12: GIS maps showing the most abundant EM per pixel as identified by LoGlo
using the Gram Matrix for the WorldView-2 MSI image of the Nochixtlan Valley.
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Urbanization

Archaeological evidence has shown the movement of the Zapotec people away from small
villages into the newly formed capital city of Monte Albán during the Monte Albán era I,
and it also showed the people moving away from Monte Albán into other satellite cities of
influence within the Etla or Tlacolula Valleys during later Zapotec eras. This population
movement is shown in a series of maps presented in Figure 5.13, which spans seven eras,
from the time before the creation of the Zapotec state through to the middle of the Zapotec
era Monte Albán IIIa. In these maps, the relative population density of the cities in each
era are indicated by the size of the city dot, the larger the dot the more people in that city
during that era. Before the creation of the Zapotec state most of the people lived in many
small villages and a buffer zone was established between the Etla Valley and the Tlacolula
and Valle Grande Valleys. Similarly to how the majority of ancient Zapotec people lived
in or around Monte Albán, the current population of Oaxaca predominantly inhabits the
region around the capital city of Oaxaca. After a period of time where Monte Albán was
the largest city in the region secondary and tertiary satellite cities were established in the
Tlacolula Valley (e.g., Yagul and Dainzú) and Valle Grande (e.g., Jalieza). This outward
expansion away from the capital city is a trend currently being mimicked within the
Tlacolula Valley. Since Tlacolula is a region of Oaxaca that has many archaeologically
important locations, the current urban sprawl will directly and indirectly impact the archaeological record either by destroying archaeological sites (whether intentionally or
not) or by covering up archaeological indicators of human habitation.
Identifying current urban regions is critical for determining the affect modern urbanization has on the environment. There are many different versions of indices or algorithms
to identify urban regions in satellite imagery. Radar and synthetic aperture radar have
been used to identify urban regions from the surrounding natural environment, based on
the fact that buildings and roads have different dielectric constants, surface roughness,
and number of return bounces than most natural materials [111]. Additionally, thermal
signatures of urban regions tend to be brighter than natural environments creating thermal
islands around urban regions [112], and as such, algorithms have been developed which
exploit this phenomena to extract urban regions of interest. However, in both radar
and thermal urbanization identification techniques, the imagery/sensors have lower resolution than comparable reflective imagery. Additionally, radar data are not as easy to
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(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

(e)

(f)

(g)

Figure 5.13: Zapotec population distribution during several eras of Mesoamerican history. Figure 5.13(a) shows the population distribution during the Tierras Largas era,
Figure 5.13(b) for the San Jose era, Figure 5.13(c) for the Rosario era, Figure 5.13(d) for the
early Monte Albán I era, Figure 5.13(e) for the late Monte Albán I era, Figure 5.13(f) for
the Monte Albán II era, and Figure 5.13(g) for the Monte Albán IIIa era. All images are
from Marcus and Flannery [4].
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obtain as reflective imagery and the thermal process relies on closed room thermal loading
to increase the thermal island signature. Urban living practices, which incorporate more
vegetation into the urban environments and suburban sprawl where buildings are spaced
further apart and are smaller in size, make the detection of urbanization using thermal
imagery more difficult. Supervised classification is another common method for semiautomatically identifying different land-uses (including urban) from passive-reflective
satellite imagery [113]. And the final method for finding urbanization is the most basic, where topographic maps, which outline urban regions, are used to trace the urban
regions. However, topographic maps tend to approximate the urban regions based on
political borders and are not necessarily based on physical evidence.
In this work, four different urban identification approaches were used. The first approach is the easiest and identifies urban regions by outlining the political urban borders
from the INEGI topographic maps, the second approach attempts to identify urban pixels
from the background by thresholding individual spectral feature indices, the third approach finds urban pixels in the Hyperion imagery by applying a threshold to three of
the vegetation indices, and the fourth approach is a supervised target detection algorithm
applied to the Hyperion imagery. Two regions within the Central Oaxacan Valleys have
been analyzed to show the effect the current population has on the environment and
archaeological sites; one in the Etla Valley and the other in the Tlacolula Valley. The Etla
Valley was used as a proof-of-concept to determine if the datasets available would be
able to show lost archaeological sites due to urbanization in modern Oaxaca, while the
Tlacolula Valley incorporates the HSI data to make the process more automated and to
rely on physically meaningful datasets, not political outlines. In addition to determining
the amount of archaeological land lost due to modern urbanization, mapping the urban
regions within Oaxaca can also be used to establish a baseline on the current population
movement of Oaxaca, Mexico.
Archaeological sites lost due to modern urbanization in the Central Oaxaca Valley
were computed using aerial photos collected in the 1970’s by Stephen Kowaleski. These
aerial photographs covered the entire Central Oaxaca Valley (including Etla, Valle Grande,
and Tlacalula Valleys) and archaeological sites known of in the 1970’s were hand drawn
onto these aerial photos. This information was imported into a GIS by overlaying the
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aerial photos over topographic maps from INEGI. The aerial photos had to be overlaid
on the topographic maps because the photos do not contain any geodetic information.
The aerial photos were registered, with a RMS registration error less than 30m using an
affine optimization of the ground control point, to a known geodetic model provided by
the INEGI topo maps, which allowed for the photos to be aligned to the appropriate latitude and longitude. Once the aerial photos are mapped to the known geodetic model, all
hand-drawn sites are traced using ArcGIS polygons (see Figure 5.14 and Figure 5.15). The
traced known-archaeological site ArcGIS polygons are saved in a new geo-database in the
GIS. Some of the hand-drawn survey area, piedmont regions, and alluvial regions were
also traced and recorded in separate geo-databases. In this way, GIS layers were created
from the 1970’s archaeological sites which were used with other high spatial resolution
satellite imagery.

5.3.1

Etla Valley

The INEGI topo maps of the Central Oaxacan Valley include color variations for the urban
regions, identifying them from rural or natural environments known at the time the topo
maps were created (1998-1999). Spatial comparisons between the 1970’s sites can be made
to the newer INEGI urban sites indicating lost archaeological sites due to urbanization.
The results for the Etla pilot study are shown in Figure 5.16.
As can be seen in Figure 5.14 through Figure 5.16, some archaeological sites have been
lost between 1970’s and 1999 due to urban sprawl in the Etla Valley. The data shown
in Figure 5.16 are only for the northern-most region of Etla Valley, which is not a region
known for its current spread of urbanization nor for being the most archaeologically dense
region. As the study area expands into the center of the Central Oaxaca Valley (closer to
Monte Albán) and into the Tlacolula Valley, where more archaeological sites from 1970’s
are known to exist, it is expected that more of these archaeological sites will overlap with
modern urban regions and be considered lost sites. Additional spatial analysis can be
conducted to determine how much land of known archaeological sites has been lost due
to urbanization. This analysis was completed for the Tlacolula Valley in Section 5.3.2,
where more recent Hyperion imagery is used to estimate the current urban sprawl.
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Figure 5.14: GIS maps showing the current completed work of registering the 1970’s aerial
photos to the INEGI topo map of the Etla Valley in the Central Oaxaca Valley. The 1970’s
known archaeological sites and the 1999 INEGI urban areas are outlined on the topo map.
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Figure 5.15: A zoomed-in location of the Etla Valley from Figure 5.14 so outlines are easier
to see.
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Figure 5.16: A spatial analysis for the locations of lost archaeological sites between 1970’s
and 1999 where the red shaded regions are archaeological sites lost due to recent urbanization.
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Tlacolula Valley

Identifying urbanization in the Tlacolula Valley was accomplished using three HSI approaches. The first approach used individual vegetation indices to determine if one single
index would correspond to urban regions, but the resulting identified urban regions were
the worst results obtained. The second method used multiple vegetation indices set to individual threshold parameters to identify urban locations resulting in better urbanization
results than using a single vegetation index. The best urbanization results were obtained
by using the ACE target detection algorithm with a ROI identified within the image over
the town of Tlacolula. In supervised classification, such as the ACE algorithm, the user
indentifies small regions (training sets) in the imagery for different target materials, either land-use taxa or specific materials (e.g., forest, agriculture, urban). The classification
algorithm then identifies the spectral statistics of these training sets and analyzes the
entire image for pixels or groups of pixels with similar statistics. The pixels similar to
the training sets are then grouped together into the desired groups. The draw back of
these supervised methods is that the user must be involved in selecting the training sets
for every individual image processed and if the correct number of training sets are not
selected (i.e. the user forgot to include a water class for an ocean scene) poor results are
obtained. The benefits of such approaches are that these methods are relatively fast and
the end results are easy to interpret and understand. For multiple images for the same
region, the location and shape of the training sets can be saved and re-applied to each
image individually assuming each image is in reflectance units. In this study we are only
concerned with an urban class, therefore full image classification is not needed. Instead,
a supervised target detection algorithm is applied to find only the pixels in the imagery
which contain statistics similar to the user-selected urban training data.

Urban Truth Regions
The truth urban regions are outlined by a user visually examining the high-resolution
imagery (GSD of 2m or 2.5m) and outlining the regions that appear to contain urban
characteristics (buildings clustered together, such that the distance between buildings is
less than twice the width of the buildings). The high-resolution imagery was used for this
application because the high spatial resolution makes it possible to identify individual
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houses and buildings. High-resolution satellite imagery, which only covers a portion of
the Tlacolula Valley, was collected on July 4, 2010, by the Quickbird sensor and has a GSD
of 2m. The high-resolution black and white panchromatic aerial imagery with a GSD of
approximately 2.5m (lower resolution than that of the Quickbird satellite imagery) was
collected for the entire Central Oaxacan Valley during December 1999 and is the default
high-resolution data when the satellite imagery does not cover the full area of interest.
Since the aerial photos lack any INS (inertial navigational system) data that would allow
for geographic alignment of the photos to latitude and longitude on an Earth projection,
each aerial photo must be geo-referenced to the base map. This geo-referencing is accomplished by a warping method which uses four GCPs (one in each corner of the image
corresponding to a particular latitude and longitude value) and a first-order polynomial
affine mathematical model is used to warp the photo between these GCPs.
The truth urban map was created by hand-outlining urban regions from both the
high-spatial resolution satellite imagery and high-spatial resolution aerial photos. Preference was given to the satellite imagery because it was collected closer to the time of
the HSI imagery collection. However, when the high-resolution satellite imagery was
not available, the high-resolution aerial photos were used. By applying the guideline
of defining urban regions based on the width of the building compared to the distance
between buildings, small satellite communities along major transportation networks (i.e.
highways) were included as urban regions, but parks in cities were not considered as
urban regions. The truth urban regions were then clipped to match only the Hyperion
image shape so an accurate result can be obtained when comparing the truth data to
the different urbanization maps (refer to Figure 5.17). Figure 5.17 shows the truth urban
regions for the Tlacolula Valley.

HSI Images
Two Hyperion scenes were collected for the region of interest in the Tlacolula Valley.
Both scenes were identified as QK, but one was collected in March 2009 and the other
was collected in January 2012 as shown in Figure 5.19. As mentioned previously (refer
to Chapter 2 Section 2.3.1), the Hyperion HSI data have the north-western corner very
well geo-located, but as the Hyperion image was collected larger errors were obtained
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Figure 5.17: Visually identified urban ”truth” data outlined from Quickbird 2010 imagery
and 1998 aerial ortho-photos.
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Figure 5.18: Tlacolula Valley towns considered in the Urbanization analysis. (1) Tlacolula
Town, (2) housing sub-division, (3) Santa Ana del Valle, (4) Villa Diaz Ordaz, (5) San
Miguel del Valle, (6) San Francisco Tanvet, and (7) San Bartolome Quilalana.
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(a)

(b)

Figure 5.19: Tlacolula Valley urbanization proof-of-concept data coverage area. Shown
here are the Hyperion QK flight line chips in 5.19(a) which shows the 2009 QK image chip
and 5.19(b) shows the 2012 image chip.

due to the temporal misalignment of the focal plane data with the INS data. For this
reason, a rubber-sheet warping process was applied to the Hyperion imagery. During
the rubber-sheet warping process, several ground control points (GSPs) were identified
by the user, which aligned the Hyperion image to the GIS base-maps (i.e. the INEGI
topo-maps). During the warping process at least 15 GCPs were identified by the user,
and a first-order polynomial nearest-neighbor affine transformation is applied. The resulting RMS error from this registration step is less than 30m. These GCPs were saved
and applied to all Hyperion data products generated from the same Hyperion scene (e.g.,
the ACE urban target detection binary mask). The FLAASH algorithm was applied to the
Hyperion imagery to obtain data units of reflectance.
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Table 5.2: Three Vegetation Indices Threshold Values used to generate Figure 5.20(a) and
Figure 5.20(b).
PS NDVI NDWI
Minimum Threshold Value -99
0.2
-99
Maximum Threshold Value 0.3
0.4
0.0

Urban Spectral Feature Index
The original approach to find urban pixels in HSI data was to find a single normalized
difference index (NDI) which would easily identify urban from all background pixels.
Unfortunately, this was not possible due to the diversity of Oaxaca (refer to Figures 4.3
through 4.5). When a visually determined user-defined threshold value was applied to
one of the 24 standard vegetation indices which isolated urban pixels from their surrounding environment, mountain tops of valleys also tended to be selected, making it
impossible to differentiate the urban regions from the extreme portions of the landscape.
However, when looking at Figure 4.6, which is a combination of three NDI images, it was
noticed that the urban pixels appear to be dark blue or black and neither the mountain
tops nor valleys are similar colors. Therefore, the next attempt at identifying urban pixels
was the application of a visually determined user-defined threshold value to three indices
(NDVI, PS, and NDWI) simultaneously. It is left as future work to determine if histogram
metrics about the scene in question instead of allowing the user to visually detemine the
best threshold value. The threshold values for the 2009 and 2012 Tlaculola Valley are
noted in Table 5.2. Figure 5.20(a) and Figure 5.20(b) are the resulting urbanization maps
when these threshold parameters are applied to the indices for two Hyperion scenes of
the Tlacolula Valley (2009QK and 2012QK). Table 5.3 shows the accuracy for this approach
at finding urban pixels when compared to the truth identified in Section 5.3.2. No single
index appeared to have a definitive threshold value for urban regions, but by combining
the three indices together and applying conditional threshold parameters, better results
were obtained. However, these results are not as good as applying a target detection
algorithm to the HSI imagery. Additionally, user involvement is needed to determine
the threshold parameters for each index. It would also be preferred that the amount
of correctly identified urban locations be greater than the amount of missed or falsely
identified urban locations.
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(a)

(b)

Figure 5.20: Identification of urban regions using three vegetation indices. Figure 5.20(a)
shows the urban results identifies for the Tlacolula Valley for 2009 and Figure 5.20(b)
shows the urban results identified for the same region in 2009.

Table 5.3: Urbanization Results for Three Vegetation Indices that have a User-defined
Threshold Applied.
Truth
3 Indices Threshold 2009 3 Indices Threshold 2012
Total Area [m2 ]
3,706,006
4,840,507
2
Correct Urban Area [m ] 7,074,601
1,068,840
2,065,050
Correct Urban Area [%]
100%
15.1%
29.2%
Missed Urban Area [m2 ]
6,005,761
5,009,551
Missed Urban Area [%]
0%
84.9%
70.8%
False Urban Area [m2 ]
2,775,457
1,068,840
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Urban Target Detection
The adaptive coherence/cosine estimator (ACE) [107, 108] supervised target detection algorithm was applied to the Hyperion imagery (Hyperion scene ID of QK) using a training
set selected from Tlacolula city (refer to Figure 5.21). The ACE algorithm is a sub-pixel
target detection algorithm that compares the spectral profile of each pixel in the image
to both the target spectral profile and the background spectral profile, assuming that the
amount of the target in each pixel varies, while the statistical covariance of the target
and background are constant. The result of applying the ACE algorithm is an abundance
image where every pixel’s value equals the associated abundance of that target spectra
in that pixel. The abundance value ranges from 0.0 to 1.0. By setting a threshold to this
abundance image, only pixels with a certain percentage or more of the target spectra
will be identified and the resulting image mask is a binary image. For the two images
used in this analysis, the threshold value was set to 0.03. By changing the threshold
parameter, more or less pixels can be identified as urban. This raster binary image was
then imported into a GIS and converted to a polygon shapefile using the raster image
value as the delineating property and not using the TIN simplified polygon option in
the ArcGIS conversion tool. The final step applied to the Hyperion ACE binary urbanization image is to select only the polygons with values equal to 1.0, since these are the
pixels that correspond to urbanization. All other pixels which are not urban will not
be displayed in the GIS map. The urban shapefiles were compared to the truth urban
map to determine how well the algorithm performed (refer to Figure 5.22 and Figure 5.23
and Table 5.4). The urban shapefiles were also compared to the 1970’s known archaeological sites to identify sites that have been lost due to urbanization in the Tlacolula Valley.
Comparing the urbanization maps to the known archaeological sites identified in the
1970’s aerial photos (see Figure 5.24) finds the archaeological sites which have been impacted by urbanization up to 1998, 2009, or 2012, depending on whether the truth data
or Hyperion ACE identified urban regions are used in the comparison. Appendix C lists
the sites impacted and the amount of area lost due to urbanization between 1970 and
1998, 2009, or 2012. Figure 5.25 shows the map of lost archaeological sites due to urbanization which occurred between 1970’s and 1998/2010 truth data. Figure 5.26 shows the
same map for the time spanning the 1970’s through 2009 using the Hyperion 2009 ACE
urbanization results and Figure 5.27 shows a similar map of lost archaeological sites due
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Figure 5.21: Urban ROI used as the target for the ACE taret detection algorithm for the
QK Hyperion scenes (both 2009 and 2012) is outlined in red. The ROI covers most of the
town of Tlacolua in the Tlacolula Valley.

Table 5.4: ACE Urbanization Results and Lost Archaeological Sites due to Modern Urbanization.
Truth
ACE 2009 ACE 2012
Total Area [m2 ]
7,074,600 7,074,599
2
Correct Urban Area [m ] 7,074,601 3,869,632 4,511,671
Correct Urban Area [%]
100%
54.7%
63.8%
Missed Urban Area [m2 ]
3,204,968 2,562,928
Missed Urban Area [%]
0%
45.3%
36.2%
False Urban Area [m2 ]
663,161
841,474
Lost Arch. Sites Area [m2 ] 344,474
252,291
225,041
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Figure 5.22: 2009 QK ACE derived urban locations.
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Figure 5.23: 2012 QK ACE derived urban locations
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(a)

(b)

Figure 5.24: Known archaeological sites outlined from 1970’s aerial photos. 5.24(b) is a
zoomed-in portion of 5.24(a).

to urbanization occurring between 1970’s and 2012 for the Tlacolula Valley.
Figure 5.26 and Figure 5.27 show an increase in the number and area of archaeological sites being lost due to urbanization in the Tlacolula Valley of Oaxaca, Mexico. This
trend is either a direct product of more human influence in the region or is a by-product
of the analysis process. Since the Hyperion imagery and truth high-resolution imagery
were not collected coincidently, there is a possibility of rapid urban growth between data
collections which causes errors in the identification of urban regions. The high-resolution
imagery used as the truth data is composed of two different datasets: Quickbird 2m
satellite imagery and 2.5m 1990 aerial photos. Urban growth has increased during the
time when these two datasets were collected. Of particular note is a housing subdivision
which can be seen expanding between the 2009 Hyperion image, 2010 Quickbird image,
and the 2012 Hyperion images, because of its unique shape and bright white color in the
RGB images as shown in Figure 5.28.
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(a)

(b)

Figure 5.25: Lost archaeological sites due to urbanization between 1970 and 1998 truth
urban regions. 5.25(b) is a zoomed-in portion of 5.25(a).

(a)

(b)

Figure 5.26: Lost archaeological sites due to urbanization between 1970 and 2009 QK ACE
derived urban regions. 5.26(b) is a zoomed-in portion of 5.26(a).
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(a)

(b)

Figure 5.27: Lost archaeological sites due to urbanization between 1970 and 2012 QK ACE
derived urban regions. 5.27(b) is a zoomed-in portion of 5.27(a).
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(b)

(g)

(c)

(h)

(d)

Figure 5.28: A housing sub-division presented as an example of the quickly evolving urban sprawl in the Tlacolula
Valley. Figures 5.28(a) through 5.28(h) are chronological images collected from aerial or satellite systems with the final
2012 sub-division shape shown as a purple outline.

(e)

(a)
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Other sources of errors include the difference in resolution of each of the data sets.
A single Hyperion pixel covers approximately a 30m by 30m footprint on the ground,
therefore the smallest polygon of urbanization that can be detected using Hyperion data
is 30m by 30m. However, many of the Oaxacan buildings are not this large and so the
more isolated urban regions (where only one or two buildings reside) may not be detected
by the Hyperion ACE target detection algorithm, because the abundance value of urban
spectra is below the user defined threshold which was set at 0.03. Additionally, any
mis-registration in the data sets will impact the comparison results. While an effort was
made to reduce registration error, it is still present to a much smaller effect. The threshold parameter used to identify urban Hyperion pixels is another source of error. This
threshold parameter can be changed so that pixels with higher or lower urban abundance
values are identified, thus increasing or decreasing the amount of urbanization detected.
Only one parameter value is used for both Hyperion scenes, but further study into how
this parameter impacts the results should be considered in the future.
Closer inspection of tables in Appendix C indicate the several of the same archaeological sites named in the 1970’s have lost area in both 2009 and 2012. This illustrates that
the ACE urban target detection algorithm performed as expected in that the same regions
of the two separate hyperspectral images were identifying the same archaeological sites.
But this also indicates that these regions have been impacted (possibly permanently) by
human urban growth.

5.4

Ground Truth Material Maps

During December 2011, a field campaign to collect ground-truth information and material samples for spectral analysis was completed. During this trip GPS information,
field notes, and digital images were collected from several locations across three valleys
(Tlacolula, Yanhuitlan, and Ycuitla). These datasets were combined with high-spatial
resolution satellite imagery to generate ground-truth material maps (refer to Figure 5.30
through Figrure 5.32). The high-spatial resolution satellite imagery (imaged by the Quickbird or WorldView-2 sensors and collected in 2010) was used as spatial information so
that the material polygons could be contained to the common areas (i.e. agricultural
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Figure 5.29: Ground-truth picture collected of ancient lambardos collected at site #41 in
the Ycuitla Valley.

fields which could not be completely circumnavigated to get the whole GPS coordinates
can be estimated via satellite imagery). The sites visited during the ground-truth trip
were determined by comparing the HSI spectral unmixing endmember maps with road
maps to identify easily accessible locations that are labeled to a single EM. The current
ArcGIS ground-truth maps also have the ground-truth digital photos hyperlinked to the
material polygons so that the users of these maps will find the correlation between the
satellite or aerial photos to on-the-ground materials easier. Two locations are of particular
interest for direct archaeological applications, site #14 in the Yanhuitlan map and site #41
in the Ycuitla map. Both of these sites were found during December of 2011 and contain
Zapotec structures which have not been excavated. Site #14 contained several pottery
shards, some obsidian blades, an ax-head, and what might be the remains of a 10ft by
10ft step, wall, or building structure. Site #41 is located next to a stream that ran through
ancient lambardos (see Figure 5.29).
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Figure 5.30: Ground-truth maps combining the GPS locations, field notes, and digital imagery for the Tlacolula Valley.
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Figure 5.31: Ground-truth maps combining the GPS locations, field notes, and digital imagery for the Ycuitla Valley.
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Figure 5.32: Ground-truth maps combining the GPS locations, field notes, and digital imagery for the Yanhuitlan Valley.
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Figure 5.33: Tlacolula Hyperion unmixing most abundant EM map overlaid upon high-spatial resolution Quickbird
imagery. Map used to determine ground-truth locations to visit in December 2011.
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Ground-truth information for HSI imagery is needed to produce final material abundance maps. The key step missing in many unmixing algorithms is identifying the
relationship of the extracted endmembers to on-the-ground materials which appear in
the HSI imagery. Many challenges must be overcome when collecting ground-truth information for HSI imagery. During December 2011, when a field-campaign was conducted
to obtain ground-truth information to aid in Hyperion spectral unmixing of Oaxaca,
Mexico, the political and social environments reduced the effectiveness of the trip and
customs regulations prevented a spectroradiometer from arriving in Oaxaca, resulting
in no on-site spectral measurements. Additionally, operations of the satellite bus of the
Hyperion sensor prevented an image of one of the three key valleys from being imaged.
Therefore, field notes, GPS locations, digital images, and material samples were collected
from three valleys within Oaxaca, Mexico. The material samples collected were shipped
back to Rochester Institute of Technology, where their spectral reflectance was measured
and the resulting spectral library and GIS truth-maps have been presented. The resulting
spectral library is a sparse collection of materials present in the imagery, but is an initial
proof-of-concept which can be used to determine if the spectral unmixing endmembers
derived from the Hyperion data can be compared to sample lab measurements in future
work.

5.5

Conclusion

Several location specific results have been presented. At San Pedro Neixicho GIS tools
have been used to map and estimate the population of a relatively large Zapotec settlement
outside of the Central Oaxacan Valley for which there is little knowledge of such Zapotec
settlements. In the Tlacolula Valley modern urban sprawl has been mapped using a
sub-pixel target detection algorithm after determining that spectral features were not
producing adequate results. Using these urbanization maps, the amount and location of
several archaeological sites, which are no longer accessible, have been identified using
spatial analysis. And finally, several ground-truth material maps have been generated by
combining field notes, photos, and GPS coordinates with high-resolution multispectral
satellite image.
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Future Work
Several aspects of this research can be expanded upon in future work and many of these
topics have been discussed in more depth in previous chapters. The spectral unmixing
aspect of the research and the pre-processing of the Hyperion imagery are two areas
where several future applications should be considered as they have the most immediate
need or have a ready solution that can be applied upon meeting certain pre-requisites.
Here ideas and unfinished work are presented for five areas of study in relation to the
presented research. These five areas include pre-processing of the Hyperion HSI data,
using the current HSI dataset to further understand properties of HSI data distributions,
using the current HSI dataset time series in conjunction with new and novel change detection algorithms, furthering the spectral analysis of the data, and furthering the spatial
analysis of the data.

6.1

Hyperion Imagery Pre-Processing

Section 2.3.7 discusses the benefits of generating an IDL code to atmospherically correct
the Hyperion imagery by FLAASH’ing stratified elevation masked layers from the same
Hyperion scene. This step must be completed before all other processing steps, since
many of the image processing tools developed for and during this project rely on using
reflectance data. The FLAASH algorithm does not adequately correct for large elevation
changes in a single image (only allowing for elevation changes of approximately 500m),
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therefore it is important to atmospherically correct regions of the Hyperion image segmented into 500m elevation increments before combining all of these elevation reflectance
layers back together into a single image. Work presented in previous chapters used chips
extracted from full Hyperion scenes that were manually atmospherically corrected. This
manual method limits the sizes of the imagery that can be processed. Manually applying
the FLAASH algorithm is also very time consuming due to all the steps which must be
completed in a specific order, forgetting any one step requires redoing all work from
that point forward. A single IDL program which can be installed into ENVI would reduce much of this work and could also be made to process several images consecutively
without much user involvement. However, to run FLAASH in batch mode the ENVI
THOR (Tactical Hyperspectral Operational Resource) module is needed. At this time this
module is not available at the Center for Imaging Science.
Another pre-processing step, which should be applied to the Hyperion imagery prior
to image analysis, is illumination correction (also called cosine-correction). Bi-directional
spectral reflectance corrected Landsat data has been produced by applying an illumination correction algorithm [114]. However, the illumination correction required DEM data
over the Landsat image area. There are several other algorithms which can be applied to
equalize the reflectance spectra in the imagery; some based on mathematical models of the
data [115] and others which are based on physical models of the data collection [116,117].
The math model approaches rely on regions of uniform materials which can be used to
determine the sun angle, ground elevation, or hill slope angle, while the physical models
also need the same input parameters (sun angle, ground elevation, and hill slope angle).
However, in the physical models this information can be determined prior to image collection and can be provided by the user or extracted from DEM or other meta files. Ideally,
this step could also be included into the batch atmospheric correction algorithm to form
a single pre-processing algorithm which is applied to all Hyperion imagery. By combining illumination correction with atmospheric correction the input parameters which are
used by both algorithms will only need to be extracted once. The current limitation to
applying the illumination correction is the DEM data resolution and registration of the
two datasets. SRTM data for outside of the USA (e.g., Oaxaca, Mexico) has a GSD of 90m
which encompasses nine Hyperion pixels into one SRTM pixel and both image data sets
have a geo-registration errors that impact the registration.
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Figure 6.1: Mosaic of five Hyperion scenes to encompass the full Rio Verde river delta.

After several or all Hyperion images have been pre-processed, mosaics of any number
of scenes can be stitched together and analyzed. Larger datasets will be beneficial to large
scale material maps or an overall satellite base layer for GIS maps. The width of the
Hyperion sensor is very narrow compared to comparable satellite sensors and by mosaicing several Hyperion scenes together into large continuous areas, segmented portions
of similar materials or land-use taxa from specific locations of interest can be extracted,
instead of being constrained by the width of the Hyperion scenes. A simple illustration
of this concept is shown in Figure 6.1, where five individual Hyperion images have been
atmospherically corrected using the QUAC algorithm and mosaiced together to show the
entire Rio Verde river delta and flood plane.

6.2

Data Distributions

Section 3.3 introduced temporal and regional analysis of material spectral distributions
using regions of interest of varying sizes and locations. As mentioned in Section 3.3, the
longest time-series of Hyperion images was used for this study (all non-cloudy KP scenes).
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However, there are other Hyperion scenes that also have several time-series images (refer to Table 3.1) and contain different land-use taxa or material types which may be of
interest beyond just Urban, Agriculture Field, Rain Forest, and Pine Forest. Further research
may be of interest in using this large HSI dataset to determine how different spectral
features behave in different land-use taxa or for the same land-use taxon in different environments, such as cities located in tropical rain forests versus cities located in arid deserts.
Section 3.1 discussed using spectral features (such as Normal Difference Indices, NDIs)
to try and separate land-use taxa or objects of interest from the background. An extension of this idea is to find all NDIs for a single image, similar to the work completed by
Delalieux et al. [54]. To that end, a small portion (341x400 pixels) of Hyperion scene QK
collected in 2012 over the town and valley of Tlacolula was extracted and atmospherically corrected, resulting in a HSI data cube with 158 spectral bands. Using this cube all
possible combinations of NDIs were calculated for a total of 24,806 different indices. At
present, this data cube of indices has not been analyzed, but it is available for comparison
to the ground-truth data to determine if one particular index can be used to extract a particular feature, land-use taxon, or other parameter of interest. Also, it may be of interest to
apply a spatial entropy threshold to the image to reduce the number of NDI images which
need to be looked at or to weed out noisy images. This large data cube can be found on
the hard drive at E:/Hyperion/L1G/EO1H0240482012022110QK/Stack and PCA/ALL Indexes
EO1H0240482012022110QK L1T small region Tlacalula TOA BIL FLAASH BSQ goodbandsONLY. Other applications of the spectral features may include looking at automated approaches to thresholding images based on one or several index histogram distributions.
This automated approach could be applied based on small spatial scales (local regions)
so that the best threshold value is selected for both arid environments and rain forests
which fall within the same Hyperion image.

6.3

Change Detection

Section 3.4 and Section 4.2 explain the benefits of using change detection on the Hyperion
data. Emphasis was placed on changes between vegetation indices using either the ENVI
change detection algorithm or stacking two scenes and applying PCA. However, these
are just two approaches for change detection, other algorithms are available and may be
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of interest to apply to this large HSI dataset. Additionally, the high-spatial-resolution
datasets include some duplicate scenes which could also be used to help develop change
detection algorithms or could be used with change detection algorithms to find objects
or regions of interest to the archaeologists associated with this project. It is important to
note that the ENVI change detection algorithm used in Section 4.2 with the three vegetation indices was a preliminary test to determine how much each index changes and for
simple material maps at different seasons (identify winter wheat from summer corn), but
it does not allow for enough variation of change between each individual step because of
changes calculated are indexed between +5 and -5.

6.4
6.4.1

Spectral Analysis
Spectral Libraries

Two ground-truth campaigns to Oaxaca, Mexico, have been completed in order to compile a spectral library of different materials present in Oaxaca. Section 3.5 and Appendix B
describe some of this work, mostly associated with the first campaign completed in December 2011. During July 2012, several hundred more materials were added to the Oaxaca
spectral library began in December 2011, but a large portion of the July 2012 materails were
vegetation found throughout Oaxaca; including several different types of cacti. Work still
needs to be completed in compiling the entirety of the July 2012 field notes associated with
these spectral measurements as well as generating GIS ground-truth maps which correlate
the spectral measurements with the regions from which they were measured. However,
once all the field notes and information have been compiled and organized these spectra
could be used to make comparisons to the Hyperion global EMs obtained using the LoGlo
methodology, similar to the results shown in Section 4.4.2. However, in Section 4.4.2, only
a small number of material spectral library entries (28) were available due to logistics of
getting a spectroradiometer into Mexico. With the addition of the July 2012 library to the
December 2011 library, a much better comparison between known materials and LoGlo
global EMs can be made. This comparison will help to identify if any of all EMs are a result
of mixed materials or if any EM is a pure spectrum. Additionally, using sample spectra
with a target detection algorithm could be applied to the Hyperion imagery to make specific material maps which may be of interest to the arhcaeologists. Limited validation of
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the target detection results can be accomplished by comparing the results to the groundtruth data collected during the two field campaigns in a GIS. Masking the Hyperion data
using the ground-truth GIS maps can also be used to make ROIs of known materials
which can be imported back into image analysis as training data for spectral unmixing,
classification, or target detection. These ground-truth ROI pixels can also be combined
to make an image-based spectral library. Both the material sample spectral library and
the Hyperion-image spectral library can be applied to several neighboring Hyperion images to determine if any of these materials are found throughout Oaxaca and not just
over the regions where samples or ground-truth were collected. There area several other
opportunities to use these spectral libraries and ground-truth data now that it is available.

6.4.2

Spectral Unmixing

Section 3.7 discussed the LoGlo spectral unmixing methodology and the developed IDL
code that performs this unmixing method. Since this is a new spectral-spatial unmixing
method a more rigorous study incorporating many different component algorithms or
different spatial tiling approaches would be advisable in the future. In particular better
clustering algorithms for determining which local EMs group into global EMs should
be considered, as this is the step which greatly impacts the overall abundance maps.
Converting the current serial-process LoGlo IDL code into a parallel-process would also
be beneficial for large sized image processing, such as a full Hyperion scene or mosaiced
Hyperion scenes. Improving the unmixing methodology to include the sum-to-one constraint should also be considered even though Section 4.4.2 indicates that the EMs found
most likely are not truly pure spectra and so the unmixing may not obey the sum-to-one
constraint.
As mentioned in the previous paragraph, several future research ideas can be based
simply on the LoGlo unmixing algorithm, but more ideas can be applied to the generalized unmixing process. Since the completion of the ground-truth field campaigns,
spectral library information is available for pure materials common to Oaxaca. These
spectral libraries could be used as EMs for the unmixing algorithms, instead of having to
extract EMs from the image. In this way, only pure EMs will be considered, but for this to
occur atmospheric and illumination corrections must be applied. Another opportunity
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arises with using the Gram Matrix to estimate the number of EMs and then unmixing
these EMs using the spectral libraries. It may be possible to estimate the number of materials present in the Oaxaca imagery by multiplying the number of library entries that
were used to unmix the EMs with the number of EMs in the imagery. This estimate (as
seen in Section 4.4.2) could arrive at the estimate of the diversity of the different regions of
Oaxaca which is one of the original goals of the archaeologists. However, further research
into the accuracy of this estimate is required and to determine if this estimate is truly
what is needed by the archaeologists. And a final region of further study would in fusing
the high-spatial resolution imagery with the HSI data. By fusing these two datasets (i)
high-spatial resolution and high-spectral resolution products could be achieved and (ii)
it may be possible to obtain more realistic material abundance maps (if feeding the HSI
abundance maps into the high-spatial resolution classification process) or more accurate
materials from the abundance maps (if using high-spatial resolution to feed the unmixing
processes), similar to work done by Pedula et al. [118].

6.5

Spatial Analysis

Chapter 5 shows the results of applying spatial analysis to the datasets accumulated
during this research. The spatial ground-truth data is a dataset which has not been fully
utilized at the current time and can be used to help in many of the spectral applications.
For instance, the ground-truth maps generated for the three Oaxaca valleys (see Figure 5.30
through Figure 5.32) could be used to generate ROIs for the HSI data so that uniform or
pure spectra of the same materials can be extracted from the HSI data. Similarly, these
ROIs could be used to determine the pure material spectral distribution due to noise
in the imaging chain or non-uniformities in the material in question. These ROIs can
then be used as endmembers (or endmember distributions) to unmix the imagery, as
data distribution regions to monitor spectral indices over time, or as data-driven spectral
libraries. Another application of the spatial information collected is in comparing the
ground-truth maps to the vegetation indices change detection image to assess the accuracy
of this approach for determining land-use taxa. In terms of change detection, there is now
a series of imagery for the housing sub-division just outside of the town of Tlacolula
which shows a nice progression of change. Within this temporal series of images are a
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couple of high-spatial resolution images and a couple of high-spectral resolution imagery
which can be used to validate any change detection approach. In general, however, the
ground-truth information has not been fully utilized to validate any of the image products
created to date. The ground-truth data could also be used to determine the goodness of
the EMs automatically selected by the LoGlo unmixing approach. If the LoGlo EMs are
tracked back to the binary map, which can be imported into a GIS with the groundtruth information, spatial analysis can be conducted to determine if the EMs selected
accurately represent physically meaningful pure materials or if, instead, the EMs are just
the best mathematical solutions. Figure 6.2 illustrates the idea of comparing the EMs
to the ground-truth information. In Figure 6.2, the spectral profile from one Hyperion
pixel (flight line Q6 collected in May 2012) is extracted and compared to the ASD groundtruth data collected in July 2012. It shows that even spaced a month apart the material
reflectance has barely changed during that time and we can accurately state that this field
from which the Hyperion pixel was extracted contains alfalfa. And finally, the ultimate
spatial analysis would be to complete the analysis for lost archaeological sites due to
modern urban sprawl for the entire Central Oaxacan Valley.

6.6

Conclusion

Due to the size and breath of data made available through this research numerous future
research projects could be investigated. The most useful as a follow-on to the current work
completed would be to generate an automated pre-processing algorithm which applies
an atmospheric and illumination correction. Other areas of interest made available by this
extremely large dataset include furthering algorithm development using the HSI, HSR,
and ground-truth data in change detection, classification, unmixing, and data fusion.
Individual tasks in spectral or spatial analysis can also be expanded upon through the
use of the data provided and initial data products generated in this research to aid both
the remote sensing and archaeological communities.
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Figure 6.2: Comparison of ground-truth ASD spectrum of an alfalfa field compared to
the Hyperion pixel corresponding to the same point on the ground but collected a month
before the ground-truth.
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Chapter 7

Summary
The breadth of data and analysis performed in this research is extensive due to the amount
and types of data or analysis which could be performed. Three objectives were identified
in this research, one objective for archaeology and two objectives for remote sensing.
The archaeological objective was to identify the relationship between the Zapotec state
formation, social complexity, and the environment. The remote sensing objectives were
to develop a spectral unmixing algorithm which takes into consideration both spectral
and spatial information and to fuse data together so that specific features could be examined in the remote sensing data. There were two analyses that specifically address
the archaeological objective: the San Pedro Nexicho terrace system (see Section 5.1) and
the Tlacolula urban sprawl analysis (see Section 5.3). The development of the LoGlo
unmixing algorithm (see Section 3.7) is a direct result of the first remote sensing objective,
while the ground-truth maps of three Oaxacan valleys are the results of the second objective. A final observation to be made from this work is that HSI data do have a place in
archaeological studies beyond just reducing the number of bands to something a user can
visually inspect. In fact, regions being studies by archaeologist that are very mountainous
or remote and difficult to travel to will greatly benefit from properly using HSI data to
answer environmental, ecological, and archaeological questions.
Part of showing how useful HSI data is to archaeological studies is to show some of
the tools and analyses which can be performed that do not directly fit within the confines of the purposed remote sensing or archaeological objectives. Some of these other
tools/analyses include using change detection to identify different land-use taxa (see Sec196
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tion 4.2), collecting spectral measurements of materials and ground-truth information via
two ground-truth field campaigns (see Section 5.4), spectral feature temporal and location analysis (see Section 4.3), creating false-color composite vegetation index images to
identify crop markers (see Section 4.1), applying the LoGlo spectral unmixing algorithm
to both HSI and MSI imagery (see Section 4.4 and Section 5.2), identifying the purity of
global endmembers extracted during spectral unmixing (see Section 4.4.2), and estimating the number of materials in a region (see Section 4.4.2). To complete these analyses a
large set of different data were collected. The data compiled for this work includes over
80 HSI Hyperion images covering nearly 30,000km2 , high-spatial resolution satellite and
aerial imagery, archaeological GIS datasets, atmospheric data, DEM data, and field notes.
Based on all the data, algorithms, and analyses performed there are still many results
which can be extracted and a brief outline of some of these have been discussed in the
Chapter 6.
The presented research showed the utility of HSI data for an archaeological application
through several common (and novel) remote sensing tools. HSI data is not strictly limited
to searching for individual sites through crop marks, this is just one of the results which
can be extracted from the HSI imagery (which can also be improved upon by creating
false-color vegetation index maps). HSI data can easily identify current environmental
information for large areas or inaccessible regions that other datasets can not provide.
These environmental parameters can then be used to track current trends (such as location
of urban sprawl) or can be used to estimate ancient environmental parameters (such as
identifying the different land-use taxa which can be used to estimate ancient arable land).
The remote sensing community must also take note of how users have been using the
data products and tools they produce so that better products and tools are developed
in the future. In particular for hyperspectral analysis, it is interesting to note that while
EM abundance maps can be produced from HSI imagery, EMs do not mean much to
most remote sensing data users, instead material abundance maps or land-use taxa maps
are more important to the final end-user. As such, identifying the problems with the
hyperspectral remote sensing tools (such as spectral unmixing) is the linchpin to the final
usable products. Many other caveats known within the remote sensing world needs to be
properly conveyed by the end-user, such as the accuracy of geo-rectified imagery during
image acquisition, and how to correct for these limitations.
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Hyperion Images
Table A.1 lists all Hyperion images collected up to July 31, 2012. It includes the flight line
ID, the individual Hyperion scene ID (which includes the date of collection in the Jullian
calender, which of the three EO-1 sensors are turned on, and the flight line ID), the date
of collection in YYYY.MM.DD format, a brief overview of scene cloud coverage (either
mostly cloudy, partially cloudy, or clear), and the number of times this flight line has been
collected in partially cloudy or clear conditions to help identify time-series images.

Table A.1: Hyperion Image Summary List

Scene ID

Scene Name

Date Collected

Cloud Cover

# Repeats

K1

0240482008227110K1

2008.08.14

Partially Cloudy

1

K2

0240482008235110K2

2008.08.22

Mostly Cloudy

2

K4

0250482008248110K4

2008.09.04

Mostly Cloudy

2

K6

0250482008253110K6

2008.09.09

Partially Cloudy

1

P4

0250482008258110P4

2008.09.14

Mostly Cloudy

1

KA

0250482008271110KA

2008.09.27

Partially Cloudy

1

P7

0250482008281110P7

2008.10.07

Partially Cloudy

2

P7

0240482008286110P7

2008.10.12

Mostly Cloudy

2

KC

0250482008294110KC

2008.10.20

Clear

1

Continued on Next Page. . .
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Scene ID

Scene Name

Date Collected

Cloud Cover

# Repeats

KK

0240482008299110KK

2008.10.25

Clear

1

K0

0250482008317110K0

2008.11.12

Clear

1

KM

0240482008322110KM

2008.11.17

Clear

1

PB

0240482008327110PB

2008.11.22

Partially Cloudy

1

PC

0240482008332110PC

2008.11.27

Clear

1

K2

0250482008335110K2

2008.11.30

Mostly Cloudy

2

K4

0250482008340110K4

2008.12.05

Clear

2

Q0

0250482008345110Q0

2008.12.10

Clear

7

QL

0240482008350110QL

2008.12.15

Clear

3

Q1

0250482008363110Q1

2008.12.28

Clear

6

Q2

0250482009002110Q2

2009.01.02

Clear

5

QL

0240482009007110QL

2009.01.07

Clear

3

Q4

0250482009020110Q4

2009.01.20

Clear

7

KP

0250482009025110KP

2009.01.25

Clear

10

Q3

0250482009038110Q3

2009.02.07

Clear

4

Q7

0250482009061110Q7

2009.03.02

Clear

6

QJ

0240482009071110QJ

2009.03.12

Clear

4

Q7

0250482009084110Q7

2009.03.25

Clear

6

QK

0240482009089110QK

2009.03.30

Clear

6

Q6

0250482009102110Q6

2009.04.12

Clear

6

QH

0240482009112110QH

2009.04.22

Clear

3

Q6

0250482009125110Q6

2009.05.05

Partially Cloudy

6

QK

0240482009130110QK

2009.05.10

Partially Cloudy

6

Q1

0250482009143110Q1

2009.05.23

Partially Cloudy

6

Q2

0250482009161110Q2

2009.06.10

Clear

5

QE

0240482009166110QE

2009.06.15

Clear

1

Q4

0250482009179110Q4

2009.06.28

Mostly Cloudy

7

QD

0240482009184110QD

2009.07.03

Mostly Cloudy

2

Q3

0250482009197110Q3

2009.07.16

Clear

4

QC

0240482009202110QC

2009.07.21

Clear

1

Q5

0250482009210110Q5

2009.07.29

Clear

4
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Scene ID

Scene Name

Date Collected

Cloud Cover

# Repeats

QA

0240482009220110QA

2009.08.08

Clear

1

Q7

0250482009228110Q7

2009.08.16

Clear

6

Q9

0240482009233110Q9

2009.08.21

Partially Cloudy

1

Q0

0250482009246110Q0

2009.09.03

Clear

7

Q6

0250482009264110Q6

2009.09.21

Mostly Cloudy

6

KP

0250482009269110KP

2009.09.26

Mostly Cloudy

10

Q0

0250482010002110Q0

2010.01.02

Clear

7

KP

0250482010020110KP

2010.01.20

Clear

10

Q2

0250482010051110Q2

2010.02.20

Clear

5

KP

0250482010056110KP

2010.02.25

Clear

10

KP

0250482010069110KP

2010.03.10

Clear

10

KP

0250482010087110KP

2010.03.28

Clear

10

Q5

0250482010100110Q5

2010.04.10

Clear

4

KP

0250482010105110KP

2010.04.15

Partially Cloudy

10

Q7

0250482010113110Q7

2010.04.23

Partially Cloudy

6

Q0

0250482010118110Q0

2010.04.28

Clear

7

KP

0250482010123110KP

2010.05.03

Clear

10

Q6

0250482010131110Q6

2010.05.11

Clear

6

Q1

0250482010149110Q1

2010.05.29

Clear

6

KP

0250482010154110KP

2010.06.03

Clear

10

QJ

0240482010203110QJ

2010.07.22

Mostly Cloudy

4

Q4

0250482010211110Q4

2010.07.30

Clear

7

QB

0240482010216110QB

2010.08.04

Mostly Cloudy

1

Q7

0250482010229110Q7

2010.08.17

Mostly Cloudy

6

QN

0240482010234110QN

2010.08.22

Mostly Cloudy

1

QH

0240482010247110QH

2010.09.04

Mostly Cloudy

3

Q5

0250482010260110Q5

2010.09.17

Mostly Cloudy

4

Q0

0250482010273110Q0

2010.09.30

Partially Cloudy

7

QM

0240482010278110QM

2010.10.05

Partially Cloudy

1

QI

0240482011024110QI

2011.01.24

Clear

2

Q1

0250482011094110Q1

2011.04.04

Clear

6
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Scene ID

Scene Name

Date Collected

Cloud Cover

# Repeats

Q7

0250482011107110Q7

2011.04.17

Partially Cloudy

6

Q2

0250482011125110Q2

2011.05.05

Partially Cloudy

5

Q4

0250482011138110Q4

2011.05.18

Partially Cloudy

7

KP

0250482011187110KP

2011.07.06

Mostly Cloudy

10

Q0

0250482011195110Q0

2011.07.14

Mostly Cloudy

7

QJ

0240482011200110QJ

2011.07.19

Mostly Cloudy

4

Q6

0250482011208110Q6

2011.07.27

Partially Cloudy

6

QH

0240482011226110QH

2011.08.14

Partially Cloudy

3

Q1

0250482011239110Q1

2011.08.27

Partially Cloudy

6

QA

0240482011244110QA

2011.09.01

Mostly Cloudy

2

Q2

0250482011265110Q2

2011.09.22

Mostly Cloudy

5

Q4

0250482011278110Q4

2011.10.05

Mostly Cloudy

7

Q3

0250482011309110Q3

2011.11.05

Clear

4

Q5

0250482011322110Q5

2011.11.18

Partially Cloudy

4

Q0

0250482011335110Q0

2011.12.01

Clear

7

Q1

0250482012017110Q1

2012.01.17

Clear

6

QK

0240482012022110QK

2012.01.22

Clear

6

Q4

0250482012056110Q4

2012.02.25

Partially Cloudy

7

Q3

0250482012069110Q3

2012.03.09

Clear

4

QJ

0240482012095110QJ

2012.04.04

Clear

4

Q6

0250482012129110Q6

2012.05.08

Partially Cloudy

6

QA

0240482012176110QA

2012.06.24

Mostly Cloudy

2

QD

0240482012189110QD

2012.07.07

Partially Cloudy

2

Q4

0250482012197110Q4

2012.07.15

Partially Cloudy

7

QI

0240482012202110QI

2012.07.20

Mostly Cloudy

2

QL

0240482012210110QL

2012.07.28

Mostly Cloudy

3
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Ground Material Samples
Table B.1 contains the list of materials collected in Oaxaca, Mexico, during December 2011
ground-truth campaign. The material spectral profiles for the December field campaign
were shown in Figure 4.30 and Figure 4.31 in Section 4.4.2.

B.1

December 2011

Images and materials were collected in December 1 - 15, 2011, in Oaxaca, Mexico, by Dr.
William Middleton and Kelly Canham. All data has been compiled and is available on
the hard drive. The lists of digital images for the surrounding environment associated
with each field site from the December field campaign are included in the individual
valley subsections of this appendix. These digital images are stored on the harddrive at
E:/GIS/RmS Ground Truth Data 2012/2011 December ground truth. Additionally, these digital photos have been hyperlinked to the GIS polygons of the associated regions in the three
GIS maps located on the hard drive at E:/GIS/ArcGIS Maps/Dec2011 ground truth.mxd,
E:/GIS/ArcGIS Maps/Dec2011 Tlacalula ground truth materials map.mxd,
E:/GIS/ArcGIS Maps/Dec2011 Yanhuitlan ground truth materials map.mxd, and
E:/GIS/ArcGIS Maps/Dec2011 Ycuitla ground truth materials map.mxd.
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Table B.1: List of Material Samples Collected in Oaxaca, Mexico, during December 2011

ID

Field ID

Valley

Material Description

00

N046

Ycuitla

Iron-rich basalt

01

EXTRA

Ycuitla

Iron-rich basalt

02

N046

Ycuitla

Iron-rich basalt

03

F022

Tlacolula

Iron-rich yellow soil with chirt and rhylite rocks

04

F022

Tlacolula

Iron-rich yellow soil with chirt and rhylite rocks and
pottery shard

05

F042

Tlacolula

Pyroxeme Gabbro

06

F042

Tlacolula

Pyroxeme Gabbro with basalt and andosite rocks

07

F016

Yanhuitlan

08

F045

Ycuitla

Pink Iron-stained caliche powder with basalt

09

F016

Yanhuitlan

Pink Iron-stained caliche powder with basalt

10

F025

Tlacolula

11

F045

Ycuitla

12

F014

Yanhuitlan

Red iron-stained rhylite with pumus

Felsic granite with some chert pebbles
Grey moss/lichen covered caliche
Red iron-stained caliche powder with caliche rocks
and pottery shards

13

F017

Yanhuitlan

Red Iron-stained soil with vegetation debris

14

N/A

N/A

15

F044

Ycuitla

White powdered caliche with some vegetation debris

16

F045

Ycuitla

Pink iron-stained caliche with some lichen/mold grey

Terra cotta tile convex/outer side

caliche
17

F044

Ycuitla

White caliche soil crust

18

F045

Ycuitla

Grey ground-cover bush

19

N046

Ycuitla

Short senescent grass with small blades

20

F043

Tlacolula

21

N/A

N/A

Terra cotta tile concave/inner side

22

F017

Yanhuitlan

Senescent carrizo cane plant leaf

23

F020

Tlacolula

24

F017

Yanhuitlan

Red tinted senescent tall grass

Grass with pink/red seeds (common to agave fields)
Senescent wheat shaft

Continued on Next Page. . .
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ID

Field ID

Valley

Material Description

25

F023

Tlacolula

26

F014

Yanhuitlan

Senescent ground-cover grass

27

F016

Yanhuitlan

Senescent tall yellow grass with shorter red grass

Senescent grass with inflorescence

leaves surrounding taller/yellow stalks
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Dig Im Name
DSCN3692.JPG
DSCN3693.JPG
DSCN3694.JPG
DSCN3695.JPG
DSCN3696.JPG
DSCN3697.JPG

Table B.2: Digital Images of Field Site #F023.
Brief Description
Landscape facing West
Close-up of ground-vegetation
Landscape facing NorthEast
Close-up of Acacia tree
Chaparral vegetation facing North
Close-up of ground-vegetation and soil

Dig Im Name
DSCN3699.JPG
DSCN3700.JPG
DSCN3701.JPG
DSCN3702.JPG
DSCN3703.JPG
DSCN3704.JPG
DSCN3705.JPG
DSCN3706.JPG
DSCN3707.JPG
DSCN3708.JPG
DSCN3709.JPG
DSCN3710.JPG

Table B.3: Digital Images of Field Site #F025.
Brief Description
Image 1 of 180°North to South sweep - facing North
Image 2 of 180°North to South sweep
Image 3 of 180°North to South sweep
Image 4 of 180°North to South sweep
Image 5 of 180°North to South sweep
Image 6 of 180°North to South sweep - facing South
Close-up of fallow vegetation found in NorthWest field
Landscape of maize found in SouthEast field
Landscape of maize found in SouthEast field
Landscape of agave and grass found in SouthWest field
Landscape of gully/ditch in NorthEast field - facing North
Landscape of gully/ditch in NorthEast field - facing East

B.1.1

Tlacolula Valley

All images referred to in the following tables can be found on the harddrive under
E:/GIS/RmS Ground Truth Data 2012/2011 December ground truth/Tlacalula Field Work. The
listed images are part of the field notes collected during the December 2011 ground-truth
campaign in the Tlacolula Valley (surrouding the town of Santa Ana del Valle).

Dig Im Name
DSCN3712.JPG
DSCN3713.JPG
DSCN3714.JPG

Table B.4: Digital Images of Field Site #F043.
Brief Description
Landscape facing South
Close-up of vegation (Material ID #20)
Zoom-in of landscape facing South
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Dig Im Name
DSCN3716.JPG
DSCN3717.JPG
DSCN3718.JPG
DSCN3719.JPG
DSCN3720.JPG
DSCN3721.JPG
DSCN3722.JPG
DSCN3723.JPG
DSCN3724.JPG

Table B.5: Digital Images of Field Site #F042.
Brief Description
Landscape facing South - dirt road/driveway
Close-up of large grey volcanic rocks
Landscape facing SouthEast
Close-up of ground (Material ID #05, 06, and 20)
Close-close-up of ground (Material ID #05, 06, and 20)
Close-up of Acacia tree
Zoom-in of landscape showing Organ Cactus
Landscape of field - facing East
Landscape of field - facing NorthEast

Dig Im Name
DSCN3727.JPG
DSCN3728.JPG
DSCN3729.JPG
DSCN3730.JPG
DSCN3731.JPG
DSCN3732.JPG
DSCN3733.JPG
DSCN3734.JPG
DSCN3735.JPG
DSCN3736.JPG
DSCN3737.JPG
DSCN3738.JPG
DSCN3739.JPG

Table B.6: Digital Images of Field Site #F041.
Brief Description
Landscape into ravine facing North
Landscape into ravine facing NorthWest
Close-up of vegetation and ground
Landscape into ravine facing NorthEast
Close-close-up of white-flowering tree
Landscape facing South from down hillside
Landscape facing NorthWest
Landscape facing North
Landscape facing North
Landscape facing NorthEast
Close-up of grass/ground
Landscape facing North
Landscape facing SouthEast

Dig Im Name
DSCN3741.JPG
DSCN3742.JPG

Dig Im Name
DSCN3744.JPG
DSCN3745.JPG
DSCN3746.JPG

Table B.7: Digital Images of Field Site #F035 and #F037.
Brief Description
Landscape of maize milpa facing North
Landscape of maize milpa facing North
Table B.8: Digital Images of Field Site #F038.
Brief Description
Close-up of concrete road
Landscape concrete road facing South
Close-up of concrete and dirt road
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Dig Im Name
DSCN3748.JPG

Table B.9: Digital Images of Field Site #F029.
Brief Description
School with red terra cotta tile roof (Material ID #14 and 21)

Dig Im Name
DSCN3749.JPG

Table B.10: Digital Images of Field Site #F030.
Brief Description
School with tin roof

Dig Im Name
DSCN3757.JPG
DSCN3758.JPG
DSCN3759.JPG
DSCN3760.JPG
DSCN3761.JPG
DSCN3762.JPG

Table B.11: Digital Images of Field Site #F024.
Brief Description
Landscape facing NorthEast - housing sub-division
Landscape facing East - housing sub-division
Landscape facing SouthEast - new construction dirt
Landscape facing North - gum trees
Landscape facing NorthWest - gum trees
Landscape facing SouthWest - scrub brush

Dig Im Name
DSCN3764.JPG
DSCN3765.JPG
DSCN3766.JPG
DSCN3767.JPG
DSCN3768.JPG
DSCN3769.JPG
DSCN3770.JPG

Table B.12: Digital Images of Field Site #F022.
Brief Description
Landscape facing East
Landscape facing NorthEast
Close-up of ground/soil
Zoom-out of lanscape facing East
Landscape facing East
Landscape facing SouthEast
Zoom-out of landscape facing NorthEast

Dig Im Name
DSCN3772.JPG
DSCN3773.JPG
DSCN3774.JPG
DSCN3775.JPG

Table B.13: Digital Images of Field Site #F020.
Brief Description
Landscape facing NorthEast
Landscape facing South
Close-up of ground/soil and pink seeded grass (Material ID #23)
Close-up of pink seeded grass on black velvet (Material ID #23)

Dig Im Name
DSCN3777.JPG
DSCN3778.JPG

Table B.14: Digital Images of Field Site #F028.
Brief Description
Landscape facing North showing red-painted concrete school roof
Landscape facing NorthEast
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DSCN3781.JPG

Table B.15: Digital Images of Field Site #F027.
Brief Description
Landscape facing SouthWest showing basketball court and soccer
field behind highschool
Landscape facing SouthWest

Dig Im Name
DSCN3783.JPG

Table B.16: Digital Images of Field Site #F031.
Brief Description
Landscape facing South

Dig Im Name
DSCN3785.JPG
DSCN3786.JPG
DSCN3787.JPG

Table B.17: Digital Images of Field Site #F026.
Brief Description
Landscape facing South
Landscape facing SouthWest
Landscape facing SouthEast

Dig Im Name
DSCN3789.JPG

Table B.18: Digital Images of Field Site #F039.
Brief Description
Landscape facing SouthWest

Dig Im Name
DSCN3780.JPG

Dig Im Name
DSCN3791.JPG
DSCN3792.JPG
DSCN3793.JPG

Table B.19: Digital Images of Field Site #F032.
Brief Description
Landscape facing NorthWest showing basketball court in center
of town (Santa Ana del Valle)
Landscape facing NorthEast showing town plaza and church
Close-up of large trees located in the center of town
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Dig Im Name
DSCN4210.JPG
DSCN4211.JPG
DSCN4212.JPG
DSCN4213.JPG
DSCN4214.JPG
DSCN4215.JPG
DSCN4216.JPG
DSCN4217.JPG
DSCN4218.JPG
DSCN4219.JPG
DSCN4220.JPG
DSCN4221.JPG
DSCN4222.JPG
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Table B.20: Digital Images of Field Site #F045.
Brief Description
Landscape facing North - 1/8 360 degree panarama
Landscape facing NorthEast - 2/8 360 degree panarama
Landscape facing East - 3/8 360 degree panarama
Landscape facing SouthEast - 4/8 360 degree panarama
Landscape facing South - 5/8 360 degree panarama
Landscape facing SouthWest - 6/8 360 degree panarama
Landscape facing West - 7/8 360 degree panarama
Landscape facing NorthWest - 8/8 360 degree panarama
Close-up of caliche and red straggly ground cover plants
Close-up of caliche and grey colored ground cover (Material # 18)
Close-up of chaparral bush
Close-up of chaparral weed (possibly goldenrod or ragweed)
Close-up of chaparral bush

Ycuitla Valley

All images referred to in the following tables can be found on the harddrive under
E:/GIS/RmS Ground Truth Data 2012/2011 December ground truth/Ycuita Field Work. The
listed images are part of the field notes collected during the December 2011 ground-truth
campaign in the valley of Ycuita.
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Dig Im Name
DSCN4259.JPG
DSCN4260.JPG
DSCN4261.JPG
DSCN4262.JPG
DSCN4263.JPG
DSCN4264.JPG
DSCN4265.JPG
DSCN4266.JPG
DSCN4267.JPG
DSCN4268.JPG
DSCN4269.JPG
DSCN4270.JPG
DSCN4271.JPG
DSCN4272.JPG
DSCN4273.JPG

Table B.21: Digital Images of Field Site #F044.
Brief Description
Landscape facing NorthEast - 1/8 360 degree panarama
Landscape facing North - 2/8 360 degree panarama
Landscape facing NorthWest - 3/8 360 degree panarama
Landscape facing West - 4/8 360 degree panarama
Landscape facing SouthWest - 5/8 360 degree panarama
Landscape facing South - 6/8 360 degree panarama
Landscape facing SouthEast - 7/8 360 degree panarama
Landscape facing East - 8/8 360 degree panarama
Close-up of bush with pink/purple stems
Close-up of oak tree in pine-oak mountain side forest
Landscape of ancient erroded lombardo
Zoom-in landscape of ancient erroded lombardo
Landscape of lombardo and ravine
Landscape of lombardo and ravine
Close-up of lombardo showing rock layer of possible building

Dig Im Name
DSCN4277.JPG
DSCN4278.JPG

Table B.22: Digital Images of Field Site #F051.
Brief Description
Landscape facing West
Landscape facing NorthWest

Dig Im Name
DSCN4280.JPG
DSCN4281.JPG

Table B.23: Digital Images of Field Site #XTRA.
Brief Description
Landscape facing WestEast
Close-up of grey roack and vegetation cover

Dig Im Name
DSCN4283.JPG
DSCN4284.JPG
DSCN4285.JPG
DSCN4286.JPG
DSCN4287.JPG
DSCN4288.JPG
DSCN4289.JPG
DSCN4290.JPG

Table B.24: Digital Images of Field Site #F052.
Brief Description
Landscape facing West - 1/8 360 degree panarama
Landscape facing SouthWest - 2/8 360 degree panarama
Landscape facing South - 3/8 360 degree panarama
Landscape facing SouthEast - 4/8 360 degree panarama
Landscape facing East - 5/8 360 degree panarama
Landscape facing NorthEast - 6/8 360 degree panarama
Landscape facing North - 7/8 360 degree panarama
Landscape facing NorthWest - 8/8 360 degree panarama
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Dig Im Name
DSCN4292.JPG
DSCN4293.JPG
DSCN4294.JPG
DSCN4295.JPG
DSCN4296.JPG
DSCN4297.JPG
DSCN4298.JPG
DSCN4299.JPG
DSCN4300.JPG
DSCN4301.JPG
DSCN4302.JPG
DSCN4303.JPG
DSCN4304.JPG
DSCN4305.JPG
DSCN4306.JPG

Table B.25: Digital Images of Field Site #F047.
Brief Description
Landscape facing North - 1/9 360 degree panarama
Landscape facing NorthWest - 2/9 360 degree panarama
Landscape facing West - 3/9 360 degree panarama
Landscape facing SouthWest - 4/9 360 degree panarama
Landscape facing South - 5/9 360 degree panarama
Landscape facing SouthEast - 6/9 360 degree panarama
Landscape facing East - 7/9 360 degree panarama
Landscape facing NorthEast - 8/9 360 degree panarama
Landscape facing North - 9/9 360 degree panarama
Close-up of grey rock that breaks at right angles
Close-up of Yucca plant
Close-up of Agave plant
Close-up of grey bushy plant
Close-up of grey grassy plant
Close-up of barrel cactus

Dig Im Name
DSCN4308.JPG
DSCN4309.JPG
DSCN4310.JPG
DSCN4311.JPG
DSCN4312.JPG
DSCN4313.JPG
DSCN4314.JPG
DSCN4315.JPG
DSCN4316.JPG
DSCN4317.JPG
DSCN4318.JPG

Table B.26: Digital Images of Field Site #F046.
Brief Description
Landscape facing East - 1/9 360 degree panarama
Landscape facing NorthEast - 2/9 360 degree panarama
Landscape facing North - 3/9 360 degree panarama
Landscape facing NorthWest - 4/9 360 degree panarama
Landscape facing West - 5/9 360 degree panarama
Landscape facing SouthWest - 6/9 360 degree panarama
Landscape facing South - 7/9 360 degree panarama
Landscape facing SouthEast - 8/9 360 degree panarama
Landscape facing East - 9/9 360 degree panarama
Close-up of bush
Close-up of napal (AKA prickly-pear cactus)
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Dig Im Name
DSCN4327.JPG
DSCN4328.JPG
DSCN4329.JPG
DSCN4330.JPG
DSCN4331.JPG
DSCN4332.JPG
DSCN4333.JPG
DSCN4334.JPG
DSCN4335.JPG
DSCN4336.JPG
DSCN4337.JPG
DSCN4338.JPG
DSCN4339.JPG
DSCN4340.JPG
DSCN4341.JPG
DSCN4342.JPG
DSCN4343.JPG
DSCN4344.JPG
DSCN4345.JPG
DSCN4346.JPG
DSCN4347.JPG

Table B.27: Digital Images of Field Site #F050.
Brief Description
Landscape facing East of bare caliche desposit
Zoom-in of Yucuita Valley
Landscape of planned site N050 (a hilltop away from F050)
Close-up of planned site N050 (a hilltop away from F050)
Landscape facing SouthEast - 1/9 360 degree panarama
Landscape facing East - 2/9 360 degree panarama
Landscape facing NorthEast - 3/9 360 degree panarama
Landscape facing North - 4/9 360 degree panarama
Landscape facing NorthWest - 5/9 360 degree panarama
Landscape facing West - 6/9 360 degree panarama
Landscape facing WestSouthWest - 7/9 360 degree panarama
Landscape facing SouthWest - 8/9 360 degree panarama
Landscape facing Wouth - 9/9 360 degree panarama
Close-up of 1-5 year old pine tree
Close-up of 1-5 year old pine tree
Close-up of feathery, pale grass
Close-up of acacia tree/bush
Close-up of 10-20 year old pine tree
Walking North from point F050 towards town
Walking North from point F050 towards town
Looking West from hilltop showing wheat field

Dig Im Name
DSCN4355.JPG

Table B.28: Digital Images of Field Site #F049.
Brief Description
Landscape facing West showing maize field
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Dig Im Name
DSCN4372.JPG
DSCN4373.JPG
DSCN4374.JPG
DSCN4375.JPG
DSCN4376.JPG
DSCN4377.JPG
DSCN4378.JPG
DSCN4379.JPG
DSCN4380.JPG
DSCN4381.JPG
DSCN4382.JPG
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Table B.29: Digital Images of Field Site #F054.
Brief Description
Close-up of dirt road
Landscape facing NorthWest - 1/10 360 degree panarama
Landscape facing NorthWest - 2/10 360 degree panarama
Landscape facing SouthWest - 3/10 360 degree panarama
Landscape facing South - 4/10 360 degree panarama
Landscape facing SouthEast - 5/10 360 degree panarama
Landscape facing East - 6/10 360 degree panarama
Landscape facing NorthEast - 7/10 360 degree panarama
Landscape facing North - 8/10 360 degree panarama
Landscape facing North - 9/10 360 degree panarama
Landscape facing West - 10/10 360 degree panarama

Yanhuitlan Valley

All images referred to in the following tables can be found on the harddrive under
E:/GIS/RmS Ground Truth Data 2012/2011 December ground truth/Yanhuitlan Field Work. The
listed images are part of the field notes collected during the December 2011 ground-truth
campaign in the valley of Yanhuitlan.
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Dig Im Name
DSCN4401.JPG
DSCN4402.JPG
DSCN4403.JPG
DSCN4404.JPG
DSCN4405.JPG
DSCN4406.JPG
DSCN4407.JPG
DSCN4408.JPG
DSCN4409.JPG
DSCN4410.JPG
DSCN4411.JPG
DSCN4412.JPG
DSCN4413.JPG

Dig Im Name
DSCN4415.JPG
DSCN4416.JPG
DSCN4417.JPG
DSCN4418.JPG
DSCN4419.JPG
DSCN4420.JPG
DSCN4421.JPG
DSCN4422.JPG
DSCN4423.JPG
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Table B.30: Digital Images of Field Site #F016.
Brief Description
Landscape facing East - 1/9 360 degree panarama
Landscape facing NorthEast - 2/9 360 degree panarama
Landscape facing North - 3/9 360 degree panarama
Landscape facing NorthWest - 4/9 360 degree panarama
Landscape facing West - 5/9 360 degree panarama
Landscape facing SouthWest - 6/9 360 degree panarama
Landscape facing South - 7/9 360 degree panarama
Landscape facing SouthEast - 8/9 360 degree panarama
Landscape facing East - 9/9 360 degree panarama
Close-up of tall grass (Material #ID 26)
Close-up of broad leaf bush
Zoom-in of red dirt
Close-up of red dirt and gravel

Table B.31: Digital Images of Field Site #F017.
Brief Description
Landscape facing SouthEast - 1/8 360 degree panarama
Landscape facing East - 2/8 360 degree panarama
Landscape facing NorthEast - 3/8 360 degree panarama (shows
carrizo plant up close, Material #ID 22)
Landscape facing North - 4/8 360 degree panarama (cut wheat
field)
Landscape facing NorthWest - 5/8 360 degree panarama
Landscape facing West - 6/8 360 degree panarama
Landscape facing SouthWest - 7/8 360 degree panarama
Landscape facing South - 8/8 360 degree panarama
Zoom-in of red dirt with wheat chaff and carrizo debrisp (Material
#IDs 13, 22, and 24)
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DSCN4435.JPG
DSCN4436.JPG

Table B.32: Digital Images of Field Site #N014.
Brief Description
Landscape facing East - 1/7 360 degree panarama
Landscape facing NorthEast - 2/7 360 degree panarama
Landscape facing North - 3/7 360 degree panarama
Landscape facing NorthWest - 4/7 360 degree panarama
Landscape facing West - 5/7 360 degree panarama
Landscape facing SouthWest - 6/7 360 degree panarama
Landscape facing SouthEast - 7/7 360 degree panarama
Zoom-in of ground including potter shards and grass (Material
#ID 12)
Zoom-in of ground including potter shards and grass
Close-up of acacia tree

Dig Im Name
DSCN4438.JPG
DSCN4439.JPG
DSCN4440.JPG
DSCN4441.JPG
DSCN4442.JPG
DSCN4443.JPG
DSCN4444.JPG
DSCN4445.JPG
DSCN4446.JPG

Table B.33: Digital Images of Field Site #N011.
Brief Description
Landscape facing North - 1/9 360 degree panarama
Landscape facing NorthWest - 2/9 360 degree panarama
Landscape facing West - 3/9 360 degree panarama
Landscape facing SouthWest - 4/9 360 degree panarama
Landscape facing South - 5/9 360 degree panarama
Landscape facing SouthEast - 6/9 360 degree panarama
Landscape facing East - 7/9 360 degree panarama
Landscape facing NorthEast - 8/9 360 degree panarama
Landscape facing North - 9/9 360 degree panarama

Dig Im Name
DSCN4448.JPG
DSCN4449.JPG

Table B.34: Digital Images of Field Site #N005.
Brief Description
Landscape facing East from road looking at red school roof
Zoom-in facing East from road looking at red school roof

Dig Im Name
DSCN4427.JPG
DSCN4428.JPG
DSCN4429.JPG
DSCN4430.JPG
DSCN4431.JPG
DSCN4432.JPG
DSCN4433.JPG
DSCN4434.JPG
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DSCN4451.JPG
DSCN4452.JPG
DSCN4453.JPG
DSCN4454.JPG
DSCN4455.JPG
DSCN4456.JPG
DSCN4457.JPG
DSCN4458.JPG
DSCN4459.JPG
DSCN4460.JPG
DSCN4461.JPG
DSCN4462.JPG
DSCN4463.JPG
DSCN4464.JPG

Dig Im Name
DSCN4466.JPG
DSCN4467.JPG
DSCN4468.JPG
DSCN4469.JPG
DSCN4470.JPG

APPENDIX B. GROUND MATERIAL SAMPLES

Table B.35: Digital Images of Field Site #N004.
Brief Description
Landscape facing East - looking at front of Cathedral
Landscape facing East - looking at Cathedral doors and sidewalk
Landscape facing SouthEast - looking at grass yard around Cathedral and abby
Landscape facing NorthEast - 1/6 180 degree panarama (soccer
field)
Landscape facing North - 2/6 180 degree panarama (maize fields
and houses)
Landscape facing NorthWest - 3/6 180 degree panarama
Landscape facing West - 4/6 180 degree panarama
Landscape facing SouthWest - 5/6 180 degree panarama
Landscape facing South - 6/6 180 degree panarama
Landscape facing East - looking at Cathedral main entrance
Landscape facing NorthEast - NorthWestern side arch of Cathedral
Close-up of paving stones on walkway to Cathedral main entrance
Close-up of concrete patio on western side of Cathedral (in front
of main entrance)
Close-up of concrete patio on western side of Cathedral (in front
of main entrance)

Table B.36: Digital Images of Field Site #N003.
Brief Description
Landscape facing NorthWest - 1/5 180 degree panarama
Landscape facing West - 2/5 180 degree panarama
Landscape facing SouthWest - 3/5 180 degree panarama
Landscape facing South - 4/5 180 degree panarama
Landscape facing SouthEast - 5/5 180 degree panarama
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DSCN4472.JPG
DSCN4473.JPG
DSCN4474.JPG
DSCN4475.JPG
DSCN4476.JPG
DSCN4477.JPG
DSCN4478.JPG
DSCN4479.JPG
DSCN4480.JPG
DSCN4481.JPG
DSCN4482.JPG
DSCN4483.JPG

Dig Im Name
DSCN4487.JPG
DSCN4500.JPG
DSCN4501.JPG

Dig Im Name
DSCN4489.JPG
DSCN4490.JPG

Dig Im Name
DSCN4492.JPG
DSCN4493.JPG
DSCN4494.JPG
DSCN4495.JPG
DSCN4496.JPG
DSCN4497.JPG
DSCN4498.JPG
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Table B.37: Digital Images of Field Site #N007.
Brief Description
Landscape facing West - 1/8 180 degree panarama
Landscape facing SouthWest - 2/8 180 degree panarama
Landscape facing SouthEast - 3/8 180 degree panarama
Landscape facing East - 4/8 180 degree panarama
Landscape facing NorthEast - 5/8 180 degree panarama
Landscape facing North - 6/8 180 degree panarama
Landscape facing NorthWest - 7/8 180 degree panarama
Landscape facing West - 8/8 180 degree panarama
Close-up of concrete patio floor
Close-up of concrete basketball court
Close-up of palm tree located in town center
Close-up of pine tree located in town center
Table B.38: Digital Images of Field Site #N001.
Brief Description
Landscape facing East from road looking at house complex with
new conctruction (new roof)
Landscape facing SouthEast from road looking at house complex
with new conctruction (new roof)
Landscape facing SouthEast from road looking at corner of house
complex with new conctruction (new roof)
Table B.39: Digital Images of Field Site #N002.
Brief Description
Landscape facing SouthWest from road looking at house complex
with blue roof in WV-2 image
Landscape facing NorthWest from road looking at house complex
with blue roof in WV-2 image
Table B.40: Digital Images of Field Site #N015.
Brief Description
Landscape facing SouthEast - 1/7 180 degree panarama
Landscape facing East - 2/7 180 degree panarama
Landscape facing NorthEast - 3/7 180 degree panarama
Landscape facing NorthWest - 4/7 180 degree panarama
Landscape facing West - 5/7 180 degree panarama
Landscape facing SouthWest - 6/7 180 degree panarama
Landscape facing South - 7/7 180 degree panarama
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DSCN4504.JPG
DSCN4505.JPG
DSCN4506.JPG
DSCN4507.JPG
DSCN4508.JPG
DSCN4509.JPG
DSCN4510.JPG
DSCN4511.JPG
DSCN4512.JPG
DSCN4513.JPG
DSCN4514.JPG
DSCN4515.JPG
DSCN4516.JPG
DSCN4517.JPG
DSCN4518.JPG
DSCN4519.JPG
DSCN4520.JPG
DSCN4521.JPG
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Table B.41: Digital Images of Field Site #N008.
Brief Description
Landscape facing North - 1/9 360 degree panarama of original
wheat field
Landscape facing NorthWest - 2/9 360 degree panarama of original
wheat field
Landscape facing West - 3/9 360 degree panarama of original
wheat field
Landscape facing SouthWest - 4/9 360 degree panarama of original
wheat field
Landscape facing South - 5/9 360 degree panarama of original
wheat field
Landscape facing SouthEast - 6/9 360 degree panarama of original
wheat field
Landscape facing East - 7/9 360 degree panarama of original wheat
field
Landscape facing NorthEast - 8/97 360 degree panarama of original wheat field
Landscape facing North - 9/9 360 degree panarama of original
wheat field
Landscape facing SouthEast - 1/9 360 degree panarama of road
and field across road
Landscape facing East - 2/9 360 degree panarama of road and field
across road
Landscape facing NorthEast - 3/9 360 degree panarama of road
and field across road
Landscape facing North - 4/9 360 degree panarama of road and
field across road
Landscape facing North - 5/9 360 degree panarama of road and
field across road
Landscape facing NorthWest - 6/9 360 degree panarama of road
and field across road
Landscape facing West - 7/9 360 degree panarama of road and
field across road
Landscape facing SouthWest - 8/9 360 degree panarama of road
and field across road
Landscape facing South - 9/9 360 degree panarama of road and
field across road
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DSCN4524.JPG
DSCN4525.JPG
DSCN4526.JPG
DSCN4527.JPG
DSCN4528.JPG
DSCN4529.JPG
DSCN4530.JPG
DSCN4531.JPG
DSCN4532.JPG
DSCN4533.JPG
DSCN4534.JPG
DSCN4535.JPG
DSCN4536.JPG

Dig Im Name
DSCN4538.JPG
DSCN4539.JPG
DSCN4540.JPG
DSCN4541.JPG
DSCN4542.JPG
DSCN4543.JPG
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Table B.42: Digital Images of Field Site #N000.
Brief Description
Landscape facing SouthWest - 1/9 360 degree panarama of fallow
field
Landscape facing South - 2/9 360 degree panarama of fallow field
Landscape facing SouthEast - 3/9 360 degree panarama of fallow
field
Landscape facing East - 4/9 360 degree panarama of fallow field
Landscape facing NorthEast - 5/9 360 degree panarama of fallow
field
Landscape facing North - 6/9 360 degree panarama of fallow field
Landscape facing North - 7/9 360 degree panarama of fallow field
Landscape facing NorthWest - 8/97 360 degree panarama of fallow
field
Landscape facing West - 9/9 360 degree panarama of fallow field
Landscape facing NorthEast - 1/9 180 degree panarama of second
fallow field
Landscape facing East - 2/9 180 degree panarama of second fallow
field
Landscape facing SouthEast - 3/9 180 degree panarama of second
fallow field
Landscape facing South - 4/9 180 degree panarama of second
fallow field

Table B.43: Digital Images of Field Site #N009.
Brief Description
Landscape facing EastSouthEast driving up to teepee buildings
from dirt road
Landscape facing East driving up to teepee buildings from dirt
road
Landscape facing South showing teepee buildings and corregated
concrete roof building
Landscape facing East maize field
Landscape facing South
Landscape facing West driving past teepee buildings along main
highway into/outof Yanhuitlan
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APPENDIX B. GROUND MATERIAL SAMPLES

July 2012

As of August 2012, all of the ground-truth data collected in Oaxaca during June 28 - July
5, 2012, are still being compiled. Participants to this field campaign include Dr. William
Middleton, Kelly Canham, and two undergraduate archaeology studentes (Katlyn and
Jeremy). An ASD FieldSpec Pro4 spectroradiometer was brought into Mexico using a
carnet specifically for this data collect. At the beginning of the field campaign the ASD
was brand new and the spectralon refernce panels were also brand new. The ASD touchprobe was used extensively during this field collect due to very cloudy atmosphere (wet
season in Oaxaca). For vegetation measurements a wooden lid painted with Krylon UltraFlat Matte paint was placed behind/beneath the vegetation while the ASD touch-probe
was placed on top of the vegetation so that stray background light will be reduced or
elliminated. This painted wooden lid was used in the laboratory measurements of the
Decemeber material spectral measurements. Table B.44 lists the spectra for all material
sampes measured as well as a brief description of the material measured. As of August
2012 not all names listed in Table B.44 are correct or properly identified. Digital images
of each materal measured with the ASD were taken on the day of collect and field notes
linking the different digital photos with the ASD spectra are still in the field so have not
been compiled and used to accurately identify the different materials. Additionally, the
GPS location of each of these materials has also been recorded but not compiled into this
list.

Table B.44: List of Material Samples Collected in Oaxaca,
Mexico, during July 2012 using an ASD FieldSpec Pro4.

Date

Start #

Stop #

Material Description
ASD point 01 - Casa Aldamo
Optimized

6/30/2012

0

9

White reference panel

6/30/2012

10

19

Concrete stucco very roosa

6/30/2012

20

29

Red brick

Continued on Next Page. . .
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Date

Start #

Stop #

Material Description

6/30/2012

30

39

Black plastic tinaco

6/30/2012

40

49

Red painted roof

6/30/2012

50

59

Yellow painted wall

6/30/2012

60

69

Black reference Krylon Ultra Flat Matte Black painted
wooden lid

6/30/2012

70

79

Coarse concrete block

6/30/2012

80

89

Wet coarse concrete block

6/30/2012

90

99

White reference panel

6/30/2012

100

109

Unfinished wood from drawer

6/30/2012

110

119

Wet red painted roof

6/30/2012

120

129

Wet red ceramic tile

6/30/2012

130

139

White reference panel

6/30/2012

140

149

Dry less dirty red ceramic tile

6/30/2012

150

159

Tin roof

6/30/2012

160

169

Wet unfinished wood from drawer

6/30/2012

170

179

Weathered copper pipe

6/30/2012

180

189

Weed leaf

6/30/2012

190

199

Dry dirty red ceramic tile

6/30/2012

200

209

Noche Buena leaf

6/30/2012

210

219

Yucca leaf

6/30/2012

220

229

Concrete wash basin smooth

6/30/2012

230

239

Concrete column moderately rough

6/30/2012

240

249

Geranium leaf

6/30/2012

250

259

White Reference Panel

6/30/2012

260

269

White plastic roof

6/30/2012

270

279

Squash leaf

6/30/2012

280

289

White translucent plastic roof

6/30/2012

290

299

Stressed aloe leaf

6/30/2012

300

309

Blue tarp

6/30/2012

310

319

Red asphalt surface

Continued on Next Page. . .
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Date

Start #

Stop #

Material Description

6/30/2012

320

329

Mossy concrete tank 50% green moss coverage

6/30/2012

330

339

Concrete tank cleanside

6/30/2012

340

349

Mossy concrete tank 100% green moss coverage with
yellow spores

6/30/2012

350

359

Concrete tank stained

6/30/2012

360

369

BAD DATA

6/30/2012

370

379

Rusty metal

6/30/2012

380

389

Mossy concrete tank 80% orange moss coverage

6/30/2012

390

399

White reference panel

6/30/2012

400

409

Concrete tank weathered side

6/30/2012

410

419

Weathered black tinaco #1

6/30/2012

420

429

Succulent horror plant

6/30/2012

430

439

Red ceramic brick wall

6/30/2012

440

449

Metal roofing material (probably tin)

6/30/2012

450

459

White painted gas tank

6/30/2012

460

469

Weathered black tinaco #2 (more weathered than #1)

6/30/2012

470

479

Solanaceae old leaf stressed

6/30/2012

480

489

Wet gravel

6/30/2012

490

499

Dry gravel

6/30/2012

500

509

Red ceramic brick with grey moss

6/30/2012

510

519

Solanaceae new leaf

6/30/2012

520

529

Wet red painted roof stationary

6/30/2012

530

539

White reference panel on black reference lid

6/30/2012

540

549

Tin roof

6/30/2012

550

559

Red asphalt shingle

6/30/2012

560

569

Dry red painted roof stationary

6/30/2012

570

579

Concrete tank 10% green moss covered stationary

6/30/2012

580

589

White translucent roof

6/30/2012

590

599

Weathered black tinaco

6/30/2012

600

609

Dry red roof moving average

Continued on Next Page. . .
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Date

Start #

Stop #

Material Description

6/30/2012

610

619

Concrete tank 90% green moss covered stationary

6/30/2012

620

629

Concrete tank with moss moving average

6/30/2012

630

639

New shiny tinaco at 60°look-angle

6/30/2012

640

649

White painted gas tank at 60% look-angle

6/30/2012

650

659

White translucent roof moving average

6/30/2012

660

669

Casa Aldama court yard in shadow viewed from roof
ASD point 02 - Tlacolula
Optimized

7/1/2012

0

9

White Ref

7/1/2012

10

19

Concrete road surface

7/1/2012

20

29

Concrete road surface

7/1/2012

30

39

Dry dirt on road

7/1/2012

40

49

Sidewalk

7/1/2012

50

59

Sidewalk

7/1/2012

60

69

Short grass with dead grass with local dirt

7/1/2012

70

79

Gum leaf top side

7/1/2012

80

89

Gum leaf bottom side

7/1/2012

90

99

Pepper tree leaf
Reoptimize

7/1/2012

100

109

BAD DATA

7/1/2012

110

119

Taller grass

7/1/2012

120

129

Aloe leaf

7/1/2012

130

139

Stressed alow leaf

7/1/2012

140

149

Copal leaf top side

7/1/2012

150

159

Copal leaf bottom side

7/1/2012

160

169

Broad leaf shrub top side

7/1/2012

170

179

Broad leaf shrub bottom side

7/1/2012

180

189

Nicotinana leaf top side

7/1/2012

190

199

Nicotinana leaf bottom side

7/1/2012

200

209

Brown/yellow dirt

Continued on Next Page. . .
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Date

Start #

Stop #

7/1/2012

210

219

Material Description
Yellow dirt with pebbles
ASD point 03 - Tlacolula
Optimized

7/1/2012

220

229

White Ref

7/1/2012

230

239

Carizo leaf top side

7/1/2012

240

249

Caizo leaf bottom side

7/1/2012

250

259

Broad leaf annual plant #1 top side

7/1/2012

260

269

Broad leaf annual #1 bottom side

7/1/2012

270

279

Broad leaf annual plant #2 top side

7/1/2012

280

289

Broad leaf annual plant #2 bottom side

7/1/2012

290

299

Pink/red seed grass (seed with a little green stem)

7/1/2012

300

309

Acacia leaf top side

7/1/2012

310

319

Acacia leaf bottom side

7/1/2012

320

329

BAD DATA

7/1/2012

330

339

Acacia Trunk

7/1/2012

340

349

Agave

7/1/2012

350

359

Salvia (woody) leaf top side

7/1/2012

360

369

Salvia (woody) leaf bottom side

7/1/2012

370

379

County Peanut tree leaf top side

7/1/2012

380

389

County Peanut tree leaf bottom side

7/1/2012

390

399

County Peanut tree trunk

7/1/2012

400

409

Road yellow pebbly dirt

7/1/2012

410

419

Yellow rock

7/1/2012

420

429

Green canterra rock

7/1/2012

430

439

Purple/dark grey rock

7/1/2012

440

449

Dirt road - yellow soil

7/1/2012

450

459

Recently plowed field still damp from rain top of
plow-row

7/1/2012

460

469

Recently plowed field still damp from rain bottom of
plow-row contains sand

Continued on Next Page. . .
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Date

Start #

Stop #

7/1/2012

470

479

Material Description
Stressed Nopal/prickly-pear
ASD point 04 - Tlacolula
Optimized

7/1/2012

480

489

White Ref

7/1/2012

490

499

Gravel and dirt road

7/1/2012

500

509

Grass

7/1/2012

510

519

Grey brown soil (damp)

7/1/2012

520

529

Thin whispy grass

7/1/2012

530

539

Dark brown soil (damp)

7/1/2012

540

549

Yellow/brown dirt in field
ASD point 05 - Tlacolula
Got rained out so new site optimized

7/1/2012

550

559

White Ref

7/1/2012

560

569

Dirt road

7/1/2012

570

579

Orange soil
Optimize

7/1/2012

580

589

Freshly plowed dark brown/red soil

7/1/2012

590

599

Grass - very low

7/1/2012

600

609

Green young Bichishoba (organ cactus)

7/1/2012

610

619

Grey/mature prickly-pear (napal)

7/1/2012

620

629

Green/young prickly-pear (napal)

7/1/2012

630

639

Yucca leaf/spine top side

7/1/2012

640

649

Yucca leaf/spine bottom side

7/1/2012

650

659

Woody Bichichobo (organ cactus)

7/1/2012

660

669

Green mature Bichichobo (organ cactus)

7/1/2012

670

679

Mala Mujer leaf top side (painful plant)

7/1/2012

680

689

Mala Mujer leaf bottom side (painful plant)
ASD point 06 - Oaxaca Botanical Garden
Optimized

7/2/2012

0

9

White Ref

Continued on Next Page. . .
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Date

Start #

Stop #

Material Description

7/2/2012

10

19

White Orangey Pebbley rocks

7/2/2012

20

29

Greenish yellow succulant

7/2/2012

30

39

Barrel cactus (data is suspect due to spines)

7/2/2012

40

49

Green orange leafy succulent

7/2/2012

50

59

Palm (a) Lengua Oevaca leaf top side

7/2/2012

60

69

Palm (a) Lengua Oevaca leaf bottom side

7/2/2012

70

79

Palm (a) trunk fiberous section

7/2/2012

80

89

Pam (a) trunk dead stalk section

7/2/2012

90

99

Bayoneta aloe leaf

7/2/2012

100

109

Byrsonima tree leaf top side

7/2/2012

110

119

Byrsonima tree leaf bottom side

7/2/2012

120

129

Tree (b) leaf top side

7/2/2012

130

139

Tree (b) leaf bottom side

7/2/2012

140

149

Yucca leaf top side

7/2/2012

150

159

Yucca leaf bottom side
Optimize

7/2/2012

160

169

Green sand - Gley16/56 /2

7/2/2012

170

179

Leguminosae leaves with bit of stem

7/2/2012

180

189

Leguminosae leaves with bit of stem

7/2/2012

190

199

Purple stressed aloe

7/2/2012

200

209

Tree (c) leaf bottom side

7/2/2012

210

219

Tree (c) leaf top side

7/2/2012

220

229

Dead seed pod from tree (c)

7/2/2012

230

239

Beaucarnea gracilis

7/2/2012

240

249

BAD DATA

7/2/2012

250

259

BAD DATA

7/2/2012

260

269

Orchidaceae

7/2/2012

270

279

Salt Bush

7/2/2012

280

289

Dying stalky/stubby agavaceae (a) leaf out side

7/2/2012

290

299

Dying stalky/stubby agavaceae (a) leaf in side
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Date

Start #

Stop #

Material Description

7/2/2012

300

309

Opuntia Imbricata cactus

7/2/2012

310

319

Plumeria leaf top side

7/2/2012

320

329

Plumeria leaf bottom side

7/2/2012

330

339

Big Boy plant

7/2/2012

340

349

Agavaceae (b)

7/2/2012

350

359

Agavaceae (c)

7/2/2012

360

369

Agavaceae (d)

7/2/2012

370

379

Blue-green Agavae American

7/2/2012

380

389

Blue-green Agave Potatorum

7/2/2012

390

399

Dark-green Agave Potatorum

7/2/2012

400

409

Prinkly-pear green leaf

7/2/2012

410

419

Organ cactus healthy stalk

7/2/2012

420

429

Organ cactus stressed stalk

7/2/2012

430

439

Cotton plant leaf top side

7/2/2012

440

449

Cotton plant leaf bottom side

7/2/2012

450

459

Green shrub with orange flower leaf top side

7/2/2012

460

469

Green shrub with orange flower leaf bottom side

7/2/2012

470

479

Copal tree (a) leaf top side

7/2/2012

480

489

Copal tree (a) leaf bottom side

7/2/2012

490

499

Stenolereus Weberi

7/2/2012

500

509

Stenolereus sp. Green

7/2/2012

510

519

Quercus Sp. Leaf top side

7/2/2012

520

529

Quercus Sp. Leaf bottom side

7/2/2012

530

539

Hackberry leaf top side

7/2/2012

540

549

Hackberry leaf bottom side

7/2/2012

550

559

Hackberry trunk

7/2/2012

560

569

Thorny leaf tree leaf top side

7/2/2012

570

579

Thorny leaf tree leaf bottom side

7/2/2012

580

589

Shrub (b) leaf top side

7/2/2012

590

599

Shrub (b) leaf bottom side
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Date

Start #

Stop #

Material Description

7/2/2012

600

609

Fuzzy leaf shrub leaf top side

7/2/2012

610

619

Fuzzy leaf shrub leaf bottom side

7/2/2012

620

629

Guaje leaf top side

7/2/2012

630

639

Guaje leaf bottom side

7/2/2012

640

649

Arctostaphylos Sp. Leaf top side

7/2/2012

650

659

Arctostaphylos Sp. Leaf bottom side

7/2/2012

660

669

Arctostaphylos Sp. Trunk

7/2/2012

670

679

Sage Relative leaf top side

7/2/2012

680

689

Sage Relative leaf bottom side

7/2/2012

690

699

Lengua Devaca pink flower

7/2/2012

700

709

Tree (e) leaf top side

7/2/2012

710

719

Tree (e) leaf bottom side

7/2/2012

720

729

Salvia Sp. Leaf top side

7/2/2012

730

739

Salvia Sp. Leaf bottom side

7/2/2012

740

749

Leguminosae Sp. Leaf top side

7/2/2012

750

759

Leguminosae Sp. Leaf bottom side
Optimize

7/2/2012

760

769

BAD DATA

7/2/2012

770

779

BAD DATA

7/2/2012

780

789

Jade Plant

7/2/2012

790

799

Green moss

7/2/2012

800

809

BAD DATA

7/2/2012

810

819

Copal (b) leaf top side

7/2/2012

820

829

Copal (b) leaf bottom side

7/2/2012

830

839

Smaller Hackberry leaves

7/2/2012

840

849

Feather Palm (b) leaf

7/2/2012

850

859

Shrub (c) leaves 3640C

7/2/2012

860

869

Shrub (c) trunk 3640C

7/2/2012

870

879

Zapatillo de Diablo o Cordoban thin branch

7/2/2012

880

889

Zapatillo de Diablo o Cordoban thick branch
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Date

Start #

Stop #

Material Description

7/2/2012

890

899

Zapatillo de Diablo o Cordoban leaf top side

7/2/2012

900

909

Zapatillo de Diablo o Cordoban leaf bottom side

7/2/2012

910

919

Similar to Zapatillo de Diable o Cordoban but white branch

7/2/2012

920

929

Banboo Sp. (all states)

7/2/2012

930

939

Copal (c) leaf top side

7/2/2012

940

949

Copal (c) leaf bottom side

7/2/2012

950

959

Copal (c) trunk

7/2/2012

960

969

Copal (d) smooth part of trunk

7/2/2012

970

979

Copal (d) rough scales part of trunk

7/2/2012

980

989

Copal (d) leaves

7/2/2012

990

999

Copal (e) leaf top side

7/2/2012

1000

1009

Copal (e) leaf bottom side

7/2/2012

1010

1019

Copal (e) trunk

7/2/2012

1020

1029

Acaciella Augusstisima var Texarcis leaf top side

7/2/2012

1030

1039

Acaciella Augusstisima var Texarcis leaf bottom side

7/2/2012

1040

1049

Acaciella Augusstisima var Texarcis trunk

7/2/2012

1050

1059

Acaciella Augusstisima var Texarcis open seed cluster
(pom-pom)

7/2/2012

1060

1069

Acacia sp. Leaf top side

7/2/2012

1070

1079

Acacia sp. Leaf bottom side

7/2/2012

1080

1089

Acacia sp. Trunk

7/2/2012

1090

1099

Acacia sp. 3004C leaf top side

7/2/2012

1100

1109

Acacia sp. 3004C leaf bottom side

7/2/2012

1110

1119

Acacia sp. 3004C trunk
ASD point 07 - YUC 02
Optimized

7/3/2012

0

9

White Ref

7/3/2012

10

19

Alfalfa leaf top side

7/3/2012

20

29

Alfalfa leaf bottom side
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Date

Start #

Stop #

Material Description

7/3/2012

30

39

Asphalt

7/3/2012

40

49

Grass near road with dirt background

7/3/2012

50

59

Brown soil freshly plowed

7/3/2012

60

69

Maize leaf couple weeks old top side

7/3/2012

70

79

Maize leaf couple weeks old bottom side

7/3/2012

80

89

Maize leaf 3-5 weeks old top side

7/3/2012

90

99

Maize leaf 3-5 weeks old bottom side

7/3/2012

100

109

Brown soil with weeds and debris

7/3/2012

110

119

Pine needels with stem

7/3/2012

120

129

Brown soil (7.5YR 6/3)

7/3/2012

130

139

Maize leaf couple weeks old top side

7/3/2012

140

149

Maize leaf couple weeks old bottom side

7/3/2012

150

159

Short grass on brown soil

7/3/2012

160

169

BAD DATA

7/3/2012

170

179

Purple Alfalfa flower

7/3/2012

180

189

Alfalfa leaf top side

7/3/2012

190

199

Alfalfa leaf bottom side

7/3/2012

200

209

Alfalfa leaf top side

7/3/2012

210

219

Alfalfa leaf bottom side
switch to 8deg Fore-optic but data suspect due to
cloudy weather
Optimized

7/3/2012

220

229

Non-flowering Alfalfa field moving
Optimized

7/3/2012

230

239

1-2 week old Maize field with brown soil moving
Optimized

7/3/2012

240

249

Ashalt moving
switch back to contact-probe
ASD point 08 - YUC 2.5
Optimized
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Date

Start #

Stop #

Material Description

7/3/2012

250

259

White Ref

7/3/2012

260

269

Red soil dry (5YR 6/6)

7/3/2012

270

279

Red soil wet (5YR 6/6)

7/3/2012

280

289

Red soil futher downhill (5YR 6/4)

7/3/2012

290

299

Crab grass on red soil

7/3/2012

300

309

Short grass on red soil

7/3/2012

310

319

Acacia with red stems

7/3/2012

320

329

Solenaceae leaf top side

7/3/2012

330

339

Solenaceae leaf bottom side

7/3/2012

340

349

Solenaceae purple flower with yellow stamens

7/3/2012

350

359

Leguminosae with white flowers leaf

7/3/2012

360

369

Leguminosae white flower

7/3/2012

370

379

Grass with yellow seed stark grass leaves

7/3/2012

380

389

Acacia leaves top side

7/3/2012

390

399

Acacie leaves bottom side

7/3/2012

400

409

Maize couple weeks old leaf top side

7/3/2012

410

419

Maize couple weeks old leaf bottom side

7/3/2012

420

429

Prickly-pear cactus

7/3/2012

430

439

Tree with fuzzy leaves leaf top side

7/3/2012

440

449

Tree with fuzzy leaves leaf bottom side

7/3/2012

450

459

Tree with fuzzy leaves pinksh new leaf tip

7/3/2012

460

469

Solenaceae tree with white flowers and seeds leaf top
side

7/3/2012

470

479

Solenaceae tree with white flowers and seeds leaf bottom side

7/3/2012

480

489

Willow-like tree leaves

7/3/2012

490

499

Agave Americana very mature

7/3/2012

500

509

Juniper needles

7/3/2012

510

519

Grey Air plant
ASD point 09 - YUC 3

Continued on Next Page. . .
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TableB.44 – Continued

Date

Start #

Stop #

Material Description
Optimized

7/3/2012

520

529

White Ref

7/3/2012

530

539

Red soil (7.5YR 6/4)

7/3/2012

540

549

Soil near agave (5YR 5/4)

7/3/2012

550

559

Agave approx 5-10 yrs old leaf

7/3/2012

560

569

Grass with soil and moss and lichen and debris

7/3/2012

570

579

Acacia sp. Leaf top side

7/3/2012

580

589

Acacia sp. Leaf bottom side

7/3/2012

590

599

Red soil (5YR 5/6)

7/3/2012

600

609

Grey bed rock

7/3/2012

610

619

Short grey-green grass
ASD point 10 - YUC 4
Optimized

7/3/2012

620

629

White Ref

7/3/2012

630

639

Brown soil (5YR 5/4)

7/3/2012

640

649

Maize couple months old leaf top side

7/3/2012

650

659

Maize couple months old leaf bottom side

7/3/2012

660

669

BAD DATA

7/3/2012

670

679

BAD DATA

7/3/2012

680

689

Alfalfa non-flowering
Optimized

7/3/2012

690

699

Grass with soil near alfalfa field

7/3/2012

700

709

Red soil (5YR 5/4)

7/3/2012

710

719

Grass

7/3/2012

720

729

Red soil (2.5YR 4/6)

7/3/2012

730

739

Soil (5YR 6/4)

7/3/2012

740

749

Wheat approx 1 week old leaves
ASD Site 11 - YUC Site #5
Optimize

7/4/2012

0

9

White Ref
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Date

Start #

Stop #

Material Description

7/4/2012

10

19

Caliche dust in road (7.5YR 7/2)

7/4/2012

20

29

Blue rock in road which is really a grey rock covered
in caliche (GLEY1 7/N)

7/4/2012

30

39

White Caliche rock in road

7/4/2012

40

49

Exposed caliche bedrock grey color (GLEY2 4/5B)

7/4/2012

50

59

Exposed caliche bedrock white color (7.5R 8/1)

7/4/2012

60

69

Exposed caliche bedrock yellow color (0YR 7/4)

7/4/2012

70

79

Small grey-green ground cover plant

7/4/2012

80

89

Whispy grass leaves

7/4/2012

90

99

Grass and dead grass and ground cover plant and
caliche dirt

7/4/2012

100

109

Solenaceae bush leaves top side

7/4/2012

110

119

Solenaceae bush leaves bottom side

7/4/2012

120

129

Another grey-green ground cover lant with background soil

7/4/2012

130

139

Orange-yellow caliche (2.5YR 7/6)

7/4/2012

140

149

Brittle leaves of bush/ground cover

7/4/2012

150

159

Solenaceae tree leaves top side

7/4/2012

160

169

Solenaceae tree leaves bottom side

7/4/2012

170

179

Yucca leaves

7/4/2012

180

189

BAD DATA

7/4/2012

190

199

Long pine needles from a young tree

7/4/2012

200

209

Long pine needles and stem from a young tree

7/4/2012

210

219

Blue-grey-green solenaceae tree leaf top side

7/4/2012

220

229

Blue-grey-green Solenaceae tree leaf bottom side

7/4/2012

230

239

Long pine needles from a mature tree

7/4/2012

240

249

Short grass and dead grass and background
dirt/caliche

7/4/2012

250

259

Bright red flower from shrub

7/4/2012

260

269

Juniper tree with seeds - needles only
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Date

Start #

Stop #

Material Description

7/4/2012

270

279

Fan palm leaf

7/4/2012

280

289

Willow-like tree leaves top side

7/4/2012

290

299

Willow-like tree leaves bottom side

7/4/2012

300

309

Oak leaf top side

7/4/2012

310

319

Oak leaf bottom side

7/4/2012

320

329

Oak tree bark
Optimize

7/4/2012

330

339

White Ref

7/4/2012

340

349

Brown field soil (7.5YR 5/2)

7/4/2012

350

359

White field soil (7.5YR 8/2)

7/4/2012

360

369

Maize 1-2 weeks old leaf top side

7/4/2012

370

379

Maize 1-2 weeks old leaf bottom side
ASD Site 12 - YUC Site #6
Optimize

7/4/2012

380

389

White Ref

7/4/2012

390

399

Brown sandy soil - damp (2.5YR 4/2)

7/4/2012

400

409

Moss on ground

7/4/2012

410

419

Moss/lichen on ground

7/4/2012

420

429

Green-grey scrubby ground cover

7/4/2012

430

439

Reddish scrubby ground cover (has purple flowers)

7/4/2012

440

449

Oakish-type tree leaf top side

7/4/2012

450

459

Oakish-type tree leaf bottom side

7/4/2012

460

469

Spanish Moss

7/4/2012

470

479

Oakish-type tree trunk

7/4/2012

480

489

Oakish-type tree trunk with blue-green lichen

7/4/2012

490

499

Dead leaves from oakish-type tree on ground

7/4/2012

500

509

Reddish dirt (7.5YR 5/6)

7/4/2012

510

519

Green with purple flower scrubby ground cover

7/4/2012

520

529

Oak leaf top side

7/4/2012

530

539

Oak leaf bottom side
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Date

Start #

Stop #

Material Description

7/4/2012

540

549

Oak tree bark

7/4/2012

550

559

Oak tree bark with lichen

7/4/2012

560

569

Dark red rock

7/4/2012

570

579

Reddish grass with dirt and dead grass and debris

7/4/2012

580

589

Peppermint bush leaves

7/4/2012

590

599

Yellowish sand (7.5YR 6/4)

7/4/2012

600

609

BAD DATA

7/4/2012

610

619

Bright red soil (5YR 5/6)

7/4/2012

620

629

Prickly-pear paddle

7/4/2012

630

639

Green leaf from ground cover plant

7/4/2012

640

649

Small dark-red pebbles (5R 2.5/3)

7/4/2012

650

659

Green-orange tufts of grass

7/4/2012

660

669

Red/pinkish grass seeds

7/4/2012

670

679

White flower and bur from bur plant

7/4/2012

680

689

Tall dead grass
ASD Site 13 - EXTRA
Optimize

7/4/2012

690

699

White Ref

7/4/2012

700

709

Grey soil (5YR 6/1)

7/4/2012

710

719

White soil in big clump (10YR /2 8.5/)

7/4/2012

720

729

Crushed caliche rocks/soil (10YR /2 8.5/)

7/4/2012

730

739

Fan Palm leaf

7/4/2012

740

749

Juniper tree leaves
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Appendix C

Lost Archaeological Sites due to
Modern Urbanization
Table C.1 through Table C.3 list the archaeological sites which have been impacted by
urban sprawl in the Tlacolula Valley over the past 40 years. In all three tables, the first
column lists the name of the site (if known) and the second column lists the amount of area
impacted by the urban sprawl. Since some sites are very large regions, the full site may
not be impacted by modern urbanization, so the area of impact was calculated for each site
and is recorded in units of square meters. Maps for each of these regions can be found on
the hard drive located at E:/GIS/ArcGIS Maps/Central Oaxacan Valleys map Lost Sites.mxd.
Table C.1 lists the archaeological sites that have been lost as determined by comparing the
truth urban locations to the 1970’s known archaeological sites as discussed in Section 5.3.2.
Table C.2 lists the sites impacted by urban regions found when applying the ACE target
detection algorithm to the Hyperion QK image collected in 2009, which Table C.3 lists
the sites impacted by urban regions found when applying the ACE target dectection
algorithm to the Hyperion QK image collected in 2012.
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Table C.1: Lost Archaeological sites due to modern urbanization in Tlacolula Valley between 1970’s and 1998/2010 Truth
Urban Regions

Name of Lost Site

Area Lost [m2 ]

TL-VDO-VDO-22

2.786834
18.371317

TL-SAV-SAV-1

47.675765

TL-SAV-SAV-2

75.229736

TL-TL-TL-40

395.386095

TL-TL-TL-96

452.803352

TL-SAV-SAV-34

701.883751

TL-SAV-SAV-2

824.561484
844.529837

TL-TL-TL-107

927.759256
975.144604

TL-SAV-SAV-36

996.734343

TL-TL-TL-29

1065.17177

TL-TL-TL-103

1151.427174
1261.576259
1302.207139

TL-SAV-SAV-2

1440.395555
1441.296637
1466.361958
1509.757236

TL-TL-TL-93

1677.142466

TL-TL-TL-106

1725.982314

TL-TL-TL-38

1847.578766

TL-SAV-SAV-2

2506.583537
2626.689836

TL-TL-TL-63

2906.358574
4219.437157

Continued on Next Page. . .
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TableC.1 – Continued
Name of Lost Site

Area Lost [m2 ]

TL-TL-TL-103

4941.390337
5649.589629

TL-TL-TL-105

10710.00684

TL-TL-TL-104

16747.04395

TL-SAV-SAV-22

17878.39494
18226.54039
19815.28477

TL-SAV-SAV-1

26202.15372

TL-TL-TL-29

50806.88113

TL-TL-TL-38

51958.5416

TL-SAV-SAV-2

87127.16985

Table C.2: Lost Archaeological sites due to modern urbanization in Tlacolula Valley between 1970’s and 2009

Name of Lost Site

Area Lost [m2 ]

TL-TL-TL-100

7.833643
382.768874

TL-TL-TL-29

388.849898

TL-TL-TL-107

514.510081

TL-SAV-SAV-1

567.646703

TL-TL-TL-94

585.578021

TL-SAV-SAV-34

701.883751

TL-SAV-SAV-2

773.68043

TL-TL-TL-103

1203.668747
1227.550446

TL-TL-TL-104

1227.906391
1302.207139

Continued on Next Page. . .
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TableC.2 – Continued
Name of Lost Site

Area Lost [m2 ]
1441.296637

TL-TL-TL-29

1658.769407

TL-TL-TL-106

1725.982314

TL-SAV-SAV-36

1943.692872

TL-TL-TL-97

1944.141649

TL-TL-TL-63

2906.358574
3034.558786

TL-SAV-SAV-22

5126.277369
6003.005493
6174.174071

TL-TL-TL-104

12014.89666

TL-TL-TL-105

15000.07532

TL-SAV-SAV-1

19411.01162

TL-TL-TL-103

21554.41826

TL-TL-TL-38

22157.43315

TL-TL-TL-29

28006.23058

TL-SAV-SAV-2

93305.08782

Table C.3: Lost Archaeological sites due to modern urbanization in Tlacolula Valley between 1970’s and 2012

Name of Lost Site

Area Lost [m2 ]

TL-SAV-SAV-2

3.575542

TL-TL-TL-40

27.491108

TL-SAV-SAV-1

50.317952
100.667189
200.845597

TL-SAV-SAV-35

229.386243

Continued on Next Page. . .
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TableC.3 – Continued
Name of Lost Site

Area Lost [m2 ]

TL-SAV-SAV-2

262.566573

TL-SAV-SAV-10

271.377835

TL-TL-TL-94

305.341522

TL-TL-TL-103

539.942837
577.5535
650.447209

TL-SAV-SAV-34

701.883751

TL-TL-TL-38

752.611843

TL-TL-TL-95

890.506379
945.755214
1136.983664
1302.207139

TL-SAV-SAV-36

1490.134944

TL-SAV-SAV-2

1501.491877

TL-TL-TL-103

1574.109262

TL-TL-TL-106

1619.7297

TL-SAV-SAV-2

2183.986146
2509.389976

TL-TL-TL-63

2906.358574
5795.992721

TL-SAV-SAV-22

8882.999964

TL-TL-TL-105

12249.9975

TL-TL-TL-103

14027.51978

TL-TL-TL-104

15470.93312

TL-SAV-SAV-1

17172.49071
18407.43542

TL-TL-TL-29

20697.50143

TL-TL-TL-38

28271.59746

TL-SAV-SAV-2

61329.64429
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